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 While commonly known as a material that stores biological information essential for life, 
few realize that deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is also a wonderful building (i.e. physical structures) 
and computing material. The field of DNA nanotechnology aims to use DNA primarily to build 
and control matter on the nanoscale. In 2006, a technique known as DNA origami was developed, 
which allows for the formation of about any shape on the nanoscale. Such DNA origami have been 
used in many applications: nanodevices, nanotubes, nanoreactors. However, the small surface area 
of the origami often limits its usefulness. One promising method for building large (micron-sized) 
DNA origami structures is to self-assemble multiple origami components into well-defined 
structures. To date, however, such structures suffer low yields, long reaction times and require 
experimental optimization with no guiding principles. One primary reason is that a governing 
theory and experimental measurements behind such a self-assembly process are lacking.  
 In this work, we develop coarse-grained computational simulations to describe and 
understand the self-assembly of finite-sized, multicomponent complexes (e.g., nine different DNA-
origami components that form a square grid complex). To help inform the model, we 
experimentally investigate how various interface architectures between two self-assembling DNA 
origami components affect the reaction kinetics and thermodynamics. We further develop the 
accuracy of our simulations by incorporating these measurements and other thermodynamic 
measurements from our group and implement a computational algorithm that optimizes the 
interaction strengths between self-assembling components for reaction efficiency (i.e., speed and 
yield of the complex). With these experimentally-informed simulations, we suggest design 





 Finally, with the overarching idea of using DNA-based components to self-assemble to 
produce ordered structures and patterns, we build a reaction-diffusion system whose reactions are 
programmed using DNA strand displacement and diffusion which occurs in a hydrogel, wherein 
patterns develop, and liquid reservoirs, which are used to supply the high energy components. With 
this reaction-diffusion system we create stable (i.e., unchanging in space and time) one and two-
dimensional patterns of DNA molecules with millimeter-scale features.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 Popular fascination with deoxyribose nucleic acid (DNA) did not truly begin until James 
Watson and Francis Crick, using Rosalind Franklin’s X-ray crystallography data, discovered the 
three-dimensional structure of DNA. Now known as B-DNA, the structure consists of a double 
stranded helix with a major and minor groove whose constituent two strands run anti-parallel to 
one another and are “held” together by base-pairing between specific molecules within the two 
strands that pair with their complement molecule based on the number of hydrogen bonds that can 
form. All of these details the authors describe in their 1953 Nature article, which contained a mere 
six references, one figure, and less than 1000 words 1. In their seminal paper, they also correctly 
predict that Adenosine hydrogen bonds to Thymine (A-T) while Guanine hydrogen bonds with 
Cytosine (G-C); hence these binding pairs are now known as Watson-Crick complements. Indeed, 
Watson and Crick even correctly predicted the distance that separates adjacent base pairs in a B-
form double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), 3.4 angstroms, which is a fundamental quantity commonly 
used in the DNA nanotechnology field (the field of this thesis) today.  
 Fast forward thirty years. While the vast majority of DNA-centered studies and 
applications up to this point were biological in nature, in the early 1980s, a researcher named 
Nadrian Seeman started thinking about DNA differently. He conceived of and created an entirely 
new field by using DNA for structural purposes, instead of biological, by exploiting DNA’s 
Watson-Crick complementarity and the fact that double stranded DNA (dsDNA) is much stiffer 
than single stranded DNA (ssDNA). In 1982 and ’83, he described building junctions and lattices 
from many ssDNA strands that could partially hybridize with other ssDNA strands, such that the 
equilibrium state of the mixture would form a well-defined structure 2 , 3. Biological systems exhibit 




could be useful to hold a protein in place to more easily determine the protein’s crystal structure 
using x-ray crystallography, for example. Shortly thereafter his group experimentally demonstrated 
the formation of a 4-way junction from four ssDNA strands, marking the first human-engineered 
DNA-based nanoscale structure 4. The field of structural DNA nanotechnology was born. 
 Fast forward another 30 years. The study and engineering of DNA-based systems, both 
biological and non-biological, has taken massive leaps as new techniques and tools have made the 
technology increasingly accessible, which has been in large part driven by the healthcare 
implications of DNA. Costs over time of DNA sequencing and synthesis follow highly nonlinear 
trends, similar to Moore’s law in the semiconductor industry: Intel co-founder Gordon Moore 
accurately predicted that transistor density on an integrated chip would double approximately every 
two years for at least a decade 5, which has held true for the past four decades. Similarly, costs of 
synthesis for short DNA oligonucleotides have decreased more than an of magnitude in the past 
two decades while during that time DNA sequencing has decreased by more than six orders of 
magnitude (Figure 1.1) 6. In fact, the trend of sequencing costs is notably more nonlinear than even 
Moore’s law, with approximate cost per megabase (1 million bases) sequencing decreasing by a 
factor of more than 105 over the course of ~13 years. While the initial sequencing effort was fueled 
by private and government-backed multibillion dollar investments to decode the human genome, 
DNA sequencing is now a massive business success, with sequencing companies like Illumina, 
Inc., less than 20 years old, boasting over $25 billion in market capitalization (at the time of this 





Figure 1.1. Sequencing and synthesis costs are decreasing over time. The cost to sequence a megabase 
(Mb), or one million bases, of DNA has non-linearly decreased over time, deviating from even the 
steeply declining Moore’s law, which serves as a common benchmark for rapidly advancing 
technologies and depicts the cost per Mb halving every two years. Synthesis of short DNA oligo 
costs have decreased over time, although not as significantly as sequencing costs. Sequencing data 
taken from Ref. 6 and synthesis data taken from Refs. 7, 8. 
 One potentially high-value non-biological application for DNA is as a material for 
information storage, where information is “written” by synthesizing and “read” by sequencing 9. 
The theoretical maximum information density in DNA is extreme: 455 exabytes, or about 455 
million terabytes per gram of ssDNA 9 (in comparison, as of this writing the entirety of Facebook’s 
datacenters house ~400,000 terabytes of data), which is likely the reason why biological systems 
have evolved to store their information into DNA sequences. One more such non-biological 
application, whose origins predate the prior example and forms the foundation of this thesis 
involves using DNA as a material in order to create nanoscale structures and patterns from the 
bottom-up with specific shapes and functions 2, 4. 
 Along with decreasing costs of DNA synthesis came increasing complexity of DNA-based 
nanostructures. A major inflection point for the field of structural DNA nanotechnology occurred 




structures with almost any shape and is a technique discussed in Chapters 2-4 and used in Chapter 
3, was introduced. In this technique, a long, circular scaffold strand (7249 bases) is “folded” by a 
molar excess of many shorter (~30 bases long) “staple” ssDNA strands, where the staple sequences 
and crossover patterns determine the final shape of the DNA origami. Aside from the ability to be 
folded into a variety of nanoscale shapes, the main quality that differentiates DNA origami from 
other nanoscale fabrication techniques is that an origami surface can serve as a high-resolution 
nanobreadboard: a wide variety of biomolecular components (e.g., aptamers, proteins, gold 
nanoparticles) can be precisely placed within about 6 nanometers of one another. Because of these 
unique characteristics, DNA origami enabled the creation of many nanodevices: nanoscale 
reactors11, 12, 13, and 3D structures with various logic functions 14, 15, 16 , biophysical measurement 
tools17, molecular robots18, 19, actuators and sensors 20, 21, 22, devices to control self-assembly23, 24, 25, 
novel drug delivery systems26, 27, 28, and biologically-inspired structures 29, 30, 31, to name a few. 
Fabrication of origami is simple and robust: design 32 and structure prediction software 33 allow for 
rapid prototyping of structures and optimized experimental protocols enable rapid (several minutes) 
folding 34. The time from design conception to final folded structure could take as little as one week.  
 While such DNA origami structures have been used to template the assembly of electronic 
devices, light harvesting structures, chemical assembly lines and templates for molecular walkers, 
their limited surface area is often a limiting factor for nanoengineers. For example, a common 
origami design is a two-dimensional, flat rectangular structure which has a surface area of ~6000 
nm2, enough for about a dozen molecular components. There has therefore been significant interest 
in building larger templates with the same ability to specifically position molecules with almost 
nanoscale resolution, but over larger surface area. Larger surface areas would enable a new 
generation of origami-based devices, for example, an artificial “leaf,” where components whose 




accomplished: studies have shown that significantly increased activity can be achieved by using 
DNA origami to decrease the physical distance between two enzymes that share an intermediate 11 
and that protein complexes can be assembled on an origami surface 36. One route to this method is 
to hierarchically self-assemble individual nanostructures into a larger, multicomponent structure. 
This approach has proven difficult, and one fundamental challenge is that we know little about how 
molecular structures assemble specifically at the size scale of tens to a few hundred nanometers: 
prior to the studies conducted, described in this thesis, there were no kinetic and thermodynamic 
measurements for the self-assembly of structures with DNA-origami components.  
 Thus, most current methods for designing self-assembly processes to produce multi-
component origami structures are of the “guess and check” variety, i.e., design a DNA origami 
component and its interface then determine if it self-assembles and if it does, determine if it will 
assemble with other components. These methods lack guiding principles and rules for which to 
build larger origami structures. Protein engineering, for example, has extensive experiment-
informed computational tools such as Rosetta 37, in order to help design protein assembly processes, 
which has led to the creation of protein-only 2D infinite lattices 38 and finite complexes 39. Although 
recent studies have been conducted to understand the kinetics and thermodynamics of smaller 
DNA-based structures, to our knowledge no systematic study has been performed on larger and 
more useful DNA origami components. Many nanostructures spawned from the field of DNA 
nanotechnology lack sophistication and scalability largely due to the lack of experimental backbone 
in the form of thermodynamic and kinetic information for origami components.  
 The final idea from the field of DNA nanotechnology that this thesis draws on is DNA 
strand displacement (DSD) reactions, which are commonly used in the subfield of DNA computing 
40, 41. The main idea behind DNA computing is that billions (or many more) of chemical reactions 




progresses relative to its silicon counterpart. Chemical computations are governed by specific rules, 
such as Watson-Crick complementary base pairing. Such chemical programs have been shown to 
perform various computations, such computing the square root of a four bit number 42. The 
computations occur via DSD reactions which are be easily “programmed” into DNA by 
manipulating its sequence and the sequence of those molecules with which it will interact. In a 
simple DSD reaction, for example, one ssDNA molecule might displace another in a partially 
double-stranded complex (otherwise known as a DNA logic gate) because the ssDNA is fully 
complementary to a strand in the complex. Such a reaction is driven by the free energy decrease 
that arises from DNA hybridization. DSD has many advantages: specificity 43, scalability 42 and 
kinetic tunability 44, 45. To control the rates and equilibrium of strand displacement reactions, often 
a “toehold” is introduced to the complex. A toehold-mediated strand displacement reaction occurs 
when a short region of ssDNA (the “toehold” region) on a partially double-stranded DNA complex 
assists an input strand of DNA to bind to and displace an incumbent strand. The steps of such a 
reaction are typically designed to traverse the following: (1) hybridization of the input strand to the 
toehold, (2) branch migration of the input strand toward the incumbent strand and (3) complete 
dissociation of the incumbent strand. The forward reaction rate constant,	𝑘:;, can be tuned across 
about six orders of magnitude by changing the length and sequence of the toehold: each nucleotide 
added to the length of the toehold (up to ~7 bp) increases the 𝑘:; by about one order of magnitude 
45. Branch migration involves a random walk via reversible association and dissociation steps of a 
single base pair of two strands that compete to bind to a shared complementary base on a third 
strand. Dissociation of the incumbent strand is usually the goal, which can then participate in 
downstream reactions as an input strand. Such reactions are used in dynamic DNA-based devices, 
from the first demonstration, DNA tweezers, 43 where toehold mediated DSD reactions were used 




including secondary structure and compute the equilibriums state of the strands at various 
environmental conditions, such as salt concentrations and temperatures 46.  
 This thesis is centered around one general area of DNA nanotechnology: the design and 
implementation of DNA-based self-assembly systems to form structures and patterns using non-
covalent interactions. In Chapter 2 we develop a coarse-grained model to describe the self-
assembly of finite-sized structures comprised of multiple different components and use computer 
simulations in order to: (1) understand the most effective methods to assemble such structures, (2) 
elucidate phenomena which might lead to poor assembly and (3) suggest a simple, general method 
for designing components which enhance assembly efficiency. In Chapter 3 we investigate how to 
tune interaction strength between two self-assembling components by systematically altering the 
linking architecture between two DNA origami components, and measuring the resulting kinetics 
(i.e., forward and reverse reaction rate constants) and thermodynamics (i.e., yield, equilibrium 
constant) of the reversible dimerization reaction at a range of temperatures. These rate parameters 
were then incorporated into our coarse-grained model. Chapter 4 builds on our simulations in 
Chapter 2 by introducing a simple optimization algorithm whose goal is to find the set of 
components that assembles most efficiently across a broad range of reaction conditions. Coupling 
the optimization algorithm and kinetic and thermodynamic measurements of interfaces, measured 
in Chapter 3, our simulations provide a simple method to optimize the self-assembly of such 
structures and suggest an improved design of an experimentally reported DNA origami-based 
tetrameric complex and provide yield predictions for the improved structure. In keeping with the 
overarching theme of using self-assembling DNA to create organized material from the bottom-up, 
Chapter 5 shows that by using diffusing ssDNA and dsDNA components programmed to undergo 
specific strand displacement reactions (i.e., a reaction-diffusion system), we can produce 




in a hydrogel. Generally, this chapter provides an experimental framework for creating more 
complex DNA-based patterns in a hydrogel from the bottom-up using a reaction-diffusion system. 
This thesis concludes with a brief discussion in Chapter 6 of the general implications and future 
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CHAPTER 2 AN ASSEMBLY FUNNEL MAKES 
BIOMOLECULAR COMPLEX ASSEMBLY EFFICIENT 
SUMMARY 
 Like protein folding and crystallization, the self-assembly of complexes is a fundamental 
form of biomolecular organization. While the number of methods for creating synthetic complexes 
is growing rapidly, most require empirical tuning of assembly conditions and/or produce low yields. 
We use coarse-grained simulations of the assembly kinetics of complexes to identify generic 
limitations on yields that arise because of the many simultaneous interactions allowed between the 
components and intermediates of a complex. Efficient assembly occurs when nucleation is fast and 
growth pathways are few, i.e. when there is an assembly "funnel." For typical complexes, an 
assembly funnel occurs in a narrow window of conditions whose location is highly complex 
specific. However, by redesigning the components this window can be drastically broadened, so 
that complexes can form quickly across many conditions. The generality of this approach suggests 
assembly funnel design as a foundational strategy for robust biomolecular complex synthesis. 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 Within cells, bottom-up phenomena organize biomolecules into structures with sizes 
ranging from angstroms to microns. Precise control over structure at the angstrom and nanometer 
scales is important for optimizing catalysis 47, 48, the action of molecular machines 49 or molecular 
recognition 50. Larger biomolecular structures orchestrate processes such as translation, adhesion, 
or controlled transport. One goal of chemistry and molecular engineering is therefore to develop 
analogous bottom-up methods for controlling biomolecular structure across the same range of 




 Different physical processes are responsible for the in vivo formation of structure across 
these length scales. Stable nanometer- or angstrom-scale structures generally form as the result of 
folding a protein or RNA chain with a particular sequence 48. Folding larger structures from a single 
chain is difficult because synthesizing long, sequence-specific polymers without errors is a 
challenge 53 and the potential for a folding process to become frustrated increases quickly with 
polymer length 54, 55. Larger structures instead form through a hierarchical assembly process in 
which folded components self-assemble together into a larger complex. Examples of such 
complexes include the ribosome, proteasome and antibodies. Some complexes, including the 
nuclear pore complex 56, cell adhesions 57 or the kinetochore 58 can contain hundreds of components 
and reach sizes of more than a micron. Complex formation is ubiquitous: in Escherichia coli, for 
example, more than 20% of known polypeptides become reported members of protein complexes 
59.  
 While the development of strategies for the design of synthetic self-assembling complexes 
have long lagged behind the design of folding processes, recently, a wealth of designed complexes 
assembled from proteins 39, nucleic acids 35 and other components 60, 61 has spurred interest in 
developing rules and general strategies for designing complexes 2, 62, 63. Generally, design methods 
attempt to maximize complex yield by maximizing the thermodynamic stability of the complex or 
the free energy difference between the complex and other potential structures with the inherent 
assumption that thermodynamic equilibrium will be achieved 2, 64, 65, 66. Yet, in practice, complexes 
that are thermodynamically stable often assemble with low yields or may take as long as weeks to 
assemble properly 67, 68, 69. While unaccounted-for experimental effects such as stoichiometric 
imbalances between components 10 might explain lower yields or slower than expected assembly 




there are currently few strategies other than complex redesign 34 when thermodynamic design 
considerations fail. 
 Here, we test the assumption that self-assembly processes for biomolecular complexes 
generally reach a high-yield equilibrium state by simulating the kinetics of a variety of generic, 
idealized assembly reactions. We find that for typical biomolecular complex self-assembly reaction 
rates and component concentrations 70, 71, 72, 73, it may take days or weeks to reach a state close to 
equilibrium, even when equilibrium yields are low. Thus, design processes that rely solely on 
thermodynamics to predict yields may meet with mixed success because yield is limited kinetically 
rather than thermodynamically. Our simulations also identify two key reasons why some self-
assembly processes can be slow. First, near the melting temperature of the complex, low nucleation 
rates limit the rate of formation of complexes. Second, far below the melting temperature, assembly 
may occur rapidly through many different pathways, combinatorially trapping intermediate 
assembly products. Once assembly reaches this trapped state, complexes can form only after 
intermediates disassemble, which can be very slow. Avoiding both of these regimes is required to 
achieve high yield. For many common complexes, this requirement means that complex formation 
happens efficiently only under a narrow range of physical conditions. We show that designing 
components that skirt such kinetic pitfalls can significantly speed up assembly and enhance yields. 
2.2 RESULTS 
 A simple model of multicomponent biomolecular complex self-assembly. To 
characterize the kinetics of complex assembly, we use a simple model of assembly in which rigid 
components of a generic complex bind to one another via orientation-specific pairs of 
complementary interfaces (Fig. 2.1). We assume that all components have identical interaction 
energy at each interface and the same initial concentration. Interaction between non-matching 




biomolecular interfaces 39, 67, 68, 69, 74, 75. Multiple different rigid components and their unique 
interfaces could be easily fabricated from DNA, for example, using existing techniques such as 
DNA origami 10 or DNA bricks 68. In our model, we consider all binary reactions that produce a 
complex or any connected subset of components, which we call intermediates (see Section 2.5 
Supporting Methods). 
 
Figure 2.1. Self-assembly model for a 4-component square grid (“2x2”) complex. The square, rigid 
components have specific binding rules on each edge denoted by edge colors. Like colored edges 
interact, whereas edges with different colors and black edges do not interact. An initial, fixed 
number of components is depleted during self-assembly. At the end of the process, the solution 
contains a mixture of components, intermediates and complexes. 
 Our simulations use on and off rates similar to those measured for oligonucleotide 73, 
protein 71, DNA tile 72, and ribosomal subunit-RNA 70 reactions. Simulated assembly protocols are 
simple and modeled after those in broad experimental use 10, 34, 69. Assembly timescales are realistic, 
ranging from 𝜏 = 1, or about 30 minutes to 𝜏 = 1000, or about 2.7 weeks for 1 nM of components 
(i.e., concentrations typical for large (megadalton) DNA nanostructures 10), or 30 minutes for 1 uM 
of components (see Equation 2.1). To model the interplay of changes in bond energy that could 
result from multi-bond reactions (e.g., from entropic or allosteric effects 76), we introduce a 




the number of bonds formed (see Equation 2.2). We use the dimensionless parameter 
 as an analog for inverse temperature (e.g., high values of  correspond to low 
temperatures and strong interactions and vice versa) and define yield as the fraction of total material 
in complete complexes (see Equation 2.3). 
 The goal of our study is to understand how yields of self-assembled biomolecular 
complexes vary with complex size (in terms of number of components), geometry and reaction 
parameters (e.g., , ) by using kinetic simulations and as a result, learn how to design 
complexes and assembly protocols to increase yields. In order to elucidate general principles, we 
focus on a set of generic complexes: 1-dimensional “line” complexes of different lengths, 2-
dimensional square “grid” complexes with different numbers of components on a side and a 3-
dimensional “cube” complex.   
 Estimating the yield of a complex by considering its free energy relative to the free energies 
of other potential products is a standard method of estimating the yield of a self-assembly reaction 
77, but such estimates are relevant only when assembly reactions are close to equilibrium. To 
determine whether typical reactions approach equilibrium, we modeled the kinetics of assembly 
using component concentrations, reaction times and rates typical of experimental self-assembly 
reactions 70, 71, 72, 73. To understand the effects of temperature, we initially studied reactions that take 
place at a single temperature (a single value of ). Isothermal assembly of 1D line complexes 
quickly achieved yields near those predicted at thermodynamic equilibrium for all interaction 
energies considered (Fig. 2.2a and Figs. S2.3 and S2.4). The system as a whole also approached 
equilibrium, as demonstrated by the concentrations of both complexes and intermediates (Fig. 
S2.5). Yields of line complexes were highest when the interactions between components were 
strongest, in agreement with both thermodynamic predictions and similar studies of self-assembly 





Figure 2.2. Thermodynamic equilibrium is a good predictor of yield for isothermal assembly after long 
assembly times for 1-dimensional complexes, but not 2- or 3-dimensional complexes. Assembly yields 
for a (a) 1x5 line complex, (b) 2x2, (c) 3x3, (d) 4x4 and (e) 5x5 square grid complex and (f) 2x2x2 
cube complex as a function of the dimensionless temperature parameter, . Inset diagram depicts 
the complex. Numbers on the components in the complex indicate component identity (e.g. 
component “1” is different than component “2”). The dashed line indicates thermodynamic 
equilibrium. Dimensionless reaction time is defined as  where  is the macroscopic 
forward reaction rate constant and  is the initial concentration of components. Colored bars 
and boxes below figures represent the four different assembly regimes (Note S2 in Section 2.5.2). 
The assembly funnel regime is considered to be where the complex is thermodynamically favored 
(i.e.,  > 0.5) and assembly is rapid such that . Assembly 
“snapshots” (below graphs) are taken at = 1000 and  (top row), , , and  
(bottom row) and comprised of ten random species drawn from the reaction mixture, weighted by 
concentration (Note S3 in Section 2.5.3). Error bars indicate the standard deviation of the reported 
quantity after 10 simulations and where omitted, are <1%. Here and elsewhere unless otherwise 
noted, there is no bond coupling ( ). 
 Strong interactions maximize yield for 1-dimensional systems only. While strong 
interactions maximize the yield of line complexes, strong interactions in even small grid or cube 
complexes with no bond coupling ( ) produced yields far lower than yields expected at 
equilibrium for simulated reaction times as long as weeks ( , ~2.7 weeks for nM) 




only marginally increases yield (Figs. S2.11, S2.22). For example, increasing the assembly time 
from 𝜏 = 100 to 𝜏 = 1000 increased the yield of 3x3 grid complexes by at most ~10%. Similarly 
marginal increases in yield were observed when assembly times were increased further to 𝜏 =
10000 (Fig. S2.10). These results suggest that these self-assembly processes rarely approach the 
equilibrium state in practice. 
 Slow nucleation and molecular rearrangement rates can limit yield. To understand 
why grid and cube complexes assembled so slowly, we investigated the composition of the 
simulated solution after the completion of the reaction (𝜏 = 1000) under many isothermal 
assembly conditions (Fig. 2.2, and Figs. S2.13, S2.15 and S2.23). Above the melting temperature 
of a given complex, no complexes form. Just below the melting temperature, the most abundant 
species aside from complexes were components, suggesting that yield under these highly reversible 
conditions is limited by the long times required to nucleate intermediates. Under effectively 
irreversible conditions (i.e., high values of 𝜂), intermediates that cannot interact with one another 
to form complexes were the most common species, including the four 3-component intermediates 
in the 2x2 square grid complex and the 5 to 8-component intermediates in the 3x3 square grid 
complex (Fig. S2.14). Under these conditions, components or smaller intermediates must detach 
from a larger intermediate and attach to another intermediate, or “rearrange”, in order to complete 
a complex, which is an energetically unfavorable and therefore slow process. This rearrangement-
limited regime is present for the assembly of grid and cube complexes but not line complexes 
because the intermediates to line complexes never need to rearrange to produce complexes.  These 
results are corroborated by studies of viral capsid assembly 79 as well as homomeric 80and ring-like 
protein complex assembly 81, where nucleation and rearrangement rates were found to influence 




 A high-yield assembly funnel regime occurs at medium-strength component 
interactions. The results thus far indicate that the self-assembly of grid and cube complexes could 
occur with high yields when bond strengths are neither too weak for fast nucleation nor too strong 
to prevent components in intermediates from rearranging. Indeed, our simulations show that there 
is a small window of medium component-component interaction strength where complexes are 
stable and assemble with high yields without requiring infeasibly long assembly times. We called 
this regime the “assembly funnel” regime, because in this regime the energy landscape contains a 
small number of smooth downward paths to complete complex formation, similar to a protein 
folding funnel 82 or a protein binding funnel 83. This regime for grid and cube complexes is generally 
near  or . In our simulations of 2x2 to 5x5 square grid complexes, we found 
that increasing complex size shrinks the size of the already small assembly funnel regime by 
disfavoring forward conditions (i.e., where ). Increasing complex size increases the number 
of ways components can become “stuck” in incompatible intermediates, so completing a larger 
complex requires more molecular rearrangement on average than completing a smaller one.  
 
Figure 2.3. An assembly funnel means that complex assembly occurs via a small number of pathways. 




conditions, whereas thermodynamically favorable pathways govern assembly outcome in the 
assembly funnel regime. (a) Conformational entropy (𝑆) of the system under different assembly 
conditions as a function of assembly time, 𝜏. (b) Reference energy distributions of a 3x3 square 
grid complex based on thermodynamics and assembly configuration. Color spectrum indicates the 
number of bonds in an assembly. (c) Partition of energies at different times during self-assembly 
in the assembly funnel regime at 𝜂 = 0 (green box), rearrangement-limited conditions at 𝜂 = 6 
(blue box), and during an anneal (black box). Over the course of an anneal, 𝜂 transitions from – 6 
to 6, spending 𝜏/100	at 100 different linearly decreasing isothermal conditions. Values at the top 
right are complex yields. Inset plots show detail. Error bars <1%.  
 Reaction conditions determine the set of possible assembly pathways. To further 
understand the influence of pathways on complex formation, we examined the kinds of 
intermediates that tend to arise and persist by measuring the conformational entropy, or distribution 
of species sizes and free energies, of the system. The conformational entropy is given by 𝑆 =
−𝑅 𝑓cdln	(𝑓cd)cd  where 𝑓cd	is the fraction of species with energy 𝑖 and 𝑗 components. Higher 
values of conformational entropy correspond to broader distributions of assembly sizes and free 
energies. Under rearrangement-limited conditions, conformational entropy initially increases as 
many different intermediates form, and then plateaus (Fig. 2.3a). The species that form and remain 
are those that are most easily accessible via reaction pathways rather than those that are 
energetically favorable (Fig. 2.3b,c). In contrast, assembly in the assembly funnel regime favors 
the production of a relatively small number of intermediates, those lowest in free energy, so 
conformational entropy decreases with time as these low-energy intermediates and complexes 
form. Because complex size and geometry determine the possible reaction pathways and the types 
of assembly intermediates that can form84, they also control the propensity of an assembly process 





Figure 2.4. Complexes form rapidly in the assembly funnel regime. Yield of 3x3 square grid complex 
as a function of reaction time by assembling via annealing and at various isothermal assembly 
conditions:	𝜂 = −2 (orange, nucleation-limited), 𝜂 = 0 (green, assembly funnel) 𝜂 = 2 (blue, 
parallel assembly pathways and rearrangement-limited). Inset plot (top left) depicts yield during an 
anneal as a function of interaction strength for different reaction times: 𝜏 = 10 (salmon), 𝜏 = 100 
(beige), and 𝜏 = 1000 (purple). Inset diagram (bottom right) depicts the complex. 
 The time spent in the assembly funnel regime determines the yield. While complexes 
form quickly in the assembly funnel regime, the specific reaction conditions that generate an 
assembly funnel depend on the set of possible reaction pathways as well as kinetic and 
thermodynamic parameters that are generally unknown and difficult to estimate. One solution to 
this problem is to assemble via annealing. A typical annealing protocol begins at a temperature 
above the melting temperature of the complex, which is then gradually decreased until effectively 
irreversible conditions are achieved. To determine how yields using this protocol compare to those 
during isothermal assembly, we simulated annealing for square grid complexes. We found that 
yields during an anneal are predominately determined by the amount of the time spent in the 
assembly funnel regime. As the temperature decreases, few complexes form before the assembly 
funnel regime is reached. Within the funnel regime, complexes form rapidly, primarily through 
thermodynamic pathways (Figs. 2.3, 2.4 and Figs. S2.16-S2.18). After the annealing moves out of 




Thus, assembly via annealing is relatively efficient even when it is not known which conditions 
that generate an assembly funnel, which is in agreement to recent computational findings on DNA 
brick self-assembly 85. However, to produce high yields, an anneal must be slower than a 
comparable isothermal assembly process in the assembly funnel regime because complex formation 
is slow for the majority of the anneal. This effect becomes more pronounced as complex size 
increases because the range of reaction conditions that produce an assembly funnel decreases. Thus, 
for very large complexes, it may be important to find ideal isothermal conditions, even when 
annealing is a practical option for assembly 34.  
 
Figure 2.5. The amount of bond coupling, or additivity of bond energies during cooperative binding 
steps does not significantly affect assembly yields above a small threshold. Yield of a 3x3 square grid 
complex as a function of the bond coupling constant, 𝑎: under many isothermal assembly 
conditions (solid lines, color) and after an anneal (black) for reaction time 𝜏 = 1000.	Dashed lines 
show yields at thermodynamic equilibrium for isothermal conditions with the same color. Error 
bars <1%. 
 Just a small amount of bond coupling between components is needed for high yield. 
2- and 3-dimensional complexes are generally stabilized by the interactions of multiple bonds 
between components, and the specific free energy changes that result from multi-bond interactions 
also shape the energy landscape for assembly 86. To determine how the free energy of multi-bond 




multiple interfaces on a component. Surprisingly, we found that bond coupling was not an 
important determinant of assembly yield (see Fig. 2.5 and Figs. S2.7, S2.21). Although positive 
coupling (𝑎: > 1) slightly broadens the set of conditions where complex yields are high at 
thermodynamic equilibrium (Figs. S2.6, S2.20), it leads neither to increased nucleation rates nor 
component rearrangement rates and thus does not increase yields in practice. Negative coupling 
(𝑎: < 1) does not always reduce yields in the assembly funnel regime and can even marginally 
enhance yields under rearrangement-limited isothermal conditions by destabilizing some 
intermediates (Note S4 in Section 2.5.4). Thus, high-yield assembly can be obtained under the 
proper assembly conditions for a wide range of bond coupling values, as any coupling value is 
subject to equal pressures on nucleation and rearrangement rates.  
 
Figure 2.6. Design of components so that particular assembly pathways are favored can drastically 
increase assembly yields. (a) Schematic of spiral complex assembly via the favored assembly 
pathway. On the favored assembly pathway, assembly begins with the “L” shaped component, 
labeled “1”. At each assembly step, a component attaches through two interfaces (following the 
green arrow).  Other components can only attach through one. Lengths of reaction arrows indicate 
propensities in the assembly funnel regime. Assembly yields for a (b) 2x2 (4 component), (c) 3x3 
(9 component) and (d) 4x4 (16 component) spiral complex as a function of a dimensionless 
temperature parameter, 𝜂. Inset diagram depicts the complex and numbers on the components in 
the complex indicate component identity. Colored bars below the figure represent the four different 
assembly regimes for spiral complexes and grid complexes containing the same number of 
components. Error bars <1%. 
 Components can be designed to assemble efficiently because they assemble via an 




to produce high yields, might it be possible to create components that broaden the assembly funnel 
regime and thus self-assemble a desired complex more efficiently? To address this question, we 
designed components for a 2-dimensional target structure that were expected to have a smaller 
barrier to nucleation than the components of the grid complex we studied above. In a “spiral 
complex,” a spiral-shaped growth pathway allows all components to attach to the growing assembly 
via multiple bonds, so that there is no nucleation barrier to assembly. Because all other growth 
pathways require that components interact with one another via a single bond, the single spiral-
shaped growth pathway is favored (Fig. 2.6a). Compared to square grid complex counterparts, the 
4-, 9- and 16-component spiral complexes assemble faster and even achieve thermodynamic 
equilibrium in nucleation-limited regimes, broadening the reaction conditions that generate an 
assembly funnel (Fig. 2.6b-d). As a result, an anneal produces complexes more quickly, by almost 
an order of magnitude (Figs. S2.11 and S2.12). While the spiral scheme does not improve yield in 
the rearrangement-limited regime, this exercise suggests that effective self-assembly design 
strategies will likely promote rapid, high-yield complex formation by considering reaction 
pathways as well as nucleation and rearrangement rates. 
 
2.3 DISCUSSION 
 Most existing strategies for the design and analysis of self-assembly processes use the 
thermodynamics of a complex as a starting point for predicting structure and yield. This strategy 
has been successful for understanding the assembly process of homogeneous or periodic crystals 
and superlattices 87. While in principle, these strategies can be extended to guide the design of finite, 
heterogeneous complexes, we find that for a large class of multicomponent assembly processes, 
these strategies are insufficient because assembly is kinetically limited. Our results are echoed by 




thermodynamically favored 10, 68, and in which assembly can be made efficient by assembling at a 
constant temperature at which assembly is optimal 34, in what we term the assembly funnel regime, 
if such a regime can be found. In fact, the assembly funnel assembly strategy has been used in the 
self-assembly homogenous multicompartment micelles 88.  
 Although optimizing assembly conditions appears difficult, this work suggests that it may 
be much more productive to design components such that they assemble efficiently through one or 
a small number of reaction pathways. This strategy of designing components that assemble 
efficiently appears to be important in vivo, as the components of protein complexes are under 
evolutionary pressure to assemble via ordered pathways 89.  
 One major assumption in this work is perfectly formed components: we do not address the 
challenge to form the components in the first place. In successfully forming biomolecular 
complexes, components must first be properly synthesized and folded or fabricated before they can 
associate to form a complex. Components that misfold or degrade can alter the assembly landscape 
by allowing the possibility of nonspecific interactions (e.g., resulting in aggregated products, as 
clearly evidenced by diseases such as amyloidosis), which provides another, perhaps even larger, 
challenge in understanding complex assembly. 
 While this work will need to be extended to take into account artifacts of assembly such as 
component defects and differences in component stoichiometry and bond energies, this work adds 
to growing evidence that the physics of assembly of multicomponent, aperiodic structures is not 
simply an extension of principles for assembling homogeneous or periodic structures 52. Assembly 
of multicomponent lattices and crystals also appear to occur far from equilibrium in general 90, 91 
even when component depletion is offset by continued production of new components, as happens 




interplay between combinatoric and thermodynamic factors explored here, are likely to be 
important in developing the capacity to self-assemble larger, more intricate structures robustly. 
 
2.4 METHODS 
2.4.1 Stochastic kinetic simulations.  
 The dynamics of the reactions to form a complex are determined using Gillespie sampling 
of stochastic chemical kinetics 92. While typically stochastic fluctuations are not important to 
assembly results, the Gillespie algorithm makes it possible to statistically sample kinetic trajectories 
that would otherwise be inaccessible because the numerical integration of the coupled set of ODEs 
for mass action kinetics is intractable for most of the complexes we study (Table S2.1 and Note S1 
in Section 2.5.1). For small complexes where comparison is possible, stochastic kinetic simulations 
and mass action kinetics produce nearly identical results (Fig. S2.21). 
2.4.2 Rate constants and physical parameters.  
 For all reactions, the macroscopic on rate constant is assumed to be constant,  
reflecting experimental data for DNA and proteins 70, 71, 72, 73, which 
additionally simplifies analysis by providing an energy landscape for assembly. Because in practice 
intermediates and complexes may diffuse more slowly than components due to their increased size, 
this assumption likely underestimates assembly times. We define dimensionless time: 
(2.1)
where is the macroscopic on rate constant, nM is the initial component concentration 




 To model the interplay of changes in bond energy that could result from multi-bond 
reactions, we introduce a dimensionless bond coupling term  that determines how the free energy 
of interaction scales with the number of bonds formed. This bond coupling term is given by:  
(2.2)
where  is a dimensionless coupling constant and  is the number of bonds formed in the reaction. 
Interfaces are energetically independent in the case of zero ( ) bond coupling. Negative 
coupling (  means that the interaction of multiple bonds is less favorable than the sum 
of the individual bond energies whereas positive coupling (  means the same interaction is 
more favorable than the sum of the individual bond energies. The coupling term appears in the 
macroscopic off rate equation: 
(2.3)
where  is the change in standard Gibbs free energy for a component-component interaction 
through a single bond,  is absolute temperature and  is the universal gas constant.   
 For detailed information on species and reaction enumeration algorithms, as well as kinetic 
simulation specifics, see Supporting Methods, Section 2.5.1. 
 
 
2.5 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
2.5.1 Text S2.1 Supporting Methods 
Enumeration Algorithms 
 We model the self-assembly of 1D “line” complexes, 2D “square grid” complexes, 2D 
“spiral” complexes, and 3D “cube” complexes. In each of the complexes we model, every 




components smaller than the full complex is a valid intermediate and any reaction involving two 
such species (either components or intermediates) that forms another valid intermediate is allowed. 
To ensure that all possible assembly and disassembly reactions could occur during our kinetic 
simulations, we built a full list of what intermediate assemblies could form while assembling a 
complex and what reactions are allowed. We describe our methods enumerating complex 
intermediates and assembly reactions below. 
Intermediate Enumeration 
 To enumerate all valid intermediate assemblies (i.e., species with more than one 
component) for a given complex, we iterate through all possible subsets of components in the 
complex. A valid intermediate has full connectivity (i.e., every component in the intermediate 
shares at least one edge with another component of the subset, see Figure S2.1). This definition 
means that intermediates of 2D and 3D complexes may have voids.  We chose to include these 
intermediates because there is experimental evidence that they are present as assembly 
intermediates 10.  
 
Figure S 2.1 Valid and invalid species in the 2x2 grid complex. (a) Valid species are components, 
full complexes and multiple component configurations, or intermediates, where all components 
comprising an intermediate have at least one bond (shared edge) with another component. A black 

























Invalid intermediate assemblies are denoted by red “X”s and are lattice configurations that are not 




 After enumerating all valid intermediate assemblies, we determine which species can 
interact to form larger assembly products. We assume all reactions are reversible and binary (i.e., 
every forward reaction has two reactants and one product). Valid reactions are those in which two 
valid species interact given (1) they share no component and (2) the product of the reaction is also 
a valid species (Figure S2.2). If both of these criteria are satisfied the reaction is included in the list 
of possible reactions. We assume aggregation reactions (i.e., those involving two valid intermediate 
assemblies such as in Figure S2.2b) are valid because experimental evidence suggests nature often 
assembles structures via parallel pathways 93, 94, 95, 96, which has also been demonstrated as an 
effective in vitro and synthetic assembly strategy 88, 97, 98.  
 
Figure S 2.2 Valid and invalid reactions for the 2x2 grid complex. Examples of valid reactions 
in a 2x2 grid complex in which (a) one bond, or (b) two bonds are formed. The reverse reaction 
rate (indicated roughly as arrow length) will change with reaction conditions and bond coupling. 
Reactions such as in (c) and (d) are not included in our model.  In (c), the components do not 


























The macroscopic forward and reverse reaction rate constants are defined respectively by: 
(2.4)
(2.5)
where  is the universal gas constant,  is absolute temperature, and  is a bond coupling term. 
Bond coupling is a function of both the number of bonds formed in the  reaction, , and a 
constant parameter, . Coupling is defined as: 
(2.6)
where  for all single bond interactions. For 1D complexes, all reactions happen via a single 
bond so the value of the constant parameter, , does not affect the reaction. In 2D and 3D 
simulations, we vary the parameter  from  in order to model a zero, negative and 
positive values of bond coupling. 
 For the reaction of  through  bonds, the macroscopic reaction rates are: 
(2.7)
(2.8)
where , [B] and [C] are the respective concentrations of species ,  and . 
 We use stochastic kinetic simulations of the dynamics of self-assembly in which we sample 
assembly trajectories of the complex. This method enables us to obtain accurate results without 
requiring tremendous computational resources, as would be the case when integrating many (tens 





 For a stochastic kinetic simulation, macroscopic rates must be converted into reaction 
propensities. The microscopic forward reaction propensity constant is defined as 
 such that the microscopic forward and reverse reaction propensities are 
defined respectively:  
(2.9)
(2.10)
where  is Avogadro’s number,  is the volume of the reaction vessel and , and  are 
number of molecules of A, B and C, respectively. For a given simulation, the initial number of all 
components is the same. The volume of the reaction vessel is fixed throughout the reaction. 
 Reaction time in seconds, , is nondimensionalized using parameter  such that for the 




Likewise, reaction temperature is nondimensionalized by the on and off reaction rates through a 
parameter, , where: 
(2.12)
High values of  correspond to strong interaction strengths (low temperatures) and low values of  
correspond to weak interaction strengths (high temperatures). Together,  and  define the reaction 
conditions for the self-assembly of a given complex. Specifically, the initial concentration of 




 We use Gillespie’s algorithm 92 to sample trajectories of the stochastic kinetics of a given 
reaction.  Because the trajectories are all different, we perform multiple simulations for each 
complex to obtain a sample of the space of trajectories. Ten simulations are performed for every 
set of reaction conditions in order to obtain assembly yield average and error bars.  Error bars 
indicate the standard deviation of the reported quantity. For all complexes except the 5x5 square 
grid, error bars are <1% of the mean.  
 To report specific assembly times and temperatures, we chose specific reaction rates and 
concentrations that are inspired by published self-assembly experiments using biomolecular 
components. We use a diffusion-limited forward reaction rate constant of  for all 
reactions, a value close to those measured for oligonucleotide 73, protein 71, DNA tile 72, and 
ribosomal subunit-RNA 70 reactions. In practice, the rate constants of reactions involving large 
assemblies are likely to be slower, reflecting slower diffusion rates. As such, this assumption likely 
overestimates yields under some conditions. 
 We chose the standard energetic parameters for two 5 base-pair DNA-DNA  “sticky end” 
hybridization reactions in our definition of  where , 
 which are typical free energy parameters as predicted by the nearest-
neighbor model 99. These values are also similar to a wide variety of protein-ligand complexes 100 
and protein-protein interactions in complex formation 101. 
 In this work, the conformational entropy of the system, similar to conformational entropy 
in protein folding 102, is a measure of the distribution of occupied energy states in a system and is 





where 𝑅 is the universal gas constant and 𝑓c,d	is the fraction of species with energy 𝑖 and 𝑗 number 
of components. Like conformational entropy in protein folding, the conformational entropy in 
Equation S2.13 does not take into account other entropic effects, such as molecular vibration within 
a species. It is therefore not a direct measure of total system entropy.  











1x3	 3	 6	 4	 10000	 10	
1x4	 4	 10	 10	 10000	 10	
1x5	 5	 15	 20	 10000	 10	
1x6	 6	 21	 35	 10000	 10	
1x7	 7	 28	 56	 10000	 10	
1x8	 8	 36	 84	 10000	 10	
1x9	 9	 45	 120	 10000	 10	
2x2*	 4	 13	 18	 10000	 10	
3x3	 9	 218	 1381	 10000	 10	
4x4	 16	 11506	 224305	 10000	 10	
5x5	 25	 2301877	 115804894	 1000	 10	
2x2x2	 8	 167	 1079	 10000	 10	
Spiral	2x2	 4	 14	 21	 10000	 10	
Spiral	3x3	 9	 281	 1941	 10000	 10	
Spiral	4x4	 16	 16898	 357022	 10000	 10	
*This complex is also enumerated in 65 and has an identical list of possible species and reactions to 
the work presented here 
2.5.2 Text S2.2 Computational Specifics 
 All enumeration algorithms and stochastic simulations were performed using custom code 
written in C. Within the C code, multiple optimization techniques were employed in order to 
decrease computation time. The code used to simulate assembly of the 5x5 square grid complex 
especially required optimization because more than 30 million possible species can be formed 




The complexity of this reaction process made the reaction selection step in simple Gillespie 
algorithm excruciatingly slow. All simulations ran on an in-house server with 8 cores (2 x Quad 
Core Intel® i7 960) and 24 Gb RAM. Thermodynamic equilibrium was calculated using a Gauss-
Newton algorithm implemented in MATLAB for smaller complexes (less than 16 components). 
For larger complexes, we implemented an iterative algorithm in C that converged to 
thermodynamic equilibrium by choosing a reaction at random (with equal probability to choose 
any reaction) then zeroing the net reaction rate by changing the species concentrations. The 
algorithm converged to a final solution when the net reaction rate for all reactions was zero to 
machine precision (see Note S2.5 in Section 2.5.5 for specifics). All code is available upon request. 
2.5.3 Text S2.3 Assembly Regime Criteria 
 We demarcate various assembly regimes by using the following values: the yield of the 
complex at thermodynamic equilibrium, or , the yield of the complex after , or 
, and the mean size (in number of components) of the intermediates after  and 
number of components in a complex, or  and , respectively. Table S2.2 shows the 





Table S 2.2 Criteria for labeling assembly regimes 
Color Regime Definition 






Parallel assembly pathway and 
rearrangement-limited conditions 
 
Above  of complex  
 Molecular engineers can effectively design complexes (usually the target end product of 
self-assembly) using thermodynamic principles to have a low free energy and thus achieve high 
yields after very long assembly times ( ). So designing complexes that are not stable or 
subjecting components to assembly conditions that give  is unfavorable from an 
engineering perspective and hence assigned a red label in our plots.  
 
Nucleation-limited conditions 
 Nucleation-limited conditions thermodynamically favor complex formation ( ) 
but weak component-component interactions limit yields ( ).  Under these 




the size of the complex after  (or , see Figure S15), suggesting 
that nucleation is the primary growth mechanism of complex assembly. 
 
Assembly funnel 
 The regime where an assembly funnel is present (the assembly funnel regime) is the most 
favorable regime of assembly, where complexes are highly thermodynamically favored (
) and complexes form rapidly enough to achieve high-yield in finite times ( ).  
 
Parallel assembly pathway and rearrangement-limited conditions 
 The parallel assembly pathway and rearrangement-limited regime occurs when complexes 
are highly thermodynamically favored ( ) but the dynamics of assembly are slow 
( ). Additionally, under these conditions the mean intermediate size (in number of 
components) is greater than half of the size of the complex after  (or 
, see Figure S2.15), suggesting that the rearrangement of components between 
intermediates is necessary to form complexes. 
 
2.5.4 Text S2.4 Assembly Distribution Selection 
 In Figure 2.2 of the main text, ten species are drawn at random from the reaction mixture. 
The probability of selecting species , , for a given sample species is proportional to the mean 
concentration of , , calculated from the results of ten simulations at a given isothermal assembly 






where  is the mean concentration of species  after the same simulations.  
 
2.5.5 Text S2.5 Further Explanation of Bond Coupling Effect on Yield (from 
Figure 2.5) 
 To determine how energetic changes from multi-bond interactions influences yield, we 
altered the bond coupling between multiple interfaces on a component. As expected, when the bond 
coupling constant is very small (e.g., 0), complexes and intermediates are unstable and thus 
yield is low under all assembly conditions. But when the bond coupling constant is large , 
complexes and intermediates are very stable and yield is essentially independent of the bond 
coupling constant for all assembly conditions above a relatively low threshold. This suggests that 
large values of bond coupling constant are not required for high-yield self-assembly. However, 
when , how bond coupling affects yield depends on the assembly conditions. 
 
Nucleation-limited conditions 
 In the nucleation-limited regime, while thermodynamic analysis would predict that a larger 
degree of coupling would increase yield (see Figure S2.7) we found that for a 3x3 square grid 
complex, some coupling (e.g., ) is important in this regime to stabilize intermediate 
assemblies.  However, higher values of the bond coupling constant do not improve yield. The 
results suggests that in this regime, where the dynamics of assembly are governed by the nucleation 
rate, increasing intermediate stability past a point of sufficient stability (the specific value depends 






 Assembly in the assembly funnel regime achieves yields close to thermodynamic 
equilibrium for all values of bond coupling. Increasing the bond coupling constant from  
increases the stability of intermediates and complexes in which some components are bound to at 
least three neighbors, resulting in higher yield at thermodynamic equilibrium and after finite times. 
However, above some small value of the bond coupling constant that is dependent on the complex 
size and geometry, further increasing the constant beyond this value does not increase the yield, or 
the size of the assembly funnel. For example, the value of bond coupling constant where this occurs 
for a 3x3 square grid complex is , and yield is bounded by .  Likewise, the 
assembly funnel regime for the 3x3 square grid complex includes roughly the same range of  
values for all bond coupling constants larger than this value. 
 
Parallel assembly pathway and rearrangement-limited conditions 
 In a moderately rearrangement-limited regime ( ), small values of the bond coupling 
constant can actually improve assembly dynamics by enhancing rearrangement rates (e.g., 
 for a 3x3 square grid complex). Here, intermediates are less stable, which results in increased 
rates of disassembly and hence higher yields than assembly under the same conditions but with a 
higher bond coupling constant. While enhanced yield is possible under moderately rearrangement-
limited regimes, under effectively irreversible conditions ( ) yield is independent of bond 





2.5.6 Text S2.6 Computing Thermodynamic Equilibrium of Large Complexes 
 This section describes the algorithm used to compute the concentrations of components, 
intermediates and complexes at equilibrium for larger (16 and 25 component) complexes. We start 
with an initial guess of component and complex concentrations that preserves mass balance among 
reaction components with respect to the initial conditions of the reaction. The algorithm then 
chooses a reaction at random (with equal probability to choose any reaction in the list of possible 
reactions), and zeros the net reaction rate by computing the change in the species concentrations 
that would give the concentration of species at equilibrium.  
For a given reaction , the equilibrium constant, , is given by: 
 (2.15) 
The equilibrium concentrations of the species will be ,  and 
, where  is some change in concentration and,  and  are current species 
concentrations. One can solve for  using the quadratic formula. We update the species 
concentrations if  is both larger than a small threshold value and as a fraction of current species 
concentration  is larger than a small tolerance value. If neither is the case, we deem the reaction 
to be at equilibrium.  
 This process of randomly selecting reactions and determining whether the species have 
achieved their equilibrium concentration continues until enough consecutive sampled reactions 
(roughly  for  reactions) are within the tolerance value of the equilibrium point. This ensures 





2.5.7 Supporting Figures 
 
 
Figure S 2.3 Yields of 1x3 to 1x9 line complexes at various isothermal conditions. Dashed lines 
indicate thermodynamic equilibrium. Inset diagrams depict the complexes. Here, as in the main 
text,  and  For all figures in the Supporting Information, 





Figure S 2.4 Yield of 1x9 line complex at various reaction times, 𝜏, subject to different 
isothermal assembly conditions. Dashed lines indicate equilibrium values at a given value of 𝜂. 
Inset diagram depicts the complex.  
 
Figure S 2.5 Assembly size distribution at different isothermal assembly conditions after 𝜏 =
1000. Thermodynamic equilibrium predictions are dashed lines and in all cases directly overlay 
the reported fractions. Inset diagrams depict the complexes.  
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Figure S 2.6 Yields of 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4 square grid complexes at different isothermal 
assembly conditions and bond coupling constants (𝑎:). Dashed lines indicate yield at 
thermodynamic equilibrium. Inset diagrams depict the complexes. As bond coupling increases, 
intermediates and complexes become more stable (as seen by the increase in melting temperature 
at thermodynamic equilibrium) but nucleation rates remain approximately constant such that 
complex yields approach equilibrium for negative bond coupling under nucleation-limited 
conditions (e.g., – 3 ≲ 𝜂 ≲ −1) but remain far from equilibrium for positive bond coupling.  
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Figure S 2.7 Yields of 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4 square grid complexes as a function of bond coupling 
constant, 𝑎:, at various isothermal conditions (solid lines) and anneal (dash-dot line). Dashed 
lines indicate equilibrium values at the given value of 𝜂. Inset diagrams depict the complexes. 
Above a relatively low threshold of bond coupling (whose exact value depends on assembly size 
and assembly conditions), assembly yields are largely insensitive to bond coupling values (see Note 
S4 for further explanation).  
 
 
Figure S 2.8 Yield of 3x3 square grid complex for many isothermal conditions, from 𝜂 = −6 






Figure S 2.9 Reducing the number of components in the simulation does not significantly 
affect yield predictions. Yield of 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4 square grid complexes at various isothermal 
conditions starting with 1000 (instead of 10000) of each component, with the simulated volume 
adjusted so that 𝑋 : is unchanged. Dots indicate the yield of complexes at various isothermal 
conditions starting with 10000 of each component.  Dashed line indicates yield at thermodynamic 
equilibrium. Inset diagrams depict the complexes. 
 
 
Figure S 2.10 Yield for 2x2 and 3x3 square grid complexes at various isothermal conditions, 
including yield predictions after long reaction times, 𝜏 = 10000. Dashed line indicates the yield 
at thermodynamic equilibrium. Inset diagrams depict the complexes. These results suggest that 
further increasing assembly time beyond what we consider in the main text does not significantly 






Figure S 2.11 Yields of 2x2, 3x3, 4x4 and 5x5 square grid complexes at various reaction times, 
𝜏, subject to different assembly conditions. Inset diagrams depict the complexes. Dashed lines 
correspond to thermodynamic equilibrium and color corresponds to the value of 𝜂. Dash-dot line 
connects complex yields of anneals with various reaction times, 𝜏. For 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4 square 
grid complexes, 𝜂 = 0 is within the assembly funnel regime, but for the 5x5 complex	𝜂 = 0 is 
within the parallel pathways and rearrangement-limited regime.  
 
 
Figure S 2.12 Yield of 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4 spiral complexes at various reaction times, 𝜏, subject 
to different assembly conditions. Inset diagrams depict the complexes. Dash-dot line connects 






Figure S 2.13 Assembly size distributions (in # of components) for 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4 square 
grid complexes at various isothermal conditions and bond coupling constants. Inset diagrams 
depict the complexes. All plots are shown after 𝜏 = 1000.  
 
 
Figure S 2.14 Timescales of nucleation and rearrangement together determine the rate of 
complex formation. Both of these timescales are functions of complex size and geometry.  The 
fraction of material in various species as a function of reaction time for 3x3 square grid assembly 
under different assembly regimes: nucleation-limited at 𝜂 = −2, assembly funnel regime at 𝜂 = 0 
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and rearrangement-limited at . Inset diagram depicts a possible reaction pathway for 
nucleation and arrow size indicates relative reaction propensities. 
 
 
Figure S 2.15 Size distribution of intermediates for various 2D complexes. Mean size of 
intermediates (in number of components) after , , normalized by the number 
of components in the complex, , for 2x2, 3x3, 4x4 and 5x5 square grid complexes at different 
isothermal assembly conditions. Inset diagrams depict the complexes. The mean intermediate size 
is defined as the mean size of the species in the system, not including complexes or components. 
Nucleation-limited conditions produce mean intermediate assembly sizes equal or less than half of 
the size of a complex whereas rearrangement-limited conditions allow intermediates to grow to be, 






Figure S 2.16 During an anneal, most complexes are produced during the phase of the anneal 
that passes through the assembly funnel. Yield of 2x2 and 3x3 square grid complexes during the 
course of an anneal for various bond coupling constants. Inset diagrams depict the complexes being 
assembled. The anneal begins from left to right, with the total time of the anneal given as the 𝜏 
value in the legend.  The annealing process is simulated by changing the strength of component-
component interactions as the reaction proceeds. At the start of the simulation (𝑡/𝜏 = 0), 𝜂 = −6 
and over the course of the simulation the interaction strength is logarithmically increased 100 times, 
in equal reaction time intervals (i.e., 𝜏/100), to ultimately obtain 𝜂 = 6 at the end of the simulation 
(𝑡/𝜏 = 1). In practice, this annealing protocol corresponds to a linear decrease in temperature over 
time. Assembly regimes are determined by isothermal assembly (see Figure S2.6). 
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Figure S 2.17 During very long anneals, component depletion can increase the amount of time 
that the system effectively stays within the assembly funnel regime. Effective reaction 
propensity is given by ) where  is the current 
average component concentration, for the 2x2 and 3x3 square grid complexes as a function of 
annealing conditions after various annealing times. Color bars on the left side of the figures 
correspond to different assembly regimes. Inset diagrams depict the complexes. Effective reaction 
propensities for slower anneals remain in the assembly funnel regime for longer periods of time, 
not only because of their increased time of anneal, but also because components are depleted during 
annealing. This decrease offsets the effect of the off rate ( ) decreasing as the temperature 
decreases.  As a result, during a slow anneal  can be in the assembly funnel regime even as  
drops into rearrangement-limited conditions.  During fast anneals ( ), the off rate changes 
much faster than components deplete, accounting for the linear relationship between  and . 
Dashed line approximates the  for an ideal anneal (where ). In an ideal anneal, 
components would deplete in proportion to the decrease in the off rate and thus always remain in 
the assembly funnel regime after initially entering it.  
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Figure S 2.18 The time spent in the assembly funnel regime can be used to predict the outcome 
of an anneal. Yield of 3x3 square grid complex as a function of reaction time for an isothermal 
assembly ( ) and for an anneal. Inset diagram depicts the complex. For a 3x3 square grid 
complex, the assembly funnel regime ranges from  (see Figure 2.2). The red and blue 
dots are estimated yields calculated by computing the time the anneal spends in the assembly funnel 
regime and, with this value, estimating yield by linear interpolation of an  isothermal 
assembly. With no component depletion effects (red), a given anneal of time , will spend 
 in the assembly funnel regime. With component depletion effects (blue, 
see Figure S16), the time spent in the assembly funnel regime will correspond to the time that the 
anneal remained  so that the slower the anneal, the higher the fraction of total 
reaction time spent in the assembly funnel regime. For example, when , 
 and when , . The 
method of estimating yield via annealing that includes component depletion effects more closely 
resembles the actual annealing yield, suggesting that component depletion effects, which serve to 
increase the time spent in the assembly funnel regime and in turn enhance yields, occurs during 

























Figure S 2.19 Deterministic and stochastic solutions are almost identical. To test the similarity 
of the stochastic solution to the deterministic solution, we simulated the ODEs for the respective 
complexes using MATLAB’s ode23s solver. Deterministic solution (solid lines) and overlaid 
stochastically sampled values (dots) of yield for 2x2 and 3x3 square grid and 2x2 spiral complexes 
at various isothermal conditions. Inset diagrams depict complexes.  
 
 
Figure S 2.20 Yields of 2x2x2 cube complexes as a function of bond coupling constants 𝑎: at 
various isothermal conditions. Dashed line indicates complex yield at thermodynamic 
equilibrium. Inset diagram depicts the complex. 
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Figure S 2.21 Yield of 2x2x2 cube complexes as a function of bond coupling constant, 𝑎: at 
various isothermal conditions (in terms of 𝜂). Dashed lines indicate equilibrium values at the 
given value of 𝜂.  Inset diagram depicts the complex. 
 
 
Figure S 2.22 Yield of 2x2x2 cube complex at various reaction times, 𝜏, subject to different 
isothermal assembly conditions. Dashed lines indicate equilibrium values of yield at the given 
value of 𝜂 (equilibrium yield is unity for all values of	𝜂 shown). Inset diagram depicts the complex. 
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Figure S 2.23 Assembly size distributions for 2x2x2 cube complex at various isothermal 
conditions and bond coupling constants. All plots are shown after 𝜏 = 1000. Inset diagram 
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CHAPTER 3 KINETICS AND THERMODYNAMICS OF 





  We investigate the kinetics and thermodynamics of DNA origami dimerization using flat 
rectangle origami components and different architectures of Watson-Crick complementary single-
stranded DNA (“sticky end”) linking strategies. We systematically vary the number of linkers, the 
length of the sticky ends on the linker and linker architecture and measure the corresponding yields 
as well as forward and reverse reaction rate constants through fluorescence quenching assays. 
Yields were further verified using atomic force microscopy. We calculate values of  and  
for various interface designs and find non-linear van’t Hoff behavior, best described by two linear 
equations, suggesting distinct regimes of dimerization between those with and those without well-
formed interfaces. We find that self-assembly reactions can be tuned by manipulating the interface 
architecture without suffering a loss in yield, even when yield is high, ~75-80%.  We show that the 




of linkers used, with typical values on the order of , which are similar to 
bimolecular association of small, complementary DNA strands. The  values are generally non-
Arrhenius, tending to increase with decreasing temperature. Finally, we use kinetic and 
thermodynamic information about the optimal linking architecture to extend the system to an 
infinite, two-component repeating lattice system, and show that we can form micron-sized lattices, 
with well-formed structures up to 8 μm2. 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION  
 With the advent of DNA origamifern10 came the possibility of high resolution 
nanobreadboards, enabling unprecedented control of matter on the nanoscale35. This feature has 
allowed the creation of DNA origami nanodevices that promise many potentially useful 
applications including nanoscale reactors11, 12, 13 and devices14, 15, 16, molecular robots18, 19, sensors 
and actuators20, 21, 22, devices to control self-assembly23, 24, novel drug delivery systems27, 28, and 
molecular tools to probe or mimic biological components30, 31.  
 One major limitation of these technologies is the amount of surface area of an individual 
origami onto which molecular components can be placed with nanoscale resolution, which is 
typically limited by the size of the DNA scaffold (usually ~7kb). Therefore the surface area of the 
origami only affords attachment of a small number of components, limiting the complexity and 
utility of the devices103. Many methods have been proposed to overcome this problem: origami 
have been made from multiple scaffolds104, individual origami have been assembled or organized 
into complexes67, and surfaces have been used to confine the geometry in order to enhance self-
assembly outcomes105. The thermodynamics and kinetics of smaller DNA tiles have been well-
studied106, 107, 108, 109. Two- and three-dimensional DNA origami have been extensively 




However, a systematic characterization of interfaces involving DNA origami components has yet 
to be accomplished. 
 Recent successes in the design of protein assemblies, including the successful design and 
assembly of protein-only 2D infinite lattices38 and finite complexes39, suggest that predicting 
structure and tuning interfacial energies using data-driven computational modeling software 37 is 
essential to optimize self-assembly outcomes. If DNA nanotechnologists are to reliably build 
larger, more complex architectures using a DNA origami breadboard, an understanding of origami 
interfaces, including kinetics and thermodynamics, is required35.  
 Our goal in this paper is to understand how to control the strength and reversibility of 
interfacial reactions between origami components when assembly is driven by the Watson-Crick 
(WC) hybridization of multiple sets of short “sticky ends” (SEs). We chose this architecture 
because large libraries of such interfaces with low crosstalk can be designed112, suggesting a way 
to rapidly scale the complexity of assembly reactions. We characterized the dimerization of origami 
tiles using a fluorescence quenching assay and correlated this assay to a robust but low-throughput 
measure of dimer yield, visual characterizations using an atomic force microscope (AFM). We 
measured multiple thermodynamic and kinetic parameters including yield, melting temperature, 
reaction rate constants, and  and  using the van’t Hoff equation. We tested multiple 
different interface design strategies, including modifying the number of linkers per interface, their 
positional arrangement on the interface, SE length, and linker flexibility. We found that: (1) yield 
generally increases or remains constant with number of linkers (2) reaction outcomes can be tuned 
via interface design in order to change the dimer melting temperature while maintaining high yields, 
(3) dimerization occurs rapidly, with forward reaction rate constants comparable to smaller, DNA 
tile dimerization and complementary oligonucleotide hybridization reactions, which could suggest 




information obtained about component interfaces in the dimerization assays to inform the design 
of a self-assembly system for 2D infinite lattices. 
3.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 As an example component for hierarchical assembly reactions involving origami 
components, we considered the dimerization of two 2D DNA origami rectangle tiles. The 
components were designed with caDNAno32 to be planar, with twist near to that of B-form DNA, 
i.e., 10.44 bases per turn, similar to a previously described origami structure74. CanDO33, 113 
modeling software also predicted that the resulting origami structure would have little global twist 
(Supporting Information Figure S3.1 in Section 3.5.1). Hairpin staples assembled in specific 
positions on the two separate components allow the first component (labeled with a series of 
hairpins to depict the number “1”, called T1) to be distinguished from the second component 
(labeled with a series of hairpins to depict the number “2”, called T2) in AFM images (Figure 
3.1A). The hairpins may induce unpredictable curvature to the origami components114. As 
homogeneous interfaces appear to bind to one another more effectively than heterogeneous 
interfaces115 the system was designed such that the set of scaffold sequences in the interfacial 
domain on T1 and T2 are the same. Therefore, upon dimerization T2 is rotated 180 degrees in plane 
relative to T1 in the dimer.  
 The interface for binding between the two components consisted of blocker edge staples, 
which help prevent non-specific interactions such as blunt-end stacking, and linker edge staples, 
which facilitate specific interactions between components via WC base pairing. Blocker edge 
staples contain a single-stranded poly-thymine (Thy4) domain on the 3’ end, to mitigate blunt-end 
stacking116. Linker staples consist of five domains: a domain complementary to the origami 
scaffold, one or two Thy4 domains to allow linkers to traverse helices, two complementary intra-




The linkers were designed so that upon dimerization, the two origami components are separated by 
21 bases, or approximately 2 full turns assuming B-form DNA117, so that the dimer would have an 
effectively planar structure (Figure 3.1B, C).  
 To understand how interface structure determines binding energy and the kinetics of 
component binding, we systematically altered three variables: (1) the number and (2) arrangement 
of the linkers at the interface and (3) the length of each SE. We considered the binding of 
components with interfaces containing between 3 and 7 linker pairs with either 5 or 6 base pair (bp) 
SEs. For interfaces with 3 and 5 linkers we tested multiple positional arrangements of the linkers. 
 
Figure 3.1. Schematic of the DNA origami tile dimer system. (A) DNA origami monomers (T1 shown) 
are assembled by annealing the scaffold with hairpins, blockers, linkers, and staples. Hairpins label 
tiles by providing height contrast on an AFM image. Blockers mitigate nonspecific interactions 
between origami such as blunt-end stacking. Linkers facilitate interaction specificity through a 
single-stranded “sticky end” (SE) domain. Far right, schematic of T1 and its interface. (B) Dimer 
formation occurs via SE hybridization. Complementary linkers in diagrams have the same color 
and complementary shapes. A fluorophore-quencher pair, drawn as an orange star and black circle, 
respectively, which is attached to the to the SE colored green is used to track the dimerization 
process. AFM image shows the assembled dimer.  Scale bar is 60 nm. (C) The different linker 
architectures investigated in this work, including linkers with (i) 5 base pairs (bp) SEs (ii) 6bp SEs 




diagrams show linking architecture between T1 (left) and T2 (right) for 5bp and 6bp linkers. For 
all interfaces, a 5’ Iowa Black RQ on T2 quenches a 3’ Texas Red®-X NHS Ester on T1. 
 We also tested the effects of linker flexibility by comparing linkers with and without a pair 
of Thy4 domains between the origami structure and the intra-linker complementary region: such 
linkers with a pair of Thy4 domains we call “floppy” linkers (Figure 3.1C). SE sequences were 
designed to reduce crosstalk and have approximately the same interaction energy per SE25, 99, 118 
(Supporting Information Note 3.6 in Section 3.5.6).  
 To quantitatively characterize yield and rates of dimerization, we used a fluorescence 
quenching assay where the 3’ end of one of the linking strands on T1 was modified with a Texas-
Red ®-X (NHS Ester) fluorophore and the 5’ end of the complementary T2 linker was modified 
with Iowa Black RQ quencher so that dimerization produces a decrease in fluorescence119 (Figure 
3.1B). To ensure that the fluorophore-quencher interaction was solely responsible for changes in 
fluorescence upon binding, we performed control experiments where a fluorescently labeled T1 
reacted with T2 with and without a quencher. We found that upon dimerization with a quencher, 
the reaction produced a dramatic decrease in fluorescence while dimerization without a quencher 
actually slightly enhanced fluorescence upon binding (Supporting Information Figure S3.3). To 
investigate whether the quenching effect was a result of origami binding or simply the 
complementary linkers binding in solution, we performed another control experiment where we 
mixed solutions of the T1 and T2 staples and linkers only, which produced no fluorescence change 
for 5bp linkers (Supporting Information Figure S3.4).  About 5% of floppy linkers dimerize or bind 
to an origami interface at 25ºC (Supporting Figure S3.5A). Binding between free linkers with 6bp 
SEs produced a significant fluorescence change below 35ºC (Supporting Information Figure 
S3.5B) and indicated a ~20% yield at 25ºC. The binding energy of origami dimerization for a given 
temperature can be measured by determining the yield of dimerization at equilibrium for known 




equilibrium as the temperature was changed, we mixed 5 nM of each of the two origami monomer 
types at equal concentrations (see Methods in Section 3.4) and measured the fluorescence at 
different temperatures for a set of different annealing and melting speeds. We found that for linkers 
with 5bp SE and floppy linkers, there was no significant hysteresis between 25ºC and 55ºC when 
the temperature decreased at 1ºC per 15 minutes during annealing and increased at 1ºC per 15 
minutes during melting (Figure 3.2A and Supporting Information Figures S3.7-S3.8, S3.11-S3.12), 
suggesting that the system stayed close to equilibrium during both the heating and cooling 
processes. Decreasing the melting and cooling rates did not significantly change fluorescence 
values at any point during the process (Supporting Information Figure S3.13). The interfaces with 
4-7 6bp SE linkers required a longer time at each temperature to achieve equilibrium, as hysteresis 
was observed when melted and annealed using the above protocol. Thus, samples with these 
interfaces were heated and cooled at a rate of 1ºC per 60 min (Supporting Information Figures S3.9-
S3.10, S3.14). In some cases the fluorescence signals from the first melt were noisy compared to 
the signal from subsequent anneal and melt cycles, which may be due to noise in the fluorescence 
signal (Supporting Information Note 3.2 in Section 3.5.2). To collect fluorescence data, we 
therefore melted and annealed each pair of components for at least 1.5 cycles (melt → anneal →
	melt) and excluded data from the first melt. In all anneal and melt experiments, the temperature 
never reached the melting temperature of the origami components (Supporting Information Figure 
S3.2).  
 Fluorescence-quenching assay can be used as a proxy for dimer yield with proper 
calibration. To verify that the fluorescence signal from these experiments could be used to 
determine dimerization yield, we also measured the yield of origami dimers at different 
temperatures using atomic force microscopy. We scanned random portions of a mica puck prepared 




3.4) and using the labels on each component, classified the observed assemblies as either T1, T2, 
D (dimer) or a flipped dimer (Figure 3.2B). By combining the AFM data with the fluorescence-
quenching assay data, we correlated the change in fluorescence to dimer yield and produced a 
calibration curve that indicated that the two measurements were linearly related (Figure 3.2C). To 
account for differences in fluorescence quenching efficiency for different linker architectures, we 
produced different calibration curves for each linker architecture using a distinct set of AFM 
measurements of yield (Supporting Information Figure S3.6) and used these calibration curves to 
convert fluorescence signals into a quantitative measure of yield. Notably, yield did not approach 
1 at the coldest temperature studied in these curves but instead, yield varied widely at that 
temperature, depending on interface design. In producing the calibration curves, we assumed that 
quenching efficiency varies only with linker architecture (i.e. SE length and whether the linker 
contains a Thy4 insert) and not with number of SEs, as the linker architecture is the determining 
factor for the positions of the quencher and fluorophore, which ultimately determine fluorescence 
quenching efficiency.  
 Dimer yield at 25ºC tends to increase with number of linkers per interface but 
saturates at ~80% yield. We found that in most cases, yield is strongly dependent on temperature 
as would be expected for a reaction driven by DNA hybridization120. However, unlike the 
hybridization of two DNA strands, the melting transition was very broad, with yields between the 
minimum and maximum stretching over more than 20ºC for most types of interfaces (Supporting 
Information Figures S3.7-S3.12). We found that for 5bp and floppy linkers, increasing the number 
of linkers, up to about 6 per interface (Figure 3.2D) tended to increase yield.  Increasing the number 
of linkers to more than 6 did not necessarily produce a higher yield. This result echoes studies 
performed on the energetics of interaction between smaller DNA nanostructures, where increasing 




linkers with 6bp SEs produced higher yields than floppy linkers at all temperatures tested with 
yields remaining high and approximately constant as the number of linkers per interface increased. 
The interface with three short 5bp SE produced the smallest yield of any interface, which is likely 
because the interactions between these sticky ends are not strong enough to maintain a bond 
between origami components. Interfaces with 6bp linkers produced the highest yields up to about 
5 linkers per interface, thereafter the 5bp linkers and 6bp linkers had similar yields. Furthermore, 
while the arrangement of the linkers is important, there was not a clear pattern as to how linker 
arrangements affect interface energetics; one possibility is that arrangements of linkers that could 
form with relatively little structural distortion produced stronger interactions.  
 
Figure 3.2. Measurement of dimerization yield and thermodynamic parameters. (A) Typical anneal / 
melt fluorescence curve depicting the averaged, normalized fluorescence of three mixtures of T1 
and T2 with the same interface design that are cooled and then heated across a range of temperatures 
to produce a reversible binding transition (floppy 4 SE interface shown). (B) AFM scan of a T1-T2 
mixture.  Potential products include T1 alone (red) T2 alone (blue), the dimer D in correct 
orientation (green) and the dimer D in flipped confirmation (pink). Scale bars are 200nm. (C) 
Normalized fluorescence measurements of dimerization yield are linearly related to measurements 
of yield determined from AFM micrographs and were used to quantitatively measure origami yield 
(5bp 4 SE interface shown). All yield-fluorescence calibration measurements were made with the 
four-linker architecture (as seen in inset diagram). (D) Dimer yield and (E) melting temperature, 




number of linkers. Multiple data points at a given number of linkers indicate different linker 
arrangement on the origami, as seen in the inset of (D-E); color key is the same in both plots. (F) 
Equilibrium constants of dimer binding as a function of temperature, shown as a van’t Hoff plot. 
The curve shape is typical of origami dimerization for the systems we studied, with two different 
linear regions. Error bars indicate one standard deviation of the reported quantity and are too small 
to be seen in (F). Bootstrapping is used to determine error bars for the AFM yield and are too small 
to see in (C). 
 In the AFM images, most of the SEs between dimers appeared to be bound, although this 
might not be the case in solution. One important result deduced from AFM imaging is that the 
maximum yield of dimers for the temperatures we studied is well below 100%. The maximum yield 
we obtain at 25°C is ~80% (Figure 3.2D). We hypothesized that this relatively low maximum yield 
could be caused by linker swapping, where linkers or edge staples with the same scaffold 
complementary could swap positions with a specific linker, reducing the strength of the interface. 
However, we found that less than ~5% of linker swap positions when heated to 55°C, suggesting 
that linker swapping is not the major mechanism limiting binding yield (Supporting Information 
Figure S3.30). We then hypothesized that yield limitations could be caused by the fact that linkers 
were purchased with standard desalting, and not purified, so that linkers that are defective or 
truncated due to synthesis errors could be incorporated into the origami, affecting the binding 
properties of the interface. To test this hypothesis, we obtained yield measurements via AFM for 
origami with PAGE purified linkers in the 6bp 4SE interface. When directly comparing the yields 
measured with AFM at 25°C, we that the yield achieved with purified linkers was 83%, or about 
10% higher than the case of linkers which are synthesized with standard desalting (Supporting 
Information Figure S3.9). Although incremental improvements in yield can be achieved via linker 
purification, the modest yield enhancements might not be worth the typically high cost or laborious 
process of purification, especially if larger, more complex, multicomponent systems were to be 
created. It is not clear whether limitations on yield are due to imperfections in the structures being 
assembled (so that some structures never participate in a binding reaction) or whether origami 




temperatures. Importantly, these results suggest that studies of DNA nanostructure hybridization 
should not assume maximal yield at low temperatures, but instead should calibrate fluorescence 
studies using a separate metric. 
 Melting temperature generally increases with the number of linkers per interface. We 
next wanted to determine the how different interface designs affected the thermal stability of the 
dimer, so we calculated the melting temperature, 𝑇, defined as the temperature at which yield is 
50%.  For all linkers, the 𝑇 increased on average as the number of linkers in an interface increased 
(Figure 3.2E), suggesting multivalent interactions provide thermal stability to the structure. This 
effect has been observed in the assembly of smaller DNA tiles107 and also in DNA-mediated colloid 
assembly121, where increasing the surface density of SEs per colloid increases the 𝑇. Floppy 
linkers produced lower 𝑇 values than non-floppy linkers for all of the number of linkers per 
interface studied, and had similar 𝑇 values to interfaces with 5bp SEs. Floppy linkers have a larger 
entropic penalty for forming contacts due to the increased configurational space for linkers to 
explore, as the poly-T region adds additional translational and rotational degrees of freedom, which 
likely reduces the thermal stability of the dimer. In general, this method of adding more linkers to 
an interface can be used to thermally tune a self-assembly reaction. In fact, in the case of 6bp 
linkers, one could modulate the number of linkers per interface, thereby tuning the thermal 
properties of the reaction, without suffering a loss in yield. 
 Two linear van’t Hoff fits most accurately describe multivalent DNA origami 
dimerization. Our next goal was to measure thermodynamic parameters, ∆Hº and ∆Sº, of 
dimerization. For each dimerization reaction, we plotted the log of the equilibrium constant, 
ln	(𝐾VW), for binding as a function of inverse temperature to create a van’t Hoff plot. For a simple 
chemical reaction, a van’t Hoff plot should show a linear relationship between inverse temperature, 




we observed for two of the 5bp 3SE interfaces. However, for all other interfaces, we observed a 
nonlinear relationship between ln(𝐾VW) and inverse temperature.  Specifically, we observed that 
two linear fits to the van’t Hoff plot, one at high temperatures (~40-55ºC, labeled “van’t Hoff fit 
1”) and another at low temperatures (~25-40ºC, labeled “van’t Hoff fit 2”), were appropriate 
(Supporting Information Figures S3.7-S3.12). At high temperatures, 𝐾VW changed rapidly, likely a 
result of interactions occurring between well-formed interfaces (i.e., interfaces with defect-free 
linkers bound to defect-free components). At lower temperatures, 𝐾VW changed less dramatically, 
possibly because: (1) some interfaces are defective (i.e. they contain less than their specified 
number of full-length linkers) due to truncation errors in DNA synthesis, (2) origami tiles are 
malformed, creating variable energetics between components and/or (3) for 6bp linkers the free 
linkers compete with origami to bind to an an interface thus slowing or disallowing origami 
dimerization. This dimerization model also explains the broad (typically > 20ºC) melting transition 
we observed: we are not simply observing one reaction happening between well-formed 
components with well-formed interfaces, but instead are observing multiple reactions occurring 
between a distribution of components and their interfaces, thus leading to a broad melting 
transition. Therefore, when we examine the ∆Hº, ∆Sº and ∆Gº for each interface, we believe the 
van’t Hoff at higher temperatures is likely to more accurately reflect the interaction energy of the 
well-formed interface (Supporting Information Tables S3.1-S3.3 and SI Figures S3.15-S3.16). 
 Next, we wanted to characterize the kinetics of origami dimerization as a function of 
interface design and solution temperature. To measure the forward  (𝑘:;) and reverse (𝑘:MM) 
reaction rates, we performed temperature jump experiments, a technique which has been widely 
used for studying interaction kinetics of biomolecular complexes, especially between 
complementary RNA or DNA strands122 123, 124 and monitored reaction progress with a fluorescence 




cooling the solution from a higher temperature to a final lower temperature (to determine ) or 
heating the solution from a lower temperature to a final higher temperature (to determine ) 
(see Methods in Section 3.4 and Supporting Information Note 3.4 in Section 3.5.4). From 
fluorescence measurements, we obtained the dimer yield as a function of time and performed a 
least squares fit of to the equation (Figure 3A): 
  (3.1) 
where  is the initial concentration of an origami component and  is the equilibrium constant, 
defined mathematically as  where ,  and  are 
the concentrations of dimer, T1 and T2, respectively, at equilibrium and  is the yield at 
equilibrium. Values of  for all temperatures studied were experimentally determined from 
the anneal/melt experiments. Similarly, to determine the first order reverse rate constant, we fit 
 to the following equation (Figure 3.3C): 
  (3.2) 
 Interestingly, we found that forward reaction rates for all interface designs are in the range 
of ~  (Figure 3.3B, Supporting Information Figures S3.17-S3.22), similar in scale to 
bimolecular association rates for both smaller double-crossover DNA tiles, which range from 
~ to  108, 109 and DNA oligonucleotides, which range from ~ to 45, 125, 126. 
Furthermore, at the temperatures we tested (45°C to 25°C), the forward reaction rate constants do 
not monotonically increase with increasing temperature as would be expected for many bimolecular 
chemical reactions127 or even dimerization of DNA nanostructures at lower temperatures108. Such 
non-Arrhenius behavior has been previously reported in multiple studies of dsDNA duplex 




130. In this model, dimerization begins via a slow nucleation step involving two or three bases on 
either helix aligning to nucleate a metastable intermediate and then proceeds through a fast zipping-
up mechanism to form the complex. In short, non-Arrhenius behavior arises from the fact that more 
bases are required to form a nucleus at higher temperatures, making the nucleation rate and thus 
the overall forward reaction rate, slower130. Thus, we did not observe clear trends for  with 
temperature, as we would expect to see if we explored lower temperatures (~10-25°C) where the 
number of bases needed to nucleate the formation of a duplex is constant130. The maximum value 
for  was found to be  for multiple 6bp interfaces at 25°C, a similar order of 
magnitude for complementary DNA oligonucleotides, for components with multiple architectures 
of 6bp interfaces (Supporting Information Figures S3.19-S3.20). At the same temperature, the 
minimum value of  for interfaces that produced larger than a 50% yield was the floppy 3 SE 
interface with a value of , which is more than 5X slower than the fastest reaction rate 
constant.  Such a degree of difference in rates suggests that one could use this information to tune 





Figure 3.3. Reaction rate constants for multivalent DNA origami dimerization. (A) A temperature 
jump experiment used to measure	𝑘:;	for one dimerization reaction (e.g., from 50°C to 25°C). For 
each such experiment, the	𝑘:; is determined by fitting the data to a second order reaction with a 
known equilibrium constant. (B) 𝑘:; as a function of temperature, linker design and the number of 
linkers for the (left) 5bp SE linkers, (middle) 6bp SE linkers and (right) 6bp SE floppy linkers. (C) 
A temperature jump experiment (e.g., from 25°C to 50°C) used to measure 𝑘:MM for one 
dimerization reaction. (D) 𝑘:MM as a function of temperature, linker design and number of linkers 
for the (left) 5bp SE linkers, (middle) 6bp SE linkers and (right) 6bp SE floppy linkers. Inset linker 
diagram depict type of linker. Error bars indicate one standard deviation of the reported quantity 
and in some cases are too small to see. 
 Increasing the number of linkers per interface tends to increase rates of association. 
Additionally, multiple short SEs led to faster association rates than fewer SEs. This finding is 
consistent with findings in small DNA tile dimerization108. Multivalent interactions increase the 
dimerization probability because they increase the frequency of nucleation: as the first SE partially 
hybridizes to its complementary SE, the effective concentration of complementary SEs increases. 
Intuitively, this makes sense because a greater number of linkers provide more opportunities for 
the SEs to nucleate an intermediate before zipping up. Floppy linkers have lower association rate 




or more complementary SEs, the other floppy linkers’ SEs are likely misaligned, requiring more 
nucleation events to occur on average before a successful dimerization event. 
 Increasing the number of non-floppy linkers per interface tends to decrease rates of 
dissociation. As we expect for all interfaces, we found that 𝑘:MM increased or stayed approximately 
the same with increasing temperature (Figure 3.3D, Supporting Information Figures S3.23-S3.28). 
In general, shorter SEs produce higher 𝑘:MM values at a given temperature and number of linkers. 
Values of 𝑘:MM for interfaces with 5bp SE tended to decrease logarithmically with the number of 
linkers at a given temperature. Interestingly, 6bp linkers generally had constant 𝑘:MM values at a 
given temperature for interfaces with more than three linkers while floppy linkers had no clear trend 
for 𝑘:MM with the number of linkers. We compared the methods for generating 𝐾VW, either by fitting 
𝑘:; and 𝑘:MM or by measuring the component concentrations at equilibrium and found in most 
cases the separate, although not independent, measurements produced similar values (Supporting 
Information Figure S3.29).  
 Extending the two-component origami dimer system to a 2D “infinite” lattice enables 
growth of large structures, including tubes. Finally, we sought to use our findings of the 
thermodynamics and kinetics measurements of interfaces to optimize the assembly of a two-
component, infinite lattice with multiple interfaces. As the interface with 6bp SE and four linkers 
produced high yields and a favorable 𝑇 (i.e., above the temperature at which non-specific 
aggregation and linker interference becomes prevalent and below the origami component melting 
temperature), we designed two origami tiles with four different sets of interfaces with 4 linkers and 
6bp SEs which upon successful assembly would produce a diagonal two-dimensional cocrystal 
with a repeating pattern similar to a perpendicular striped design131. We labeled the tiles with 
hairpins “a” and “b” (Figure 3.4A) to distinguish them. Our strategy for 2D lattice assembly was 




maximum and just below; specifically, 40-50°C) with slow cooling, to promote growth of large, 
defect-free lattices132. In designing this annealing process, we assumed all of the interfaces have 
identical kinetic and thermodynamic constants and thus expect the extent of growth and growth 
rates for all interface directions to be equal, but might not be the case115. 
 
Figure 3.4. Two-dimensional origami tile lattice with two tiles labeled “a” and “b” designed with four 
6bp SEs per interface. (A) Schematic of tiles “a” and “b” that form a lattice. These tiles are 
structurally identical to T1 and T2, except for the hairpin staples and linking schematic. For 
simplicity, linker edges are shown in a uniform color, although each SE sequence and scaffold-
linker complementary region have unique sequences and are not self-complementary. (B) 
Schematic of 2D lattice (intended) and (C) tube (unintended) as possible confirmations of the “a”-
“b” lattice.  (D-F) AFM images of origami lattices annealed with different protocols: (D) 55 to 
44°C at a rate of -0.5°C per hour; (E) 55 to 36°C at a rate of -0.5°C per hour; (F) 55 to 38°C at a 
rate of -1°C per hour. Scale bars located at the bottom left of the AFM images are 1 μm. 
 We expected that flat origami components would grow to produce a flat 2D lattice (Figure 
3.4B) and found that indeed lattices grew and produced large structures, up to 8 µm2, with relatively 
few defects (Figures 3.4D–F, Supporting Information Figure S3.31). We also found that along with 
flat lattices, tubes form in solution (Figure 3.4C) and then unfurl on the mica surface, as evidenced 




Information Figure S3.31). After finding evidence for large, tube-like structures forming in solution 
with the 6bp linkers, we hypothesized that the 6bp floppy linkers might be more conducive to 
forming extended lattice structures, as the flexibility in the linker might increase the entropic 
penalty for forming a tube. However, we also observed lattices consistent with nanotube formation 
when using the floppy linker, including some large 2D flat lattices with defects and long, constant 
width lattices suggesting tube-like structures in solution (Supporting Information Note 3.5 in 
Section 3.5.5). Furthermore, the floppy linkers produced lattices with a higher number of defects, 
as observed in the constant width structures on the AFM images, suggesting that non-floppy linkers 
provide more structural stability for large lattices than floppy linkers.  
 Other attempts to cocrystallize a planar infinite lattice from two rectangular origami 
components, such as Liu et al.133, have produced structures with high aspect ratios, which are 
consistent with tube formation. Our findings here echo those observations and support the authors’ 
subsequent strategy of designing components that allow helical axis-only growth by using 
components with orthogonal helical domains. Our findings reinforce this idea for rectangular, 
single layer origami components: growth along the transverse axis (i.e., perpendicular to the helical 
axis) is likely to result in tubular structures. 
 
3.3 CONCLUSION 
 Using fluorescence quenching assays and AFM calibration, we investigated how the 
structure of Watson-Crick base pair driven interfaces control the thermodynamics and kinetics of 
origami assembly. We found that equilibrium is rapidly achieved with interfaces composed of 
multiple short SE domains and that increasing the number of linkers per interface tended to increase 
the forward reaction rate and decrease the reverse reaction rate, suggesting multiple linkers work 




thermodynamic properties (e.g.,	𝑇, 𝑘:;) of a self-assembly system can be tuned by manipulating 
the interface architecture (e.g., number of linkers, length of SEs). Furthermore, some “floppiness” 
in linker design decreases the thermal stability, yield and reaction rates (i.e., lower 𝑘:;) as 
compared to non-floppy linkers, likely as result of the increased entropic penalty associated with 
aligning the SEs. When comparing infinite lattices with non-floppy linkers to those with floppy 
linkers, we found the non-floppy linkers produced structures with fewer defects. Therefore, 
generally speaking, introducing floppiness into a linker is an unfavorable design strategy. 
 The ability to design biomolecular interfaces with tailored kinetic and thermodynamic 
properties is essential to reliably control self-assembly. The kind of analysis used in this study (i.e., 
one that gives useful assembly parameters such as yield, 𝑘:;, 𝑘:MM) will be helpful to being able to 
build and control assembly processes, as well as engineer the assembly pathways81, 134. At the 
moment, we cannot predict thermodynamic and kinetic properties of an interface given the number 
of linkers and the length of their SEs, for example, but it will be important to develop theories or 
models that accurately describe these aspects of DNA nanostructure assembly. The experimental 
methods developed here will be important for providing input for developing these models and for 
testing them. Ultimately, by tuning the strengths of interfaces as well as their kinetic properties, 
finite structures and infinite lattices can be built reliably. 
 This work suggests that while proper interface structure can improve the yields of origami 
assembly, other effects, such as the fidelity of the interface and the structure of the origami 
components themselves are likely to be important in achieving reliable hierarchical assembly of 
origami structures. As evidenced by the tube formation in assembling “infinite” lattices, component 




3.4 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.4.1 Self-assembly of DNA nanostructures.  
 We obtained m13mp18 ssDNA scaffold from Bayou Biolabs and all ssDNA staples from 
Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT) in RNase free water at a stock concentration of 100 µM. All 
DNA strands were purchased with standard desalting, except for the fluorophore and quencher 
strands, which were HPLC purified, and the purified linkers were ordered PAGE purified. Unless 
otherwise noted, all experiments were performed at the following concentrations: 10X body staples, 
5X blocker staples and 3X linker staples, where “X” indicates concentration relative to the scaffold. 
The scaffold concentration was 10 nM. All samples were prepared in TAE/12.5mM Magnesium 
Acetate Tetrahydrate (TAE Mg++) buffer at a volume of 150 µl.  
3.4.2 AFM yield measurements.  
 AFM samples were handled under isothermal conditions, using a glove box with PID fan 
temperature control (Coy Labs). Buffers, pipettes, pipette tips, scotch tape and mica puck were left 
in the glove box for at least 30 minutes prior to sample prep in order to achieve thermal equilibrium. 
We then deposited 3 µl of sample on the mica surface and performed three buffer washes with TAE 
Mg++ in order to eliminate loosely adsorbed staple strands. To hinder origami dimerization on the 
mica surface, we then applied TAE Mg++ also containing 5mM Nickel(II) Acetate Tetrahydrate in 
order to strongly adsorb the DNA nanostructures to the mica surface135. The sample was imaged at 
room temperature. 
3.4.3 Kinetics and Thermodynamics Measurements.  
 All fluorescence readings were performed using either a MX3005P or MX3000P 
Stratagene qPCR. The two origami tiles to undergo dimerization were mixed and placed in the real 




twice, see Supporting Information Note 3.2-3.3 in Sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3) melting the solution by 
heating it to 55°C and then annealing it to 25°C at a rate of +/- 1°C per 15 minutes, unless otherwise 
noted. To ensure that measurements were repeatable and to eliminate any initial noise associated 
with the fluorophore strand, which occurred on the first heating or cooling cycle (Supporting 
Information Note 3.2 in Section 3.5.2), measurements were collected over two heating and cooling 
cycles. Kinetics measurements were performed immediately after thermodynamic measurements 
and were obtained by rapidly heating (at a rate of +2.5ºC/second) the sample from 25°C to a given 
temperature (in the case of measuring forward reaction rates) or by rapidly cooling (at a rate of -
2.5ºC/second) from 55°C (in the case of measuring reverse reaction rates) and monitoring the 
fluorescence in intervals of 2 to 6 seconds. All fluorescence measurements were performed at least 
in triplicate.  
3.4.4 2D Infinite Lattice Formation.  
 All samples were plated and imaged using the same temperature-controlled protocol as the 





3.5 SUPPORTING INFORMATION  
3.5.1 Supporting Note 3.1: Nanostructure specifics 
DNA Origami Specifics 
 
 
Figure S 3.1 CanDO and CaDNAno models of DNA origami tiles used in this work. The tile 
components were designed in caDNAno32 to be 32 helices tall with a helicity of 10.44 bases/turn, 
using 7008 bases of the ssDNA. T1 and T2 have the same origami design and staple sequences, 
expect for the hairpins that distinguish the two tiles and the linker staples between the two tiles. For 
sequence specifics see Figure S3.33 and SI Note 3.7. (A) CanDO structure prediction of a single, 
tall, flat rectangle component33. (B) Model of T1 and T2 binding generated from CanDO atomic 
model structure prediction without hairpins. However, CanDO structure prediction does not 
account for the curvature induced by hairpins on the origami surface, which has been shown to 
influence origami curvature114. The two tiles have many (>45) hairpins in order to ensure the 
differentiation of each origami component on the AFM, even if some hairpin staples did not 
properly incorporate into our system or were not distinguishable because of imaging artifacts: Due 
to the nature of the experiments described in this paper, it is important to be able to distinguish the 
identity of as many of the origami as possible. We rotated T2 relative to T1 by 180 degrees to 
facilitate the binding between homogeneous interfaces115. (C) AFM image of T1 and T2 binding 
with 4 linkers with 5bp SEs. Scale bar is 50 nm. As shown in Figure 1, the distance the linkers span 








Figure S 3.2 DNA origami components melt above 55°C. Tile component melting and folding 
temperature as determined by DNA intercalation dye SYBR Green, similar to the protocol 
previously described in Ref. 34. Rate of folding and melting of T1 and T2, as determined by the 
fluorescence derivative with respect to temperature of the full object reaction normalized by their 
respective staples-only reaction. The rate of cooling and heating is 1°C per hour.  The melting of 
the DNA origami components takes place staring at 56°C, thus, all thermodynamic and kinetic 
protocols take place below this temperature. 
 
3.5.2 Supporting Note 3.2: Fluorescence Specifics  
Fluorescence Strategy 
We chose to use a Texas Red®-X (NHS Ester) fluorophore, as its fluorescence has been shown to 
be relatively invariant to changes in temperature, pH, and nucleic acid sequence119. We used the 
Iowa Black® RQ dark quencher (IDT, Coralville, IA) to quench the Texas Red fluorophore. The 
fluorophore is located on a linker strand on Tile 1 (T1), on the end of a 3’ sticky end (SE) and the 
quencher is on the 5’ end of the Tile 2 (T2) linker strand (see Fig. 3.1 in main text). Contact 
quenching occurs when T1 and T2 bind via complementary linker SE sequences. Upon binding, 
the quencher contacts (within ~2 nm) the Texas Red fluorophore, which has been shown to produce 




noisy fluorescence values. Data was reproducible only after the first cycle, after the fluorophore / 
quencher pair had been interrogated multiple times (at least 20). We speculate that this could be a 
fast photobleaching process, some non-uniformity in the Texas Red or Iowa Black Quencher 
synthesis, or some initial reaction of the dyes to the DNA or buffer environment.  
 
Post Processing Fluorescence Measurements 
To account for the changes in Texas Red fluorescence with temperature, the fluorescence reading 
for T1 alone was used as a baseline. The fluorescence of T1 alone was subtracted from the 
fluorescence readings of all T1+T2 reactions. Additionally, as well-to-well background 
fluorescence varies in a real time thermal cycler, all fluorescence baseline-adjusted measurements 
in a given interface design were linearly shifted in order to maximize the overlap between samples, 
using a least squares fitting algorithm, and the average of the samples was then linearly shifted to 
an initial, arbitrary starting value and then normalized to 1, in order to more easily and consistently 
interpret the change in fluorescence across all samples. The average and standard deviation of the 
fluorescence quenching were calculated using at least three replicates per linker architecture. 
Fluorescent data was smoothed via a moving average smoothing function built into MATLAB 





Figure S 3.3 T1 – T2 binding does not reduce fluorophore activity when no quencher is 
present. Normalized fluorescence (to T1 alone) change versus temperature for T1 alone, T1 and 
T2 together without a quencher and T1 and T2 together with a quencher, as shown in the schematic 
in inset.  Dimers decrease fluorescence with decreasing temperature when a quencher is attached 
to T2 but increase slightly fluorescence if a quencher is not present.  A similar increase has been 
previously reported in Ref. 108 and is hypothesized to occur as a result of the fluorophore being 
“squeezed out” of interactions with DNA by the formation of dsDNA. In this hypothesis, the ability 
for the fluorophore to become excited could be enhanced upon dimerization because the 
fluorophore is no longer integrated into a stacking position within the ssDNA portion of the SE, 
allowing the dye to rotate more freely. 
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Figure S 3.4 Free linkers in solution (unbound to origami) do not bind to their complementary 
linker for 5bp SEs. Reaction mixtures for T1 and T2 were prepared without the scaffold (see inset 
diagram in top left plot for components included in the reaction) for 4SE systems with 5bp SEs. 
Samples were normalized with the scaffold-free reaction mixture of T1 alone. The plot in the top 
left shows the mean normalized fluorescence as a function of temperature. Error bars represent one 
standard deviation of the reported quantity. The plot in the top right shows the change in mean 
normalized fluorescence values as a function of temperature. The 5bp linkers do not show any 
change in fluorescence with temperature in the range of temperatures tested, indicating that free 
linkers in solution do not bind to their complement, as shown in the plot in the bottom left. Yield 







Figure S 3.5 Free 6bp linkers in solution (unbound to origami) can bind to their 
complementary linker for linkers with 6bp SEs. Reaction mixtures for T1 and T2 were prepared 
without the scaffold for 4SE systems with (A) floppy linkers and (B) non-floppy linkers with 6bp 
SEs. Samples were normalized with the scaffold-free reaction mixture of T1 alone. The plots in the 
top left show the mean normalized fluorescence as a function of temperature. Error bars represent 
one standard deviation of the reported quantity. The plots in the top right show the change in mean 
normalized fluorescence values as a function of temperature. The plots in the bottom left show and 
the diagrams in the bottom right show the secondary structure of the fluorophore and the linker 
according to the NUPACK46 structure predictions at 35°C. For the system with non-floppy linkers, 
free linkers appear to bind to one another below ~35°C achieving ~20% yield at 25°C, which 
indicates that there is potentially competition between origami components and free linkers in 
binding to an origami interface. The floppy linkers, although their SE sequence is identical to the 
non-floppy linkers, do not show as much hybridization as the non-floppy linkers, yielding ~5% at 
25°C, which is likely due to difference in the secondary structures between the floppy and non-
floppy linkers. Specifically, the NUPACK prediction for the floppy linker of T1 (with the 
fluorophore) indicates secondary structure involving 3bp in its SE, most likely preventing or 
significantly slowing the reaction between the two free floppy linkers. Secondary structure is an 
important factor, along with SE length and sequence, in determining the extent to which free linkers 
bind in solution. Yield calculations assume the same fluorescence to yield calibration 
measurements obtained in SI Figure S6. 
 
3.5.3 Supporting Note 3.3: Thermodynamic measurements 
Fitting thermodynamic parameters 
Finding thermodynamic parameters for the T1-T2 interaction was achieved using the definition for 





and the van’t Hoff Equation, assuming a two state transition between tiles: 
 
(3.4) 
where  is the standard enthalpy change and is the standard entropy change across a range 
of absolute temperatures,  and  is the universal gas constant.  is the 
equilibrium constant and defined as: 
 
(3.5) 
where  is defined as the yield of dimers at equilibrium and  is the initial concentration of 
T1 and T2 (assuming negligible pipetting error so that the concentrations are the same). The 
, or the fraction of material in dimers as determined by a series of AFM scans, is 
determined by the following formula: 
 
(3.6) 
where  corresponds to the number of observed dimers, excluding those in the flipped 
conformation, (see Figure 3.2B), and  and  correspond to the counts of individual T1 and 
T2 components, respectively. Although flipped dimers would also result in a decrease in 
fluorescence, it was too difficult to determine with the AFM images if the flipped dimers were 
bound by linkers or happened to land next to one another in a flipped confirmation. For this reason, 
we excluded the flipped dimers in the yield calculation altogether. We expect this would not have 
a significant impact on the results, as likely some of the flipped dimers would indeed be in a 
quenched state, and others would be in a fluorescent state. Overall, the flipped dimers accounted 
for less than ~10% of all of the structures for all AFM scans. For the majority of interface designs 




temperature at which the yield is 50% (see Figure 3.2F), was calculated using the yield curves 
(Figures S3.7-S3.14 bottom right plots). 
 
Thermal Protocol for fluorescence quenching thermodynamics experiments 
The annealing protocol to is as follows, with fluorescence readings taken at the end of each 
temperature hold at integral degrees: 
1.) 25 to 55°C at +1°C per 15 minutes (melt 1) 
2.) 55 to 25°C at -1°C per 15 minutes (anneal) 




Figure S 3.6 Fluorescence quenching data as a proxy for AFM yield. Change in fluorescence 
versus AFM yield for 5bp SE (top left), 6bp SE (top right), and 6bp SE floppy (bottom left) SE 
(bottom right). Samples were annealed from 55ºC to 25ºC at a rate of 1ºC per 15 minutes for the 
5bp and 6bp floppy SEs systems and a rate of 1ºC per hour for the 6bp SEs systems (see Methods). 
All systems used in this calibration process have four. All AFM yield data points have, at minimum, 
300 counted objects. All fluorescence measurements were performed in at least triplicate. Error 
bars for the change in fluorescence represent one standard deviation; error bars for AFM yield 







Figure S 3.7 Thermodynamic measurements for interfaces with 5bp SE linkers. Interfaces are 
comprised of (A) 3 linkers in arrangement  “A” (B) 3 linkers in arrangement “B”, (C) 3 linkers in 
arrangement “C”, (D) 4 linkers. Four plots per interface are (top left) fluorescence versus time, 
holding at 15 minutes per degree, (top right) fluorescence versus temperature, (bottom left) van’t 
Hoff plot and (bottom right) yield as a function of temperature. Cartoon schematic of T1 and T2 to 
the left of plots depicts interface arrangement. Cartoon schematic of an individual 5bp SE linker 






Figure S 3.8 Thermodynamic measurements for interfaces with 5bp SE linkers (continued). 
Interfaces are comprised of (A) 5 linkers in arrangement “A” (B) 5 linkers in arrangement “B”, (C) 
6 linkers, (D) 7 linkers. Four plots per interface are (top left) fluorescence versus time, holding at 
15 minutes per degree, (top right) fluorescence versus temperature, (bottom left) van’t Hoff plot 
and (bottom right) yield as a function of temperature. Cartoon schematic of T1 and T2 to the left 
of plots depicts interface arrangement. Cartoon schematic of an individual 5bp SE linker shown at 






Figure S 3.9 Thermodynamic measurements for interfaces with 6bp SE linkers. Interfaces are 
comprised of (A) 3 linkers in arrangement “A” (B) 3 linkers in arrangement “B”, (C) 3 linkers in 
arrangement “C”, (D) 4 linkers. Four plots per interface are (top left) fluorescence versus time, 
holding at 15 minutes per degree, (top right) fluorescence versus temperature, (bottom left) van’t 
Hoff plot and (bottom right) yield as a function of temperature. Note that (D) depicts yield as 
measured by AFM for linkers ordered PAGE purified (“AFM Meas. Pure Link”) and with standard 
desalting (“AFM Meas.”). Note the limits on the y-axis is larger than in the plots for other SE 
lengths for the van’t Hoff plots, reflecting the higher 𝐾VW values. Cartoon schematic of T1 and T2 
to the left of plots depicts interface arrangement. Cartoon schematic of an individual 6bp SE linker 







Figure S 3.10 Thermodynamic measurements for interfaces with 6bp SE linkers (continued). 
Interfaces are comprised of (A) 5 linkers in arrangement “A” (B) 5 linkers in arrangement “B”, (C) 
6 linkers, (D) 7 linkers. Four plots per interface are (top left) fluorescence versus time, holding at 
15 minutes per degree, (top right) fluorescence versus temperature, (bottom left) van’t Hoff plot 
and (bottom right) yield as a function of temperature. Note the limits on the y-axis is larger than in 
the plots for other SE lengths for the van’t Hoff plots, reflecting the higher 𝐾VW values. Cartoon 
schematic of T1 and T2 to the left of plots depicts interface arrangement. To “spot check” other 
interface designs aside from the 4 linker, yield for 6bp 7SE at 25°C was verified on the AFM to be 
~81% at 25°C, and ~74% at 35°C, suggesting the yield is indeed near 0 at 55°C. Cartoon schematic 
of an individual 6bp SE linker shown at the top of the figure.  Error bars represent one standard 






Figure S 3.11 Thermodynamic measurements for interfaces with 6bp SE floppy linkers. 
Interfaces are comprised of (A) 3 linkers in arrangement “A” (B) 3 linkers in arrangement “B”, (C) 
3 linkers in arrangement “C”, (D) 4 linkers. Four plots per interface are (top left) fluorescence 
versus time, holding at 15 minutes per degree, (top right) fluorescence versus temperature, (bottom 
left) van’t Hoff plot and (bottom right) yield as a function of temperature. Cartoon schematic of T1 
and T2 to the left of plots depicts interface arrangement. Cartoon schematic of an individual 6bp 







Figure S 3.12 Thermodynamic measurements for interfaces with 6bp SE floppy linkers 
(continued). Interfaces are comprised of (A) 5 linkers in arrangement “A” (B) 5 linkers in 
arrangement “B”, (C) 6 linkers, (D) 7 linkers. Four plots per interface are (top left) fluorescence 
versus time, holding at 15 minutes per degree, (top right) fluorescence versus temperature, (bottom 
left) van’t Hoff plot and (bottom right) yield as a function of temperature. Cartoon schematic of T1 
and T2 to the left of plots depicts interface arrangement. Cartoon schematic of an individual 6bp 
SE floppy linker shown at the top of the figure. Error bars represent one standard deviation of the 






Figure S 3.13 Dimerization achieves equilibrium in 15 minutes for 4 linkers with 5bp SEs.  
Anneal/melt curves for (A) thermal protocols with heating/cooling rates of 1°C per 15 minutes and 
(B) 1°C per 60 minutes. Neither thermal protocol shows hysteresis in an anneal/melt cycle and both 
achieve approximate yields of ~60% at 25°C. We therefore believe reactions achieve equilibrium 
quickly, within 15 minutes for 5bp linkers. Inset diagrams depict the linking schematic. 
 
 
Figure S 3.14 Dimerization achieves equilibrium in 60 minutes for 6 linkers with 6bp SEs. 
Anneal/melt curves for (A) thermal protocols with heating / cooling rates of 1°C per 15 minutes 
and (B) 1°C per 60 minutes. The faster heating / cooling thermal protocol shows hysteresis in an 
anneal/melt cycle while the slower protocol does not. This is also the case for interfaces with 4 – 7 







 Measured Thermodynamic Parameters:  and  
Table S 3.1 Measured Thermodynamic Parameters for 5bp SE linkers (kcal/mol)* 
*VH1 is the fit for higher temperatures (~55°C to ~45°C); VH2 for lower temperatures (~45°C to 
25°C). Error indicates one standard deviation of reported quantity and was calculated based on best 
fits to individual reaction samples. 
 
**Nomenclature of interfaces (e.g. 5bp 3SE A) in this table is in the same order throughout SI. 
Please refer to Figures S3.7-S3.8 for interface cartoon schematic. 
 











Figure S 3.15 Measured values of standard Gibbs free energy at 298K, , for all interface 
designs. All values plotted are from van’t Hoff fit 1 (higher temperatures), as this fit indicates 
reflects the thermodynamic properties of the fully-formed interface (see Results and Discussion 
section of main text for further discussion). Specific values can be found in Tables S3.1-S3.3. Error 




Figure S 3.16 Measured values of standard enthalpy, , and entropy  for 
all interfaces. Plots are shown as follows: (left) 5bp SE, (middle) 6bp SE, and (right) 6bp floppy 
SEs. All values plotted are from van’t Hoff fit 1 (higher temperatures), as this fit indicates reflects 




discussion). Specific values can be found in Tables S3.1-S3.4. Inset depicts cartoon schematic of 
linker design. Error bars indicate one standard deviation of the reported quantities. 
3.5.4 Supporting Note 3.4: Kinetic measurements 




where  is the the second order forward reaction rate constant and  is the first order reverse 
reaction rate constant. In our experiments, the initial concentration of components T1 and T2 were 
equal, at  nM. The yield of the dimer is defined as the fraction of total material of one of the 
component types in the complex, i.e. . Since we know the equilibrium concentrations 
for all of the species from our thermodynamics experiments, we know the equilibrium constant, 








In the same fashion, we obtain an expansion for Eq. 3.8 to fit the  for the dimerization reaction: 
 
(3.10) 
We used least squares fittings from the fluorescence data to Equations 3.9 and 3.10 to obtain the 




When fitting the reaction rate constants, we used the 𝐾VW as obtained via the fluorescence 
measurements, where the yield was calibrated with the atomic force microscope (Supporting Note 
3.3), in the thermodynamic protocol. Specifically, three sets of experiments are used to separately 
measure the three parameters we measured for each reaction: the equilibrium constant, the forward 
reaction rate constant, and the reverse reaction rate constant. 
 
Thermal Protocol for fluorescence quenching kinetics experiments 
Kinetic Measurements: Determining 𝑘:; 
1. Hold 55°C for 15 minutes (take fluor. measurement every 5 minutes) 
2. Hold 25°C for 15 minutes (take fluor. measurement every 6 seconds for 2 minutes, every 15 
seconds for 8 minutes, every 30 seconds for 5 minutes) 
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2, increasing the hold temperature of step 2 by 5°C every iteration until 50°C. 
Kinetic Measurements: Determining 𝑘:MM 
1. Hold 25°C for 15 minutes (take fluor. measurement every 5 minutes) 
2. Hold 55°C for 15 minutes (take fluor. measurement every 6 seconds for 2 minutes, every 15 
seconds for 8 minutes, every 30 seconds for 5 minutes) 




Kinetic Data: Forward Reaction Rate Constant 
 
Figure S 3.17 Kinetics measurements: forward reaction rate constants for interfaces with 5bp 
SE linkers. Interfaces are comprised of (A) 3 linkers in arrangement “A” (B) 3 linkers in 
arrangement “B”, (C) 3 linkers in arrangement “C”, (D) 4 linkers. Six plots per interface are fits for 
𝑘:; for temperature jump experiments from 55:𝐶 to (top left) 45:𝐶, (top right) 40:𝐶,  (middle 
left) 35:𝐶, (middle right)	30:𝐶, (bottom left)	25:𝐶 and (bottom right) 𝑘:; as a function of 
temperature. Values for 𝑘:; as a function of temperature are not reported when the error bar is 
equal to or greater than the value of 𝑘:;. Cartoon schematic of T1 and T2 to the left of plots depicts 
interface arrangement. Cartoon schematic of an individual 5bp SE linker shown at the top of the 






Figure S 3.18 Kinetics measurements: forward reaction rate constants for interfaces with 5bp 
SE linkers (continued). Interfaces are comprised of (A) 5 linkers in arrangement “A” (B) 5 linkers 
in arrangement “B”, (C) 6 linkers, (D) 7 linkers. Six plots per interface are fits for 𝑘:; for 
temperature jump experiments from 55:𝐶 to (top left) 45:𝐶, (top right) 40:𝐶,  (middle left) 35:𝐶, 
(middle right)	30:𝐶, (bottom left)	25:𝐶 and (bottom right) 𝑘:; as a function of temperature. 
Values for 𝑘:; as a function of temperature are not reported when the error bar is equal to or greater 
than the value of 𝑘:;. Cartoon schematic of T1 and T2 to the left of plots depicts interface 
arrangement. Cartoon schematic of an individual 5bp SE linker shown at the top of the figure. Error 







Figure S 3.19 Kinetics measurements: forward reaction rate constants for interfaces with 6bp 
SE linkers. Interfaces are comprised of (A) 3 linkers in arrangement “A” (B) 3 linkers in 
arrangement “B”, (C) 3 linkers in arrangement “C”, (D) 4 linkers. Six plots per interface are fits for 
𝑘:; for temperature jump experiments from 55:𝐶 to (top left) 45:𝐶, (top right) 40:𝐶,  (middle 
left) 35:𝐶, (middle right)	30:𝐶, (bottom left)	25:𝐶 and (bottom right) 𝑘:; as a function of 
temperature. Values for 𝑘:; as a function of temperature are not reported when the error bar is 
equal to or greater than the value of 𝑘:;. Cartoon schematic of T1 and T2 to the left of plots depicts 
interface arrangement. Cartoon schematic of an individual 6bp SE linker shown at the top of the 







Figure S 3.20 Kinetics measurements: forward reaction rate constants for interfaces with 6bp 
SE linkers. Interfaces are comprised of (A) 5 linkers in arrangement “A” (B) 5 linkers in 
arrangement “B”, (C) 6 linkers, (D) 7 linkers. Six plots per interface are fits for 𝑘:; for temperature 
jump experiments from 55:𝐶 to (top left) 45:𝐶, (top right) 40:𝐶,  (middle left) 35:𝐶, (middle 
right)	30:𝐶, (bottom left)	25:𝐶 and (bottom right) 𝑘:; as a function of temperature. Values for 
𝑘:; as a function of temperature are not reported when the error bar is equal to or greater than the 
value of 𝑘:;. Cartoon schematic of T1 and T2 to the left of plots depicts interface arrangement. 
Cartoon schematic of an individual 6bp SE linker shown at the top of the figure. Error bars indicate 






Figure S 3.21 Kinetics measurements: forward reaction rate constants for interfaces with 6bp 
SE floppy linkers. Interfaces are comprised of (A) 3 linkers in arrangement “A” (B) 3 linkers in 
arrangement “B”, (C) 3 linkers in arrangement “C”, (D) 4 linkers. Six plots per interface are fits for 
𝑘:; for temperature jump experiments from 55:𝐶 to (top left) 45:𝐶, (top right) 40:𝐶,  (middle 
left) 35:𝐶, (middle right)	30:𝐶, (bottom left)	25:𝐶 and (bottom right) 𝑘:; as a function of 
temperature. Values for 𝑘:; as a function of temperature are not reported when the error bar is 
equal to or greater than the value of 𝑘:;. Cartoon schematic of T1 and T2 to the left of plots depicts 
interface arrangement. Cartoon schematic of an individual 6bp SE floppy linker shown at the top 







Figure S 3.22 Kinetics measurements: forward reaction rate constants for interfaces with 6bp 
SE floppy linkers (continued). Interfaces are comprised of (A) 5 linkers in arrangement “A” (B) 
5 linkers in arrangement “B”, (C) 6 linkers, (D) 7 linkers. Six plots per interface are fits for 𝑘:; for 
temperature jump experiments from 55:𝐶 to (top left) 45:𝐶, (top right) 40:𝐶,  (middle left) 35:𝐶, 
(middle right)	30:𝐶, (bottom left)	25:𝐶 and (bottom right) 𝑘:; as a function of temperature. 
Values for 𝑘:; as a function of temperature are not reported when the error bar is equal to or greater 
than the value of 𝑘:;. Cartoon schematic of T1 and T2 to the left of plots depicts interface 
arrangement. Cartoon schematic of an individual 6bp SE floppy linker shown at the top of the 





 Kinetic Data: Reverse Reaction Rate Constant  
 
Figure S 3.23 Kinetics measurements: reverse reaction rate constants for interfaces with 5bp 
SE linkers. Interfaces are comprised of (A) 3 linkers in arrangement “A” (B) 3 linkers in 
arrangement “B”, (C) 3 linkers in arrangement “C”, (D) 4 linkers, (E) 5 linkers in arrangement “A”, 
(F) 5 linkers in arrangement “B”, (G) 6 linkers and (H) 7 linkers. Six plots per interface are fits for 
𝑘:MM for temperature jump experiments from 25:𝐶 to (top left) 50:𝐶, (top right) 45:𝐶,  (middle 
left) 40:𝐶, (middle right)	35:𝐶, (bottom left)	30:𝐶 and (bottom right) 𝑘:; as a function of 
temperature. Cartoon schematic of T1 and T2 to the left of plots depicts interface arrangement. 







Figure S 3.24 Kinetics measurements: reverse reaction rate constants for interfaces with 5bp 
SE linkers (continued). Interfaces are comprised of (A) 5 linkers in arrangement “A” (B) 5 linkers 
in arrangement “B”, (C) 6 linkers, (D) 7 linkers. Six plots per interface are fits for 𝑘:MM for 
temperature jump experiments from 25:𝐶 to (top left) 50:𝐶, (top right) 45:𝐶,  (middle left) 40:𝐶, 
(middle right)	35:𝐶, (bottom left)	30:𝐶 and (bottom right) 𝑘:; as a function of temperature. 
Cartoon schematic of T1 and T2 to the left of plots depicts interface arrangement. Cartoon 






Figure S 3.25 Kinetics measurements: reverse reaction rate constants for interfaces with 6bp 
SE linkers. Interfaces are comprised of (A) 3 linkers in arrangement “A” (B) 3 linkers in 
arrangement “B”, (C) 3 linkers in arrangement “C”, (D) 4 linkers. Six plots per interface are fits for 
𝑘:MM for temperature jump experiments from 25:𝐶 to (top left) 50:𝐶, (top right) 45:𝐶,  (middle 
left) 40:𝐶, (middle right)	35:𝐶, (bottom left)	30:𝐶 and (bottom right) 𝑘:; as a function of 
temperature. Cartoon schematic of T1 and T2 to the left of plots depicts interface arrangement. 








Figure S 3.26 Kinetics measurements: reverse reaction rate constants for interfaces with 6bp 
SE linkers (continued). Interfaces are comprised of (A) 5 linkers in arrangement “A” (B) 5 linkers 
in arrangement “B”, (C) 6 linkers, (D) 7 linkers. Six plots per interface are fits for 𝑘:MM for 
temperature jump experiments from 25:𝐶 to (top left) 50:𝐶, (top right) 45:𝐶,  (middle left) 40:𝐶, 
(middle right)	35:𝐶, (bottom left)	30:𝐶 and (bottom right) 𝑘:; as a function of temperature. 
Cartoon schematic of T1 and T2 to the left of plots depicts interface arrangement. Cartoon 






Figure S 3.27 Kinetics measurements: reverse reaction rate constants for interfaces with 6bp 
SE floppy linkers. Interfaces are comprised of (A) 3 linkers in arrangement “A” (B) 3 linkers in 
arrangement “B”, (C) 3 linkers in arrangement “C”, (D) 4 linkers. Six plots per interface are fits for 
𝑘:MM for temperature jump experiments from 25:𝐶 to (top left) 50:𝐶, (top right) 45:𝐶,  (middle 
left) 40:𝐶, (middle right)	35:𝐶, (bottom left)	30:𝐶 and (bottom right) 𝑘:; as a function of 
temperature. Cartoon schematic of T1 and T2 to the left of plots depicts interface arrangement. 






Figure S 3.28 Kinetics measurements: reverse reaction rate constants for interfaces with 6bp 
SE floppy linkers (continued). Interfaces are comprised of (A) 5 linkers in arrangement “A” (B) 
5 linkers in arrangement “B”, (C) 6 linkers, (D) 7 linkers. Six plots per interface are fits for 𝑘:MM 
for temperature jump experiments from 25:𝐶 to (top left) 50:𝐶, (top right) 45:𝐶,  (middle left) 
40:𝐶, (middle right)	35:𝐶, (bottom left)	30:𝐶 and (bottom right) 𝑘:; as a function of temperature. 
Cartoon schematic of T1 and T2 to the left of plots depicts interface arrangement. Cartoon 







Figure S 3.29 Equilibrium constants (𝐾VW) of dimerization. (A) 𝐾VW values calculated from the 
fit 𝑘:; and 𝑘:MM reaction rate constants and as a function of temperature and interface design. As 
expected, higher temperatures generally give lower values of 𝐾VW across all interface designs.  (B) 
Ratio of 𝐾VW values found from fit reaction rate constants and yields at equilibrium and used as a 
measure of error in our fits. Ideally, the fit kinetic parameters would exactly reflect the equilibrium 
yield and thus the ratio of the two would be unity. However, these measurements are not truly 
independent, as equilibrium yields are used to fit reaction rate constants so we expect some degree 
of dependence between the two calculations. (Left) 5bp SE linker design, (middle) and (right) 6bp 
SE floppy linker designs. Black dashed lines serve as guide for the eye, indicating equal values for 






Figure S 3.30 Less than ~5% of the edge linkers dissociate from origami, even at high 
temperatures. We wanted to know whether linkers were being swapped in between origami 
components (i.e., a given T2 linker has the same scaffold-complimentary region a the T1 linker) 
and thus contributing to low yields. To test this, we mixed T1 with a 5bp 3SE interface (labeled 
“T1E”) with the corresponding T2 quencher (“q”) linker in solution and tracked the fluorescence 
over a (A) typical annealing protocol (top). Fluorescence would decrease if T1 with the quencher 
(“T1q”) formed from T1E + q. Tile schematic shown in inset. (Bottom) Raw fluorescence data over 
time shown in the lower part of (A). (B) Fluorescence of T1E + q was normalized by T1E to show 
how the quencher influences fluorescence for the first melt (left), anneal (middle) and second melt 
(right). To obtain an estimate for how much linker exchange occurs in solution on a given section 
of a thermal protocol, we calculated the integral of the normalized difference in fluorescence of the 
sample divided by the fluorescence difference between “T1E” and “T1q” (i.e., the fluorescence 
difference between fully fluorescent and fully quenched states).  Estimates for the percentages of 
linkers swapped are listed above the plots. Negative values indicate the reverse reaction occurs. (C) 
The same system in (B), but now comparing the swapping of “q” with “E” and normalized by T1q.  
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3.5.5 Supporting Note 3.5: Two-dimensional Lattice with 6bp Floppy Linkers 
 
Figure S 3.31 Two-dimensional origami tile lattice with two tiles labeled “a” and “b” designed 
with four 6bp floppy SEs per interface. (A) Schematic of tiles “a” and “b” that form a lattice. 
These tiles are structurally identical to T1 and T2, except for the hairpin staples and linking 
schematic. For simplicity, linker edges are shown in a uniform color, although each sticky end 
sequence and scaffold-linker complementary region has unique sequences. All linkers were 6bp 
floppy linkers, with 4SE on each interaction interface. (B) Schematic of 2D lattice (intended) and 
(C) tube (unintended) as possible confirmations of the “a”-“b” lattice.  (D-I) AFM images of 
origami lattices annealed with various protocols (see Table S5). White rectangles on the top images 
indicate zoomed-in region.  Scale bars on the zoomed-out (top) images are 500nm and on the 





Table S 3.4 Concentration and Annealing Protocol for Infinite Lattice* 
 
 
 then hold at 38 for 48hrs 
, then hold at 42 for 48hrs 
, then hold at 38 for 3weeks 
 then hold at 40 for 6hrs 
 plated @25 
*All solutions were diluted to 1 nM before imaging and plated on the mica puck at 40 C, unless 
otherwise noted 
 
3.5.6 Supporting Note 3.6: Design of Origami Edge Staples and Linker Sequences 
Linker sticky ends and intra-linker complementary regions were designed using custom MATLAB 
software written to minimize spurious interactions. The script minimizes crosstalk between non-
complementary SEs and intra-linker regions while keeping all desired SE interactions at 
approximately equal binding strength +/-20% ( ), according to the nearest neighbor model99 132 
(Figure S3.32). Intra-linker complementary regions were also unique, and their crosstalk minimized 
with one another and the SEs. The core MATLAB code we modified was used previously in Refs. 





Figure S 3.32 Designed strength of SE, , as calculated by the nearest neighbor model99. 
The crosstalk between all SE strands was minimized and their relative strength was constrained to 
be within +/-15%.  Linker number 1 corresponds to the top most linker on T1 while linker number 
7 is the bottom most linker on T1, as depicted in inset. Note the 6bp SEs and 6bp floppy SEs have 
same sequence and thus same predicted free energy in our simple model. 
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CHAPTER 4 OPTIMIZING COMPONENT-COMPONENT 
INTERACTION ENERGIES IN THE SELF-ASSEMBLY OF FINITE, 
MULTICOMPONENT STRUCTURES 
SUMMARY 
 Components involved in multicomponent biological self-assembly processes generally 
have interfaces that are optimized to enable the process to proceed quickly and reliably. In contrast, 
the principles for designing such interfaces for engineered multicomponent self-assembly 
processes, such as those involving nucleic acid components, are still being developed. Inspired by 
biological systems, here we use stochastic kinetic computer simulations to understand how to tune 
interface strengths to robustly self-assemble biomolecular target structures that are finite-sized and 
have multiple different components. We found that high yields of a desired product can be achieved 
across a broad range of isothermal assembly conditions by changing the interaction energies 
between components and that heterogeneous (i.e., non-uniform) component-component interaction 
energies can improve self-assembly outcomes where the best assembling structures often include a 
strong-strong-strong-weak interface motif in closed ring substructures. We show that annealing is 
a robust strategy for self-assembling structures with a wide variety of interfacial energies, but 
structures with uniform interfacial energies are some of the least efficient assemblers. Finally, we 
apply this optimization process to an experimentally demonstrated self-assembly system, using 
measured kinetic and thermodynamic parameters and show that the initial design of the assembling 
complex could be improved (i.e., made to assemble with higher yield) by 20-60% using different 
interface designs. This work suggests that this type of iterative, computational optimization can 
improve the design cycle for an engineered complex by suggesting next-generation complex 






 Nature elegantly assembles RNA and protein complexes such as the nuclear pore complex 
56, 136, kinetochore 58 and ribosome 137, from individual components with high yields and with 
control over where and when components assemble 93, 137, 138, 139. Millions of years of selection 
pressures have largely determined biophysical properties of complexes, from characteristics such 
as thermostability 140, to interaction energies between components 137, 138, 139, to assembly pathways 
89 and quaternary structures 134, 141. Complex formation highlights nature’s strong control over both 
the folding and assembly landscape. 
 Without the advantage of millions of years of evolution, nanoscale engineers attempt to 
design self-assembly processes that rapidly produce desired structures with high yields from a set 
of components. To achieve this for a given system, the most easily controlled variable is the 
assembly protocol (i.e., the reaction conditions) 67, 68, 69, 115, 142 . Common protocols include 
isothermal assembly, such as rapid folding of DNA origami 34, altering the salinity of the assembly 
mixture 21 and annealing (i.e., cooling the solution temperature from above to below the structure’s 
melting temperature). Annealing is the most widely-used protocol because the a temperature 
window that enables rapid assembly is likely to be found with little optimization 34, 143. In 
oligonucleotide-based self-assembly, for example, annealing is used to assemble 2D and 3D DNA 
“brick” structures consisting of hundreds of short ssDNA components 68, 69 and to fold DNA 
origami nanostructures 10. However, annealing is not guaranteed to result in rapid, high yield 
assembly and requires guess-and-check for improving outcomes. The resulting highly optimized 
thermal protocols are typically non-trivial (such as a thermal zig-zag) and produce low yields and/or 
non ideal assembly outcomes such as aggregates and intermediates 67, 133, 142, 144. 
 Another important design factor in nanoscale assembly processes that can be tuned and 
affects the assembly outcome is the interaction strengths between components 115, 144. Unlike 




energies in a given complex 81, 134, many nanoscale engineers attempt to homogenize such energies, 
i.e. make all interaction strengths equal. For example, in assembling DNA-based nanostructures 
each component interface has the same number of DNA base pairs available to bind to a 
complementary interface 10, 67, 68, 69, 115, 133, 144. This naïve approach has typically resulted in low 
yields even with optimized assembly protocols 67, 115. More recently, studies of the self-assembly 
of DNA bricks are demonstrating the benefits of assembling components that have a wide 
distribution of interaction energies 68, 69, 143, because uniform interaction energies result in 
detrimental assembly phenomenon such as kinetic trapping 143. Similarly, a recent study of DNA-
origami folding has shown that by using longer, stronger “staple” strands to influence early 
formation of long range interactions, the assembly pathways of the origami structure can be 
rationally designed, resulting in more robust assembly 145, 146. These increasing improvements in 
assembly outcomes through the use of heterogeneous interaction strengths between components in 
a finite-sized structure highlight the potential import of such heterogeneous interactions.  
 Instead of experimentally optimizing thermal protocols and designs of interfaces in a finite-
sized self-assembling complex, which are laborious to design and test, we introduce a 
computational approach for optimizing the self-assembly of finite sized-structures and show that 
these techniques can be used to inform the next-generation of designs for a reported self-assembly 
system with measured kinetic and thermodynamic parameters. Here, “optimized” is considered the 
rapid production of target structures with high-yield across a broad range isothermal conditions. 
We further develop a coarse-grained model 132 and use computational simulations to investigate: 
(1) how a self-assembly system can be optimized through iterative, small scale improvements such 
as those accomplished in a directed evolution algorithm and (2) will an optimized system result in 




 A priori, it might seem that uniform interaction strengths in a target structure is the optimal 
design for an efficient self-assembly process 64, 147, however, we found that this is not a good 
strategy unless designing a 1D process. Independent of the assembly protocol, multicomponent 
structures with multidimensional topology are most efficiently formed when interfaces in a target 
structure have a wide distribution of energies, suggesting hierarchical assembly is a good strategy 
for complex design. Optimized structures were equally as affected by stoichiometric imbalances of 
components as structures with uniform interaction energies. Finally, we tested the optimization 
protocol using an experimental, DNA origami-based complex and corresponding interface designs 
with measured kinetic and thermodynamic parameters 115, 144, and found that we could suggest 
specific interface designs which would enhance the assembly of the complex. This work not only 
suggests that a distribution of interface strengths and their arrangement within the target structure 
is a critical, but historically overlooked, factor in improving assembly outcomes but also that such 
a computational, iterative optimization approach using real-world data might be useful in designing 
more complex structures. 
 
4.2 MODEL AND METHODS 
 To computationally study biomolecular self-assembly processes, we adapted a coarse-
grained kinetic model from Chapter 2. This model describes the assembly kinetics of biomolecular 
complexes, using finite-sized rectangular lattices in 2D and a cubic lattice in 3D as prototypical 
structures. It assumes short-ranged, specific, pairwise interactions between assembling structures, 
additive interface strengths and no interface crosstalk, non-specific interactions or component 
rotation (see Fig. 4.1A). Assembly begins with an initial, fixed number of each component which 
are depleted as the reaction progresses. All possible intermediate assemblies (i.e., structures that 




in 2D and a regular cubic lattice in 3D as prototypical structures, which we expect to be good 
representative structures to a general class of such self-assembly problems.  
 The model implements a Gillespie algorithm 148 to describe reaction kinetics and assumes 
a constant, temperature-independent macroscopic forward reaction rate constant, , similar to 
experimentally measured values for biomolecules 70, 71, 72, 73 and reverse reaction rate constant which 
depends on the standard Gibbs free energy, defined as  of the reaction. We set 
the standard enthalpy, , and standard entropy, , from experimentally measured values of 
two 5 base-pair DNA-DNA hybridization reactions through “sticky ends” in a DNA nanostructure 
assembly process 25, which have values comparable to other biomolecular interactions 99, 100, 101. 
The reverse reaction rate constant is mathematically defined as:  
(4.1)
where  is the universal gas constant,  is the standard Gibbs free energy (i.e., binding strength) 
through a single interface,  is the reaction temperature and the interface strength factor, , is a 
tunable parameter that helps determine the strength of the interaction. We limited  to act 
as a conservative estimate to the interaction strengths that are achievable with straightforward 
manipulation of the interface, for example by altering the number or type of contacts, length or 
sequence of the interacting nucleotides in an interface 144.  
 To describe the general state of the system, we use dimensionless variables. We define 
dimensionless time, : 
(4.2)
which depends upon the initial component concentration, , macroscopic forward reaction rate 
constant, and dimensional time  in seconds. Further, we define a dimensionless reaction 





In our simulations, we assemble both isothermally and via annealing. Isothermal assembly takes 
place at integral values of  in the range of -6 to 6. In annealing, the solution cools linearly from 
 to , in a stepwise fashion such that the solution is subject to 100 different values of 
, each for durations of , where  is the total dimensionless time spent annealing. 
The dimensionless timescales and temperatures we use in these simulations are realistic, 
corresponding to a range of temperatures from about  ( ) to  ( ) for 
and timescales from 30 minutes ( ) to 2 days ( ) for 10 nM of components, for 
example.  
 We define  as the fraction of total starting material incorporated into the target 
structure, which for example can easily be determined by gel assay 68, 69. 
 
 
Figure 4.1. Simulated multicomponent self-assembly and component optimization shown with a 2x2 




interact with starting components or intermediates, which then form target structures. Color choice 
and shape of interfaces on the square components indicate bond type and complementarity, 
respectively, while interface size indicates bond strength. Components and assemblies cannot be 
rotated or bind to themselves and are numbered to indicate uniqueness. Arrow size qualitatively 
indicates reaction propensity. (B) A directed evolution algorithm is used to find interfaces that 
allow robust assembly across a range of conditions. The algorithm begins with generation 1, where 
all interfaces have equal strength. We simulate isothermal self-assembly at many temperatures for 
a given period of time and plot assembly yield as a function of temperature. The fitness of a 
particular set of components is defined as the area under this curve (see Model and Methods in 
Section 4.2). Then we mutate the strength of one interface in the complex and measure the fitness 
of the new structure. If the fitness increased from the previous generation, as shown from generation 
1 to 2, the mutation is retained, otherwise the interface returns to its previous strength. This process 
continues for a set number of generations, or different arrangements of interface strengths (typically 
500). (C) Component stoichiometry shapes the assembly landscape (depicted in oval below the 
arrow), which influences the reaction outcome. Without stoichiometric imbalances (i.e., equimolar 
ratios of starting components), all starting material can be incorporated into the target structure, 
which is not the case for systems with imbalances. Depicted reaction outcomes are hypothetical. 
 
4.2.1 Directed Evolution of Interfaces 
 One of the most important design considerations in building addressable self-assembly 
processes for regular structures that have high yields is the design of the interfaces between 
components. In addressable self-assembly processes, notably those involving nucleotides, there are 
a large number of possible sequences that can be chosen for each interface. This large library of 
potential interactions means not only that a large library of pairwise interactions with low crosstalk 
can be developed, but also that the energy of interaction between each pair of components can be 
tuned. In spite of this interfacial tunability, in practice building structures with exactly the designed 
interfacial energies is not possible, but building structures very close to designed energies is. This 
suggests that the best way to understand how to tune these structures is by studying the many 
different designs near one another in phase space which lead to a desired outcome. 
 In practice, one feasible method for optimizing such addressable structures is to iteratively 
improve the assembly efficiency by fabricating sets of components (e.g., with different number 




to rapidly characterize yields) then selecting for and tweaking the design of the best sets for the 
next generation design. Such a process guided by rational design could make an assembly processes 
faster and have higher yield. 
 An isothermal protocol is perhaps the most ideal assembly protocol, as there are many 
situations where annealing is not ideal or even possible. For instance, in assembling dynamic and 
reorganizable structures in physiological or other highly temperature sensitive conditions or protein 
complexes, which are typically subject to tight temperature ranges and well-defined environmental 
conditions. Furthermore, it is rarely the case that that a system which assembles efficiently via 
annealing conditions would be more desirable than one which assembles well isothermally. If a 
structure can assemble well isothermally, it most likely also can assemble well via annealing (even 
if cooling has to be very slow e.g. in the case of a tight optimal temperature window) but the 
opposite is not necessarily the case. Such examples highlight the importance enabling self-assembly 
under isothermal conditions thus informs the selection criterion for these simulations. 
 With such practical details in mind, we implemented a iterative optimization algorithm 
which we call the directed evolution of interfaces. The goal of this algorithm is to take a simple 
starting structure and iteratively mutate the interface strengths such that the optimized structure is 
one that assembles rapidly and produces high yield across a broad range of isothermal conditions. 
The algorithm starts by determining the “fitness” of a simple structure where all interface strength 
factors are equal (𝑏 = 1). Fitness is defined here as the integral of the 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 versus 𝜂 curve at time 
𝜏 = 1000 where assembly is isothermal. The algorithm then “mutates” the strength of one interface 
in the structure (i.e., changes the value of 𝑏), where all interfaces have the same probability of being 
chosen to mutate, and then determines the fitness of this next generation structure. The mutation is 
propagated to the subsequent generation if it resulted in an increase in fitness of the structure as 




value (see Fig. 4.1B). The algorithm repeated this mutation/selection/propagation process for 500 
generations. All components had initial concentration  (i.e., balanced stoichiometry). 
 
4.2.2 Directed Evolution of Interfaces of a DNA Origami-Based Complex 
with Experimentally Measured Kinetic and Thermodynamic Parameters 
 This optimization algorithm has the same basic structure as the directed evolution of 
interfaces algorithm as described above, i.e., it starts with an initial complex design and through 
many mutations of the interfaces arrives at a complex design that enhances the fitness of the 
structure, however, it uses experimental measurements of the self-assembly of DNA origami 
components based on two sources in the literature. Specifically, this algorithm optimizes the 
tetramer (2x2) DNA origami-based complex, which has a measured value for additivity of 
,  as reported in Ref. 115 (see SI Note 4.2 for additivity calculation). The algorithm can mutate 
an interface to any one of 24 different designs, with measured forward and reverse reaction rate 
constants, as reported in Ref. 144 (see Table S4.1-4.2 for measured rate constants). To reflect specific 
experimental conditions, we use dimensional temperature, time and concentration values. The 
algorithm isothermally assembles the components for 72 hours at the four different temperatures 
reported in Ref. 144 (30°C, 35°C, 40°C, 45°C) and selects for the structure’s fitness, which is defined 
as the area under the yield versus temperature curve (see SI Note 4.2 for more details). The 
algorithm iterated through 500 designs and all components had initial concentration of  
nM. 
 
4.2.3 Stoichiometric Imbalance 
 Variations in synthesis, concentration measurement or mixing often mean that the 




variation can influence assembly outcome 10, 68, 69. We simulate this variation, which we assume to 
be unbiased by setting the initial concentration of each component  to be , where  is the 
desired concentration and  is a Gaussian random variable with mean  and standard deviation 
 constrained to . We consider values of  between 0 and 0.25. Stochastic stoichiometric 
simulations are performed in replicates of 10 (see Fig. 4.1C). 
 
4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 To investigate the iterative optimization for the self-assembly of finite structures that 
produce efficient, high-yield assembly, we begin our study by simulating the directed evolution of 
interfaces (see Model and Methods in Section 4.2) for regular grid structures with various 
dimensionality and numbers of components including: 1x5 line structure in 1D, 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4 
square grid structures in 2D and a 2x2x2 cubic structure in 3D.  
 Uniform interaction strength between components leads to high yields of 1D 
structures but not 2D or 3D structures. The interfaces that evolved between the components self-
assembling 1D structures were all strong, consistent with previous observations that such interfaces 
maximize the yield of these structures under a variety of assembly conditions. In the 1x5 line 
structure, the optimized structure had uniform interface strength factors of ~2 (the highest possible), 
which increased the fitness of the structure by more than 130% (see Fig. S4.1-4.2). However, such 
uniformly strong interfaces do not lead to optimal yields of higher dimensional structures. The 
optimized 2x2 had three strong interfaces and one weak interface ( , 
). Structures with these interfaces were 80% fitter than the original structures, assembling with 
virtually 100% yield at almost all temperatures considered. Similarly, mixtures of strong, medium 
and weak interface strengths were observed in the optimized 3x3, 4x4, and 2x2x2 assemblies; these 




structures (see Fig. 4.2B-D, S4.2). This suggests that both higher dimensional target structures and 
those with more components show an increased benefit from optimizing interaction strengths; in 
such structures the efficient assembly range, which we define as the range of assembly conditions 
that produce >80% yield after 𝜏 = 1000 (shown as the purple bar underneath plots in Fig. 4.2), 
shrinks with these two variables when structures have uniform interfacial strengths.  
 
 
Figure 4.2. A mixture of strong and weak interfaces between components can enhance the fitness of 




right) structure for (A) 2x2 grid, (B) 3x3 grid, (C) 4x4 grid, and (D) 2x2x2 cube target structures. 
Inset diagrams show complex structure: black squares are components and the thickness of the 
brown bands indicate the strength of interaction between them. Different component types each 
have different numbers. All interface strengths are equal initially. The 2x2x2 diagram is split into 
three separate cartoon diagrams to more easily visualize the interface strengths, where the left and 
right diagrams depict different sets of 4 components in the target structure. The size of the brown 
block is proportional to the interface strength. Purple lines underneath plots indicate efficient 
assembly regime, or where target structure 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑>80% after	𝜏 = 1000.  
 Optimized structures assemble faster or just as fast as initial structures. Our next goal 
was to determine whether optimizing a complex using the selection criteria in the directed evolution 
of interfaces simulations i.e., yield across a broad range of isothermal conditions at a particular 
long assembly time, also increased the speed of structure formation. To do this, we compared the 
rates of formation, defined mathematically as 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑/𝜏, for the optimized assemblies to those of the 
initial assemblies at the three reaction times tested and found that optimized assemblies assemble 
faster (up to ~104 faster) or just as fast as initial assemblies, at all isothermal conditions for all 
structures tested (see Fig. S4.3). This suggests that by optimizing structures using this selection 
criteria, structures gain the added bonus of increasing the speed of assembly for free. 
 Strong-strong-strong-weak interface strengths in a four component ring is common 
to efficient assemblers. Turning a 2D assembly problem into a pseudo-1D problem has been 
shown to be a good design strategy for multicomponent structures. In protein rings, which have 
evolved to contain one significantly weaker interface than the rest, assembly occurs through the 
pathway where components with strong interfaces first form the chain and finally the component 
with the weak interface completes the ring 81. Our findings here not only corroborate these results 
in a simple 2x2 structure (see Fig. 4.2B), but also in more complex 2D and 3D structures. We found 
that optimal interface design commonly includes three strong interfaces and one significantly 
weaker interface in closed-ring substructures in a complex. For example, the optimized 3x3 square 
grid structure has four of four possible (4/4) closed four-component rings which share this motif 




cube has 5/7 (see Fig. 4.2D). In the optimized 4x4 structure, for example, the four, four-component 
rings (quadrants) at the corners share this motif but there are minimal interfaces between the 
quadrants, suggesting a hierarchical assembly process where the four quadrants form and then those 
are assembled into a larger structure. 
 Multiple directed evolution of interfaces simulations converged to similar optimized 
structures for the 3x3 assembly. A common result in using genetic algorithms is that structures 
discovered through the optimization represent “local optima” such that different, fitter variants may 
be discovered by rerunning the process. We simulated the directed evolution of the 3x3 square grid 
three times from the same initial conditions (i.e., uniform interaction strength) to see whether some 
iterations would produce fitter variants than others. We found that while the fitness values do 
converge to approximately 120% for all systems (see Fig. S4.4), the specific interaction strengths 
differ but are widely heterogeneous for all structures and suggest that all structures form via 
hierarchical assembly pathways. There are multiple “right” answers in terms of interaction 
strengths that produce structures which assemble efficiently. Further, the additional simulations of 
the 3x3 square grid converged to the most fit structures having interface strengths with 3/4 and 4/4 
having the strong-strong-strong-weak interface strength motif. This suggests that a simple design 
strategy of strong-strong-strong-weak for interface strengths in higher dimensional structures, or 
more generally designing structures that assemble via hierarchical pathways, might be useful to 






Figure 4.3. Structures with high fitness assemble via annealing and produce high yield. Yields of target 
complex after annealing as a function of fitness (isothermal assembly conditions) after various 
annealing assembly times, 𝜏¥;;V¥. The (A) 2x2, (B) 3x3 and (C) 2x2x2 systems are depicted. 
Interface strengths are equal initially, depicted in the inset diagrams and indicated by square 
markers outlined with black. All other generations shown as dots except the most fit generation is 
shown as filled-in black squares. The cartoon diagram for the optimized 2x2 depicted structure 
depicted in (A). Annealing protocol starts at 𝜂 = −6 and steps toward 𝜂 = 6 over a series of 100 
steps (100 values of linearly increasing 𝜂), spending 𝜏¥;;V¥/100 at each value of 𝜂. Yields are 
recorded at the end of the anneal (𝜂 = 6). Components are numbered to indicate uniqueness. 
 Structures with high fitness also assemble well when annealed. Many self-assembly 
processes rely on non-isothermal assembly conditions to achieve robust assembly 10, 68, 69, 143 and is 




annealing is the best method for promoting error-free, robust assembly of finite structures, because 
conditions that promote robust assembly are essentially guaranteed to be found 85, 132, 143, with longer 
annealing protocols typically resulting in higher yields 68. With this knowledge, our goal was to 
determine if optimized structures, or those with high fitness, also led to efficient assembly when 
annealed. To test this, we simulated the annealing of all 500 structures (generations) in the directed 
evolution of interfaces simulation for the 2x2, 3x3 and 2x2x2 systems (see Model and Methods in 
Section 4.2 for annealing protocol) and found that assemblies with high fitness values also have 
high yields after slow annealing (see Fig. 4.3), while the optimized structure produced the highest 
yields at intermediate times (𝜏¥;;V¥ ≤ 100) relative to all other structures at intermediate times. 
After long assembly times (𝜏¥;;V¥ = 1000) yields approached 1 for all structures with fitness 
values approximately >0.5, >0.75 and >1 for the 2x2, 3x3 and 2x2x2 assemblies, respectively. This 
suggests that annealing is an excellent method to assemble structures, as even less fit assemblies 
can produce high yields. However, assemblies with very low fitness values (≲0.5) do not assemble 
with high yield even at long assembly times likely due to the fact that one or more of their bonds 
are too weak to form, even at low temperatures. For assemblies with intermediate fitness values 
subject to shorter anneals, yields vary widely and do not necessarily produce higher yield above a 
fitness value of ≳0.5. Interestingly, the least efficient assembler at intermediate times, excluding 






Figure 4.4. Fitness with variable stoichiometry (𝜎) as a function of fitness with no stoichiometric 
imbalance for 3x3 square grid system. Inset diagram depicts the target structure for generation 1, 
where all interface interaction energies are equal. Components are numbered to indicate 
uniqueness. Lines indicate linear regression, with statistics inset in plot. Ten simulations performed 
for each assembly condition. Error bars indicate one standard deviation of the reported quantity. 
 Structure formation rates under annealing and isothermal can vary widely. We next 
wanted to determine which protocol, annealing or isothermal assembly, produced structures most 
rapidly. To do this, we investigated the rate of structure formation for the two assembly methods 
for the population of all 500 structures in the 2x2, 3x3 and 2x2x2 assemblies and found that, on 
average, when isothermally assembled under moderate conditions (−2 ≲ 𝜂 ≲ 2), isothermal 
assembly was faster than annealing, especially at shorter the reaction times, but under isothermal 
extremes (𝜂 ≲ −4 and 𝜂 ≳ 4), annealing was faster (see Fig. S4.5). Further investigation of 
formation rates for the optimized structure and the initial structure showed similar trends (see Fig. 
S4.6). Notably, for the optimized structure rates were about equal between the two methods at 
intermediate and long times if isothermal assembly took place under ideal conditions (−4 ≲ 𝜂 ≲
4) but isothermal assembly was slightly faster at short times. 
 Increasing stoichiometric imbalance decreases the fitness of all structures in a 
uniform fashion. To investigate the interplay between fitness and stoichiometric imbalance, a real-




assemblies at random from the 500 generations of the 3x3 square grid assemblies, each with 
different interfacial interaction energies and thus presumably different values of fitness and tested 
their fitness when the assembly began with a stoichiometric imbalance of components. Specifically, 
we varied the number of starting components (at random, see Model and Methods in Section 4.2), 
such that each component did not necessarily begin with a stoichiometric quantity of material (see 
Fig. 4.1C). We hypothesized that a stoichiometric imbalance of staring components would decrease 
the fitness of the assemblies, however, given that structures with heterogeneous bond strengths 
could possibly have an increased reliance on one more components in the pathway to form target 
structures, it was unclear whether random stoichiometric perturbations would equally affect all 
structures. In fact, we found a strong linear correlation ( ) between the fitness of 
isothermally assembled structures with stoichiometric balance and the fitness of isothermally 
assembled structures with stoichiometric imbalance ( ). Increasing the values of (extent 
of imbalance) decreased the slope (all ) of the linear trend line (see Fig. 4.4). The decreasing 
slope indicates that the fitness of structures with stoichiometric balance are more affected by 
changes in  than structures with lower fitness values. Still, structures with high fitness values (>1) 
maintain their superior fitness when subject to stoichiometric imbalance, even when the imbalance 
is as high as . This suggests that by selecting for structures with greater fitness, structures 






Figure 4.5. Optimizing the self-assembly system where four different DNA-origami components 
assemble into a tetramer complex. By using experimentally measured values of the additivity 
between interfaces, as reported in Ref. 115, and kinetic parameters such as the forward ( ) and 
reverse ( ) reaction rate constants at several different temperatures for a wide variety of 
interface designs, as reported in Ref. 144, one can computationally determine the optimal set of 
interfaces for this system (see SI Note 4.1). The types of interfaces available in this design space 
vary in the number of linkers (i.e., dsDNA connections that form) in an interface, the length of the 
“sticky end” (ssDNA region through which two components can specifically bind to one another) 
of the linker, and whether the linker has a flexible region (or is “floppy”). The naïve design 
approach assumes all interfaces have the 5bp 4SE design, which means that there are 4 linkers, 
each with 5 base pair sticky ends (SEs). (A) Yield of tetramer complex at a range of temperatures 
after 72 hours of isothermal assembly for the naïve design and the optimized designed after 500 
generations. Inset text indicates the designs of the four interfaces. (B) Cartoon schematic of 
tetramer complex. Black components with white letters represent the four DNA origami 
components and hairpins on surface for component differentiation. Left diagram depicts naïve 
structure, with all interfaces having the same, 5bp 4SE design and right diagram shows optimized 
structure, with three interfaces having the 6bp 6SE design and one interface having the 6bp floppy 
5SE design. Linkers are colored according to the interface. Zoomed-in view shows the linking 
architecture of the linkers in an interface and cartoon schematic, with the SE colored. 3’ end of 
DNA is indicated with arrows. Initial component concentration  nM, the same as in the 
described experiments. These simulations assumed no component stoichiometric variability. 
 
 Further investigation of stoichiometric imbalance of in the formation of different initial 
structures suggested that systems with high stoichiometric imbalances should be assembled under 
conditions that slightly favor reverse reactions (i.e. nucleation limited). For example, increasing  
from 0% to 25% decreased the mean yield by about 10-60% at neutral and forward driven assembly 




initial structures tested (see SI Figs. S4.7-S4.16). To understand whether the yields were being 
affected by a limiting single component or a general bias in the assembly pathways, we plotted the 
ratio of the number of target structures formed to the number of components for the component 
type which started the simulation with the fewest quantity and found that the ratio as a function of 
𝜂 changed little with increasing stoichiometric imbalance (see Figs. S4.7, S4.9, S4.11, S4.13, 
S4.15) and were almost identical to such curves for systems with stoichiometric balance. This 
suggests that the component with the lowest starting concentration indeed limits the assembly 
process. It is worth noting that here we randomly altered the number of starting components for 
each component type, however, Ref 149 suggests a way to increase yields by intentionally 
introducing stoichiometric variability between different types of components in a target structure 
for a process self-assembling finite-sized structures. 
 Optimizing a DNA origami-based biomolecular complex using measured kinetic and 
thermodynamic parameters. Our final goal in this work was to take a known, reported structure 
with measured additivity and many potential different interface strengths and optimize it using our 
directed evolution of interfaces algorithm. Specifically, we take the structure reported in Ref. 115, 
which is a tetrameric complex made from four different DNA origami components designed to 
have four approximately equal interface strengths (i.e., same number of dsDNA linkers per 
interface, each with the same length of “sticky end”, or single stranded region used to specifically 
bind a linker with the complementary sequence). Based on the reported free energies of reactions 
115, this structure has an additivity between interfaces of 𝛼 = 0.58 (see SI Section 4.1). We select 
from possible interface strengths using the interface designs for such origami components reported 
in Ref. 144, with measured forward (𝑘:;) and reverse (𝑘:MM) reaction rate constants at different 




details described in Refs. 115 144 and reported in dimensional quantities (see Materials and Methods, 
SI Section 4.3 for computational details). 
 We found that the initial structure could be optimized from a structure with all interfaces 
having the same linking architecture, specifically four linkers with 5 base pair (bp) sticky ends 
(SEs) (or in shorthand “5bp 4SE”), to a structure where three interfaces have 6bp 6SE and one 
interface has a 6bp 5SE with a “floppy” portion in the linking architecture (see Fig. 4.5, and Fig. 
4.5b insets for linker designs). With this optimization, simulations indicate that yield could be 
improved from 30-60% at the range of temperatures tested. Furthermore, for an analogous 3x3 
structure, similar to the type of structure reported in Ref. 67, yields could be improved by up to 50% 
(see Fig. S4.17). Interestingly, both the tetramer and 3x3 design include multiple types of interface 
architectures in the optimized design, suggesting that even for measured values of additivity and 
thermodynamic and kinetic parameters, heterogeneity in interfaces is a good design strategy. 
4.4 CONCLUSION 
 The simulations described here, namely, directing the evolution of interfaces, suggest a 
simple computational method for guiding the design cycle of engineered complexes which could 
potentially eliminate the need of to design and experimentally test many different structural 
combinations. An iterative optimization approach like the one described here for finite-sized 
structures is feasible for almost any structure in practice. This method can be used for structures 
with a wide variety of starting conditions (e.g., numbers and types of components, interface designs, 
dimensionality) and can be subject to different numbers of iterations (generations) to improve a 
structure in a more practical situation. For example, one could optimize isothermal assembly at a 
single temperature or ask whether this optimization would lead to efficient assembly via annealing. 
 We showed that iterative optimization of local contacts in a structure can enable structures 




temperatures, effectively eliminating the need to guess-and-check or finely tune assembly 
protocols. With such isothermal optimization, structures also assemble well under an annealing 
protocol, and can do so just as rapidly at longer assembly times, where even many less fit structures 
can achieve rapid, high-yield assembly.  
 Designing target structures with uniform interaction strengths is a poor design strategy, 
unless designing a 1D structure, because the resulting landscape is vast and relatively flat: many 
potential intermediate structures can readily be formed at even slightly forward driven conditions. 
In comparison, well-designed (heterogeneous) interaction strengths enable rapid, high-yield 
assembly, suggesting hierarchal assembly pathways. 
 Our coarse-grained model makes simplifying assumptions for the self-assembly process 
which might result in an incomplete theory in practice. Here we do not consider other non-specific 
or off-target interactions which could affect the assembly outcomes in ways this model does not 
predict. Furthermore, modeling interface additivity using a single value might not be the best 
method, where real world systems often exhibit cooperative 76, 150 or non-cooperative binding 115 




4.5 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
4.5.1 Supporting Information Note 1: Directed Evolution of Interfaces Simulations 
 
Figure S 4.1 Efficient assembly is achieved through strong interaction strengths in 1D 
assembly. Yield as a function of isothermal assembly condition for the initial (left) and optimized 
(right) 1x5 line structure. Inset diagrams represent complexes, where black squares represent 
individual components and width of brown blocks represent interface strengths. Components are 
numbered to indicate uniqueness. All interface strengths are equal initially. Purple lines underneath 
plots indicate assembly funnel regime, or where target structure 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑>80% after	𝜏 = 1000. Here, 
there is no stoichiometric variability. 
 
 
Figure S 4.2 Directed evolution of interfaces in simulation increases the fitness of all 
structures. The highest fitness observed at each generation, where fitness is defined as the area 
under the yield as a function of 𝜂 curve after 𝜏 = 1000 divided by (uniform interaction strengths). 






Figure S 4.3 The rate of structure formation of optimized structures is faster than or just as 
fast as the rate of formation of initial structures. To compare the formation rates of structures, 
defined as the yield of structures normalized by time, 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑/𝜏, at various isothermal conditions, 
we compared the formation rates of the optimized and initial structure. Specifically, we plot the 
log10 of the ratio of the rate of formation for optimized structures (see Fig. 4.2 and S4.1) to the rate 
of formation for initial structures at various dimensionless temperatures for the (A) 2x2, (B) 3x3, 
(C) 4x4, (D) 1x5 and (E) 2x2x2 assembly. Inset diagram depicts initial structure. The initial 
structure formation rate is never faster than optimized structure formation rate (values always above 
or equal to 0). Brown line has value 0 and is shown as a guide for the eye, representing equal 
formation rates. Values not shown when either rate of formation for the initial structure is zero, or 







Figure S 4.4 Multiple different optimized structures can be found. Multiple directed evolution 
simulations from identical initial structures (i.e., equal bond strengths at each interface, see Figure 
4.2B, left) converge to structures with different bond strengths in the 3x3 grid assembly. Three 
optimized structures shown with yield as a function of assembly condition, 𝜂, in (A-C) which all 
produce similar increases in fitness (D). Color next to tile in (A-C) corresponds to line color in (D). 
Inset diagrams represent target structure, where black squares represent individual components and 
brown blocks represent interface strengths. The size of the brown block is proportional to the 
interface strength. Purple lines underneath plots in (A-C) indicate an efficient assembly regime, or 







Figure S 4.5 On a population scale, structure formation rates higher, especially at short 
assembly times, or just as high via isothermal assembly versus via annealing at ideal 
isothermal conditions. To understand how, on a population scale, the rates of assembly via 
annealing compare to the rates via isothermal assembly, we plotted the fraction of the 500 
generations tested that assembled faster when annealed versus isothermally assembled various 
isothermal conditions and assembly times for the (A) 2x2, (B) 3x3, and (C) 2x2x2 structures. We 
found that, on average, isothermal assembly was faster when subject to favorable isothermal 
conditions, which are typically modestly reverse to forward driven conditions (−2 ≲ 𝜂 ≲ 2), but 
at thermal extremes annealing is faster. Brown line has value 0.5 and is shown as a guide for the 













Figure S 4.6 Structure formation rates higher, especially at short assembly times, or just as 
high via isothermal assembly versus via annealing at ideal isothermal conditions. We 
compared the formation rates for the initial and optimized structures via isothermal assembly at 
various conditions versus via annealing by plotting the ratio the rates at various assembly times for 
the (A) 2x2, (B) 3x3, and (C) 2x2x2 structures. Dashed lines indicate the initial structure and (as 
depicted in the inset) and solid lines indicate the optimized structure. Colors correspond to assembly 
times. For regions where isothermal assembly is efficient (e.g.,	𝜂 = 1 for the 2x2 complex), target 
structure production is more rapid via isothermal assembly at short assembly times (𝜏 = 10), 
especially for the non-optimized structure, but at long assembly times (𝜏 = 1000) rates tend toward 
one another. However, in assembly conditions where isothermal assembly is not efficient, for 
example for 𝜂 ≤ −4 for the 3x3 assembly, annealing is faster. Brown line has value 1 and is shown 
as a guide for the eye, representing equal formation rates. Note that the scale in the y-axis is 





4.5.2 Supporting Information Note 2: Stoichiometric Imbalances Simulations 
 
 
Figure S 4.7 Stoichiometric imbalances limit yield in the 1x5 line system. (A) The ratio of the 
number full target complexes to the number starting components for the species with fewest 
material (i.e., the species that limits yield),  versus isothermal assembly 
conditions, , at various values of . (B) Yield versus assembly conditions, , at various values of 
. Error bars indicate 10 simulations at a given ,  and  value. Inset diagrams represent 
complexes, where black squares represent individual components and brown blocks represent 
interface strengths. Components are numbered to indicate uniqueness. Here, all bond strengths are 





Figure S 4.8 Stoichiometric imbalances limit yield for a fixed assembly time in the 1x5 line 
system. Yield versus stoichiometric variability, 𝜎, at various isothermal assembly conditions, 𝜂. 
Error bars indicate 10 simulations at a given 𝜂, and 𝜏 value. Error bars indicate 10 simulations at a 
given 𝜂, 𝜎 and 𝜏 value. Inset diagrams represent complexes, where black squares represent 
individual components and brown blocks represent interface strengths. Components are numbered 






Figure S 4.9 Stoichiometric imbalances limit yield in the 2x2 grid system. (A) The ratio of the 
number full target complexes to the number starting components for the species with fewest 
material (i.e., the species that limits yield),  versus isothermal assembly 
conditions, , at various values of . (B) Yield versus assembly conditions, , at various values of 
. Error bars indicate 10 simulations at a given ,  and  value. Inset diagrams represent 
complexes, where black squares represent individual components and brown blocks represent 
interface strengths. Components are numbered to indicate uniqueness. Here, all bond strengths are 







Figure S 4.10 Stoichiometric imbalances limit yield for a fixed assembly time in the 2x2 grid 
system. Yield versus stoichiometric variability, 𝜎, at various isothermal assembly conditions, 𝜂. 
Error bars indicate 10 simulations at a given 𝜂, and 𝜏 value. Error bars indicate 10 simulations at a 
given 𝜂, 𝜎 and 𝜏 value. Inset diagrams represent complexes, where black squares represent 
individual components and brown blocks represent interface strengths. Components are numbered 







Figure S 4.11 Stoichiometric imbalances limit yield in the 3x3 grid system. (A) The ratio of the 
number full target complexes to the number starting components for the species with fewest 
material (i.e., the species that limits yield),  versus isothermal assembly 
conditions, , at various values of . (B) Yield versus assembly conditions, , at various values of 
. Error bars indicate 10 simulations at a given ,  and  value. Inset diagrams represent 
complexes, where black squares represent individual components and brown blocks represent 
interface strengths. Components are numbered to indicate uniqueness. Here, all bond strengths are 






Figure S 4.12 Stoichiometric imbalances limit yield for a fixed assembly time in the 3x3 grid 
system. Yield versus stoichiometric variability, 𝜎, at various isothermal assembly conditions, 𝜂. 
Error bars indicate 10 simulations at a given 𝜂, and 𝜏 value. Error bars indicate 10 simulations at a 
given 𝜂, 𝜎 and 𝜏 value. Inset diagrams represent complexes, where black squares represent 
individual components and brown blocks represent interface strengths. Components are numbered 






Figure S 4.13 Stoichiometric imbalances limit yield in the 4x4 grid system. (A) The ratio of the 
number full target complexes to the number starting components for the species with fewest 
material (i.e., the species that limits yield),  versus isothermal assembly 
conditions, , at various values of . (B) Yield versus assembly conditions, , at various values of 
. Error bars indicate 10 simulations at a given ,  and  value. Inset diagrams represent 
complexes, where black squares represent individual components and brown blocks represent 
interface strengths. Components are numbered to indicate uniqueness. Here, all bond strengths are 






Figure S 4.14 Stoichiometric imbalances limit yield for a fixed assembly time in the 4x4 grid 
system. Yield versus stoichiometric variability, 𝜎, at various isothermal assembly conditions, 𝜂. 
Error bars indicate 10 simulations at a given 𝜂, and 𝜏 value. Error bars indicate 10 simulations at a 
given 𝜂, 𝜎 and 𝜏 value. Inset diagrams represent complexes, where black squares represent 
individual components and brown blocks represent interface strengths. Components are numbered 






Figure S 4.15 Stoichiometric imbalances limit yield in the 2x2x2 cube system. (A) The ratio of 
the number full target complexes to the number starting components for the species with fewest 
material (i.e., the species that limits yield),  versus isothermal assembly 
conditions, , at various values of . (B) Yield versus assembly conditions, , at various values of 
. Error bars indicate 10 simulations at a given ,  and  value. Inset diagrams represent 
complexes, where black squares represent individual components and brown blocks represent 
interface strengths. Components are numbered to indicate uniqueness. Here, all bond strengths are 






Figure S 4.16 Stoichiometric imbalances limit yield for a fixed assembly time in the 2x2x2 
cube system. Yield versus stoichiometric variability, 𝜎, at various isothermal assembly conditions, 
𝜂. Error bars indicate 10 simulations at a given 𝜂, and 𝜏 value. Error bars indicate 10 simulations 
at a given 𝜂, 𝜎 and 𝜏 value. Inset diagrams represent complexes, where black squares represent 
individual components and brown blocks represent interface strengths. Components are numbered 




4.5.3 Supporting Information Note 3: Simulation Parameters from Experimental 
Measurements of the DNA origami-based complex 
 
Calculating the additivity between components 
 Thermodynamic measurements of reactions in the self-assembly of finite-sized structures 
form the basis of these calculations have recently been reported115. In this work, the authors self-
assemble a tetramer complex from four different components, made using the DNA origami 
technique 10, and measured the free energy of the reactions. In this system, the interface between 
the components provides the orientation and binding specificity of the self-assembling components. 
The interface between two components consisted of four linkers, each with 5 base pair (bp) “sticky 
ends” (SEs), where the SE sequence determines the specificity of the reaction, where all SE 
sequences were unique. Minimal crosstalk (i.e., unintended reactions) between interfaces was 
observed. We use these measurements to establish an estimate for the additivity of interfaces (see 
Table S4.1 for measurements). 
 From these measurements, we can obtain approximate values of additivity, , where  is 
the multiplier of free energy for a reaction occurring through two interfaces as opposed to one. For 
example, in the case where a reaction that occurs through two interfaces is equal in free energy to 
the sum of the energies of the two reactions that occur through a single interface, the additivity is 
one. Additivity is restricted to  and is defined mathematically: 
(4.4)
where and are the free energy of reactions through interface A and interface B alone, 





Table S 4.1 Thermodynamic parameters of Interfaces from Ref. 115 taken at 25°C 
*  denotes Tile 1 and  denotes the complex consisting of Tile 1 and Tile 2 
 Here we can calculate  by taking the energy of the reaction through two interfaces in the 
reaction where  binds to  and the energies of the respective dimer reactions through a single 
interface,  and . This becomes  and thus 
. We can perform this analysis again using different sets of reactions to obtain a second 
measurement of  for this system. We can do this for the energy of adding two dimers to make a 
tetramer versus the dimer reactions alone and we find that  which is . 
Both calculations produce a consistent additivity value of , which is the value we use in 
the simulations.  
 Here we assume this additivity value would be constant and independent of the linker 
architecture, number of linkers per interface and sticky end length. We expect this is a fair 
assumption given that we expect the major factor in determining additivity is the rigidity of 
components and alignment of binding sites between components, which is largely independent of 




Forward and reverse reaction rate constants for various interface designs 
 Measurements of dimerization kinetics of two different DNA origami tiles (a subset of two 
components in Ref 115) have recently been studied144. Here, the authors use a variety of interface 
designs and determine the kinetic and thermodynamic properties of the dimerization reaction. 
Different interface designs included changing the number of linkers per interface, the number of 
base pairs in a SE and the architecture of the linker. In our simulations, we use the forward and 
reverse reaction rate constants at 30°C, 35°C, 40°C, and 45°C for the various interface designs 




Table S 4.2 Forward Reaction Rate Constants, 𝒌𝒐𝒏 (M-1s-1), taken from Chapter 3 (Ref. 144) 
	 30°C	 35°C	 40°C	 45°C	
5bp	3SE	A	 9.44E+05	 8.60E+05	 9.89E+05	 1.78E+05	
5bp	3SE	B	 7.49E+05	 7.49E+05	 2.35E+05	 36969	
5bp	3SE	C	 6.83E+05	 7.49E+05	 5.42E+05	 1.12E+05	
5bp	4SE	 1.30E+06	 1.19E+06	 7.84E+05	 77526	
5bp	5SE	A	 2.17E+06	 1.98E+06	 1.14E+06	 1.63E+05	
5bp	5SE	B	 2.87E+06	 2.87E+06	 1.98E+06	 7.15E+05	
5bp	6SE	 3.00E+06	 2.87E+06	 1.89E+06	 6.22E+05	
5bp	7SE	 2.61E+06	 2.61E+06	 2.17E+06	 9.01E+05	
	 	 	 	 	
6bp	3SE	A	 2.49E+06	 2.27E+06	 1.80E+06	 1.14E+06	
6bp	3SE	B	 2.27E+06	 1.98E+06	 1.43E+06	 7.49E+05	
6bp	3SE	C	 1.89E+06	 1.50E+06	 1.04E+06	 4.94E+05	
6bp	4SE	 3.00E+06	 2.61E+06	 2.17E+06	 1.80E+06	
6bp	5SE	A	 4.15E+06	 3.61E+06	 3.29E+06	 2.49E+06	
6bp	5SE	B	 4.55E+06	 3.96E+06	 3.61E+06	 2.74E+06	
6bp	6SE	 4.99E+06	 4.35E+06	 3.96E+06	 3.00E+06	
6bp	7SE	 4.55E+06	 3.96E+06	 3.61E+06	 2.87E+06	
	 	 	 	 	
6bp	floppy	3SE	A	 1.25E+06	 1.04E+06	 5.94E+05	 1.70E+05	
6bp	floppy	3SE	B	 1.19E+06	 9.88E+05	 4.30E+05	 1.76E+04	
6bp	floppy	3SE	C	 9.88E+05	 7.84E+05	 4.50E+05	 1.23E+05	
6bp	floppy	4SE	 1.43E+06	 1.25E+06	 1.08E+06	 3.92E+05	
6bp	floppy	5SE	A	 1.72E+06	 1.64E+06	 1.19E+06	 6.52E+05	
6bp	floppy	5SE	B	 1.19E+06	 1.19E+06	 1.08E+06	 7.84E+05	
6bp	floppy	6SE	 2.49E+06	 2.27E+06	 1.98E+06	 1.50E+06	
6bp	floppy	7SE	 2.27E+06	 2.17E+06	 1.98E+06	 1.50E+06	





Table S 4.3 Reverse Reaction Rate Constants, 𝒌𝒐𝒇𝒇 (s-1), taken from Chapter 3 (Ref. 144) 
	 30°C	 35°C	 40°C	 45°C	
5bp	3SE	A	 4.30E-03	 2.17E-02	 3.87E-02	 7.32E-02	
5bp	3SE	B	 8.12E-03	 2.44E-02	 3.26E-02	 6.91E-02	
5bp	3SE	C	 5.11E-03	 1.93E-02	 2.30E-02	 3.65E-02	
5bp	4SE	 3.22E-03	 1.45E-02	 2.17E-02	 4.10E-02	
5bp	5SE	A	 1.61E-03	 1.02E-02	 1.72E-02	 3.45E-02	
5bp	5SE	B	 4.77E-04	 6.83E-03	 1.22E-02	 2.44E-02	
5bp	6SE	 1.14E-03	 7.23E-03	 1.15E-02	 2.44E-02	
5bp	7SE	 3.57E-04	 6.83E-03	 9.66E-03	 1.93E-02	
	 	 	 	 	
6bp	3SE	A	 1.80E-03	 4.55E-03	 6.83E-03	 1.63E-02	
6bp	3SE	B	 1.70E-03	 5.11E-03	 1.08E-02	 2.05E-02	
6bp	3SE	C	 2.41E-03	 5.74E-03	 1.22E-02	 2.17E-02	
6bp	4SE	 1.20E-03	 2.55E-03	 7.66E-03	 1.37E-02	
6bp	5SE	A	 1.28E-03	 2.27E-03	 7.23E-03	 1.37E-02	
6bp	5SE	B	 1.14E-03	 2.55E-03	 7.23E-03	 1.53E-02	
6bp	6SE	 8.50E-04	 2.15E-03	 6.44E-03	 1.63E-02	
6bp	7SE	 9.55E-04	 2.41E-03	 6.83E-03	 1.83E-02	
	 	 	 	 	
6bp	floppy	3SE	A	 1.02E-02	 8.12E-03	 1.45E-02	 8.60E-03	
6bp	floppy	3SE	B	 1.70E-03	 3.22E-03	 5.42E-03	 5.74E-03	
6bp	floppy	3SE	C	 2.70E-03	 7.66E-03	 1.22E-02	 2.74E-02	
6bp	floppy	4SE	 3.41E-03	 2.70E-03	 4.06E-03	 7.23E-03	
6bp	floppy	5SE	A	 2.27E-03	 2.15E-03	 3.04E-03	 5.42E-03	
6bp	floppy	5SE	B	 2.87E-03	 6.83E-03	 7.66E-03	 1.08E-02	
6bp	floppy	6SE	 1.61E-03	 3.61E-03	 5.42E-03	 1.02E-02	
6bp	floppy	7SE	 1.70E-03	 6.44E-03	 6.83E-03	 1.29E-02	




Directed Evolution Simulations with Measured Parameters 
 To optimize the self-assembly of a complex using measured parameters of 𝑘:;, 𝑘:MM and 
𝛼, we perform the same general procedure in the directed evolution of interfaces simulations, with 
two notable differences. First, we mutate an interface by choosing, at random, one of the 24 possible 
interfaces listed in Tables S4.2-4.3, which defines the 𝑘:; and  𝑘:MM of the reaction. Second, we 
use dimensional values of temperature, time and concentration which correspond to values used in 
experiments in Refs. 115, 144. Temperature varies from 30 to 45 °C in increments of 5 °C, with 
component concentrations of 5 nM and isothermal assembly times of 72 hours.  
 When an interface is mutated, the forward and reverse reaction rate constants that are 
affected by said mutation must be updated. All reactions that occur through the single interface that 
is mutated will be updated with	𝑘:; and 𝑘:MM values corresponding to their new interface design 
(at a given temperature) according to Tables S4.2-4.3. For reactions that occur through multiple 
interfaces, the updates to the forward and reverse reaction rate constants is less straightforward. 
 When a reaction that occurs through two or more interfaces of a single type takes place, 
we assume that the 𝑘:; of the reaction is equal to the 𝑘:; for the reaction through a single interface 
of that type because it is unclear how adding multiple interfaces would change the forward reaction 
kinetics. Likely, as seen in Ref. 3, the forward reaction rate constant would increase as the number 
of contacts increases, however, at some number of contacts the 𝑘:; saturates, thus we expect that 
the reaction rate would either increase or stay the same. As a conservative estimate, we choose the 
reaction rate to stay the same. When a reaction that occurs through two or more interfaces of a 
different types takes place, we assume that the forward reaction occurs with a 𝑘:; equal to the 
reaction through the constituent single interfaces with a higher 𝑘:; value, because we expect that 
the reaction rate will not decrease down with an increasing number of contacts 144, but how fast the 




 The reverse reaction rate constant through two or more interfaces, depends on the number 
and type of interfaces through which a reaction occurs. Using the formula that relates the free 
energy to the equilibrium constant, we can calculate the reverse reaction rate constant as a function 
of the number of interfaces in a reaction. The free energy as a function of the temperature and 
equilibrium constant for a reaction through a single interface is  where a 
reaction through multiple interfaces is , where  is additivity from Eqn. 1, 
where  is the forward reaction rate constant for the given reaction and  and  are the 
reverse reaction rate constants for the reaction occurring through a single interface and  identical 
interfaces. Using these equations to solve for the reverse rate constant we find:  
(4.5) 
In the case that a reaction occurs through more than one type of interface,  is calculated as an 
average of the reverse rate constants for the reactions occurring through one interface for each type 
of interface. 






Figure S 4.17 Optimizing the self-assembly system where nine different DNA-origami 
components assemble into a complex. By using experimentally measured values of the additivity 
between interfaces, as reported in Ref. 115, and kinetic parameters such as the forward ( ) and 
reverse ( ) reaction rate constants at several different temperatures for a wide variety of 
interface designs, as reported in Ref. 144, one can computationally determine the optimal set of 
interfaces for this system (see SI Note 4.1). The types of interfaces available in this design space 
vary in the number of linkers (i.e., dsDNA connections that form) in an interface, the length of the 
“sticky end” (ssDNA region through which two components can specifically bind to one another) 
of the linker, and whether the linker has a flexible region (or is “floppy”). The initial design 
approach assumes all interfaces have the 5bp 4SE design, which means that there are 4 linkers, 
each with 5 base pair sticky ends (SEs). (A) Yield of complex at a range of temperatures after 72 
hours of isothermal assembly for the initial design and the optimized designed after 500 
generations. Inset text indicates the designs of the four interfaces. (B) Schematic of nine-mer 
complex. Left diagram depicts initial structure, with all interfaces having the same, 5bp 4SE design, 
(interface design listed in text between components whose color corresponds to color in (A)) and 
right diagram shows optimized structure. In the diagram, “fl.” is an abbreviation for “floppy.” 
Initial component concentration  nM, the same as in the described experiments. These 
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CHAPTER 5 STABLE DNA-BASED REACTION-DIFFUSION 
PATTERNS 
SUMMARY 
We demonstrate reaction-diffusion (RD) systems that generate stable patterns of DNA 
oligonucleotide concentrations within agarose gels, including linear and “hill” (i.e. increasing then 
decreasing) shapes in one and two dimensions. Our reaction networks are driven by enzyme-free 
DNA strand-displacement reactions, in which reactant DNA complexes continuously release and 
recapture target strands of DNA in gel; a balance of these reactions produces stable patterns. The 
reactant complexes are maintained at high concentrations by liquid reservoirs along the gel 
boundary. We monitor our patterns using time-lapse fluorescence microscopy, and show that the 
shape of our patterns can be easily tuned by manipulating the boundary reservoirs. Finally, we show 
that two overlapping, stable gradients can be generated by designing two sets of non-interacting 
release and recapture reactions with DNA strand-displacement systems. This paper represents a 
step toward the generation of scalable, complex RD patterns for programming the spatiotemporal 
behavior of synthetic materials. 
 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Gradients are ubiquitous as drivers of spatially differentiated behavior and communication in 
biological systems. For example, chemical stripes of different mRNA molecules generated by 
reaction-diffusion (RD) processes in the embryo of the fruit fly Drosophila act as chemical 
blueprints to direct the growth the embryo151, 152, and Turing patterns are believed to be important 
in the patterning of animal digits.  A variety of spatial concentration patterns also arise during 
ubiquitous intercellular signaling processes153, 154. In vitro,  spatial patterns of the concentrations of 




including chemotaxis155, angiogenesis156, stem cell proliferation and differentiation157, axon 
growth158, cell culture159, the behavior of cells in hydrogels160 and protein expression161 to name a 
few. Chemical gradients have also been used to control reactivity, direct mechanical actuation and 
pattern synthetic materials and are increasingly of interest for signal processing within materials, 
orchestrating spatially differentiated chemical or mechanical behaviors or in self-repair 162, 163, 164. 
   Chemical gradients are often produced using patterning methods that encode variations of density 
of a molecule along a surface or within a 3-dimensional material165, 166, 167. Variations of chemical 
concentrations can also be generated using flows and/or diffusion across membranes in 
microfluidic devices168, 169, 170, 171. 
 While lithographic or light-driven processes can generate patterns of molecules of high 
complexity166, 167, the resulting patterns cannot evolve or regenerate over time as materials are 
consumed or molecules mix due to diffusion. Dynamic, or “bottom-up” methods for building 
spatial patterns are often limited in the complexity of what can arise.   
 Reaction-diffusion (RD) systems can produce a wealth of spatiotemporal chemical 
concentration dynamics such as waves and oscillations172 using chemical systems such as the well-
studied inorganic Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction 172, 173. Several enzymatic RD networks 
have also been developed recently that generate patterns from the bottom-up174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 
both with transcriptional circuits180 and with the Polymerase, Exonuclease, Nickase (PEN) 
toolbox181, 182. Enzyme-based systems are typically limited to tight temperature ranges and buffer 
conditions and are more challenging to scale up the number of components that can be combined 
in the same solution183. 
 An alternative bottom-up approach to implement chemical reaction networks in a RD 
system is to use enzyme-free DNA strand-displacement reactions184, which have been shown to be 




based strand displacement include the fact that reaction rate constants can be tuned42, 44, 45, 184, 185, 186, 
187, 188 and reactions have potential to operate at a wide range of temperatures (e.g. at room 
temperature and in cell media 189). While several DNA reaction-diffusion systems have been 
built190,191, none to date have shown spatiotemporally stable gradients that can persistent over time 
and potentially reform after being perturbed. Such chemical patterning systems could make it 
possible to design materials with heterogeneous structure that could regenerate, and such systems 
could enable the modular design of more complex programmable patterns such as a stick figure 
through the design of chemical reaction networks. 
 Here we demonstrate that stable spatial patterns of soluble DNA molecules can be 
generated using the coupled process of diffusion and enzyme-free DNA strand displacement 
reactions. These systems overcome the homogenizing effect of diffusion through the use of a 
sustained energy source: a steady supply of reactant species. These systems produce millimeter-
scale heterogeneous patterns in one and two dimensions in a hydrogel substrate that can either 
continuously grow or remain stable over time. DNA components with high concentrations in liquid 
reservoirs diffuse into the gel and participate in specific strand-displacement reactions designed to 
continuously release and recapture target strands of DNA. In principle, such patterns remain stable 
as long as the high fuel reservoirs are maintained. To underscore this point, we show patterns 
remain stable for a period of over 30 hours. We also show that this process of gradient formation 
can be easily extended to create more complex patterns involving multiple species with different 
sequences. 
 
5.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
System design and mechanism. Our goal was to develop a reaction-diffusion (RD) system that 




based strand displacement systems. RD processes can be described by a set of partial differential 
equations of the form:  
where ,  and  are the concentration, diffusion coefficient and the total rate of the reactions 
involving species , respectively, thus there is one such equation for each of the species in the 
system.  We used this model to develop a simple set of reactions that would produce a gradient 
with a well-defined stable state. 
 Our model for the generation of stable gradients was a coupled set of reactions that would 
(1) release the species forming the gradient and (2) recapture that species.  Given such a set of 
reactions of the form: 
where  is the rate of release of the output species and  is the rate of recapture, of [O] is 
stable at the concentration level  . Such a mechanism could be used to create spatial 
patterns if the rate of release or recapture varied as a function of space.   
 To build this system we devised a set of reactions for release and recapture: 
Release:  , 
Recapture: , 
where S, I and Rec are input species and W1, W2 and W3 are waste products. We call S, I, Rec, and 
O the Source, Initiator, Recapturer and Output, respectively. When [S], [I] and [Rec] are 
unchanging, the change in [O] over time follows Equation 2 where  and 






Figure 5.1. Schematic of DNA strand displacement reactions and the setup of reaction diffusion 
systems. (A) Three strand displacement reactions are used in different combinations and regimes to 
create and monitor different types of gradient patterns. (i) Release: The Output strand is initially 
sequestered within a Source complex but can be released by reacting with an Initiator strand via a 
relatively fast 5 base-pair (bp) toehold mediated reaction. (ii) Recapture: The Output strand is 
recaptured by a Recapturer complex in a relatively slow reaction. (iii) Reporting: The concentration 
of Output is “read” by reversibly reacting with a reporter complex whose strands have an attached 
fluorophore-and quencher. Inset diagram is a diagram of the structure of a waste1 complex.  Green 
regions indicate toeholds (5bp) and the black region indicates the “1” domain (15bp). 
Complementary sequences are denoted by an apostrophe (e.g., sequence 1 is fully complementary 
to 1’) and share the same color. 3’ ends are labeled with an arrow. Brown bump in Recapturer 
complex indicates a single base pair mismatch. (B) (i) Side-view schematic of the RD cell (x-z 
plane), whose exterior is formed from PDMS cast around a negative mold. The RD system inside 
consists of a 1% agarose hydrogel between two liquid reservoirs, each containing a solution of 
DNA species. An optical microscope is used to image the cell through a glass coverslip bound to 
the PDMS (Methods in Section 5.4). (ii) Top-view schematic of an RD cell (x-y plane). Inset 
diagrams depict initial conditions in a typical “hill” gradient formation experiment: Liquid 
Reservoir 1 contains of Source and Reporter species, Liquid Reservoir 2 contains Initiator and 
Reporter species, and the hydrogel contains Reporter species.  
 Opposing release and recapture reactions could also be used to build stable concentration 
gradients in an environment where the concentrations of the reactions varies in space. By 
controlling this variation as well as the relative concentrations of the reactants and the rates of the 
reactions, a variety of gradients that change in time or which remain in a far-from-equilibrium 
stable configuration over time may be created. For example, if S and I are allowed to react only at 
a single location to release O, and Rec is present throughout the substrate, a stable gradient of O 
around the location will form that will remain stable as long as S, I and Rec are supplied to the 
system as fuel. And because the release and recapture process can emulate the dynamics of a 




species continue to be supplied. Further, release-recapture systems of this kind also serve as 
building blocks for a system in which complex networks of chemical reactions and controlled 
diffusion can form stable or dynamic gradient patterns of virtually arbitrary complexity. 
 To develop this gradient forming system, we consider how to (1) generate patterns using 
strand displacement reactions between DNA oligonucleotide strands and strand complexes and 
control these patterns through design of reaction rates and reactant concentrations and (2) construct 
a system in which these patterns can be stable over long periods of time so long as external 
reservoirs that contain supplies of chemical fuel are occasionally replenished.   
 To do so, we consider a system in which S and I diffuse into a 1-dimensional reaction 
chamber from two reservoirs on either end that contain high concentrations of S and I respectively. 
In one case, S is maintained at a high concentration in one reservoir, and I is maintained at a high 
concentration in the opposing reservoir.  This setup controls when S and I meet within the substrate 
and can react to release O. This release process first happens as the diffusion gradients of S and I 
expand and meet, which produces a gradient of O that emerges and spreads in a controlled fashion. 
If Rec were present throughout the substrate and within the reservoirs, its reaction with the substrate 
would recapture it, limiting the gradient’s spread and causing it to stabilize over time.   
 Design of a reaction-diffusion process via DNA strand displacement. Given such a 
process for assembling a stable reaction-diffusion process could be a modular component of more 
complex patterning systems, our next goal was to design a system for RD and the molecules for the 
process that would react and diffusion with rates that would recapitulate the designed dynamics.  
 The gradients that we have designed require that the concentration of S and I remain 
constant at the boundaries in order to maintain the formation of a stable pattern. Waste  produced 
from the reaction must also be able to exit the substrate. To develop a system in which these 




a hydrogel and fluid reservoirs to each side of the hydrogel that may be periodically exchanged 
maintain the boundary concentration conditions and permit waste to be removed. We used a 
standard hydrogel, a 1% agarose gel for patterning. We expected DNA to diffuse mostly 
unobstructed by the agarose mesh because the mean pore size in 1% agarose hydrogel is estimated 
to be ~580 nm192, whereas the length of a typical DNA complex involved in a simple strand 
displacement reaction is ~10 nm, has a diameter of ~2.5 nm and has (for ssDNA) a hydrodynamic 
radius of  ~2 nm193, so we expect the diffusion coefficient for such species to be similar to a 
solution-based diffusion constant  of about 150 µm2/s 194, 195. In designing the reaction process, we 
assumed that all ssDNA and dsDNA would diffuse at approximately these rates, even though there 
are likely to be slight differences in diffusion coefficients for species of different lengths or 
secondary structures.  
 The RD system that we designed relies on the fact that diffusion rates are slower than 
reaction rates. Because the diffusion rates of biomolecules are relatively slow, this suggested that 
patterns would be easiest to visualize across size scales of millimeters or more.  
 We next chose rates for release and recapture reactions that would produce a sharp gradient 
using reasonable concentrations of the inputs (Fig. S5.1). To build a simple release reaction, we 
sequester an Output, O in an inert form within a Source complex, S, which rapidly releases O in 
the presence of an Initiator molecule, I (Fig. 5.1Ai). The reaction was mediated by a 5bp toehold, 
to ensure the reaction’s speed. The release of O is balanced by a recapture reaction that constantly 
consumes O through a Recapturer complex, Rec, which binds to and sequesters O back into an inert 
state (Fig. 5.1Aii). We designed this reaction to occur much more slowly, via a strand displacement 
process that is initiated at a nick in the Rec dsDNA backbone, which has a rate constant of 500 (M 
s)-1. Together, release and recapture processes cycle molecules of O between their released (free) 




experimentally monitor the concentration of released O, a fast, reversible reporting reaction was 
designed. In this reaction, a Reporter complex R, which consists of a fluorescent strand f, and a 
quencher strand q, rapidly and reversibly reacts with O though 5bp toeholds. In the unreacted state, 
the quencher strand prevents the fluorescing of the Reporter complex. However, when the Reporter 
complex successfully reacts with the Output, the Output displaces the quencher strand and the 
resulting complex fluoresces (Fig. 5.1Aiii). The resulting reactions are as follows: 
Release:  , 
Recapture: , 
Reporting: , 
where  are waste products and  and  are the second order reaction rate constants. 
The strand displacement processes that underlie each reaction are shown in Figure 5.1A. The 
subscript in the reaction rate constant indicates the length of the toehold in the reactions. In our 
models we assume reaction rates are not significantly affected by the hydrogel and use approximate 
values for the forward reaction rate constants in solution:  M-1s-1 and 
 M-1s-1 45 (SI Fig. S5.1, SI Note S5.4).  
 We next designed the DNA sequences that would be the physical implementation of the 
reactions. To do so, we augmented sequences reported in Ref. 42 with longer toeholds and additions 
of clamps to mitigate leak reactions196, and used NUPACK46 to aid in our sequence design (see SI 
Note 5.6 for sequences). 
 To mitigate the leak reactions that occur between species we PAGE purified the complexes 
(see Methods in Section 5.4). However, it has been observed that some small leak still occurs 
between species in the reaction, namely the Source and the Reporter197, likely a result of fraying 




imperfections in complex purification. In our models, we account for this leak by assuming that a 
leaky source complex, at an initial concentration of 4.7% of the Source complex can react reversibly 
with a Reporter complex with a forward rate of 50 M-1s-1 197. Specifics can be found in 
Supplementary Note S4, and reactions seen in SI Fig. S5.10.  
 
Figure 5.2. Diffusion coefficient measurement for ssDNA and dsDNA in 1% agarose. Experimental 
data (square markers) and simulation of the best fit to the diffusion coefficient (dashed line) for (A) 
ssDNA and (B) dsDNA. The initial conditions for both experiments are shown in the inset in (A).  
Diffusion coefficients were fit to experimental values using a least squares fitting method; 
simulations show the predictions of diffusion with the best fit. The system consisted of a 1% 
agarose gel that initially contained no DNA as shown and was cast and left at room temperature to 
gel for approximately 30 minutes prior to adding the gel with DNA. After this set time, the 
remaining ~1/3 of the reaction cell was loaded with reaction buffer that contained ~75 to 100 nM 
of fluorescently labeled DNA. 0 hours indicates the time at which imaging started, which was about 
30 minutes after the fluorescently labelled DNA in agarose was added to the reaction channel. 




concentration profile (i.e., at 0 hours). Both DNA species are 23 base pairs long. Sequences are 
listed in SI Note 5.6. We found the diffusion coefficients to be μm2/s and 
 μm2/s, where the uncertainty represents one standard deviation of the 
measured quantity.  
 Construction of a reaction-diffusion reaction cell and reaction monitoring. To 
characterize RD patterns forming on the scale of millimeters such that external fluid reservoirs 
would resupply reactants and exchange waste, we designed a reaction cell composed of three 
portions of approximately equal volume. The outer portions were two liquid reservoirs with a 1% 
agarose hydrogel in the middle (Fig. 5.1B and SI Note S5.5). We assembled different gradients by 
changing the composition of the liquid reservoirs, which determined the boundary conditions for 
the RD process and characterized the gradients that formed within the hydrogel compartment. This 
set up allows energy to be supplied to the system in the form of reactants within introduced in the 
liquid reservoirs that diffuse into the hydrogel. We can exchange the reaction buffer in these 
reservoirs repeatedly without perturbing the pattern, enabling the gradients that form to be 
maintained as long as the solution in the reservoirs maintains the boundary conditions required for 
the pattern. We measure the intensity of fluorescence using time-lapse microscopy (see Methods 
in Section 5.4) and convert intensity to concentration of Output using a calibration curve (SI Fig. 
S5.8, Methods).  
 To understand and design the gradient patterns that would form as a result of DNA complex 
strand displacement and diffusion, we built simple computational models using the measured 
diffusion rates and assumed reaction rate constants and found that indeed, stable gradients can be 
formed and remain stable for many hours using these sets of diffusion coefficients and reaction rate 
constants, as long as the liquid reservoirs were periodically replenished (SI Fig. S5.2, Methods). 
 Gradient generation using DNA diffusion. Our first goal in performing experiments was 




diffusion of different DNA complexes between reservoirs of different concentrations of a size and 
shape consistent with their diffusion coefficients. 
 Because the diffusion constant of the species in the particular environment of the 1% 
agarose gel substrate in such a system determines the dynamics of gradient formation as well as its 
final state, we first measured the bulk diffusion coefficients of species within our systems to 
improve on our initial estimates based on previously measured diffusion constants.  Because the 
diffusion constants for DNA molecules depend sublinearly on its length194, 195, and most complexes 
and strands in our system are of relatively similar size, we chose to use measurements of one 23 
base-pair single-stranded DNA molecule (Fig. 5.2A) and one 23 base-pair double-stranded 
complex (Fig. 5.2B) as estimates for the diffusion rates of each of the single- and double-stranded 
species in our system. To measure diffusion rates for each species, we built a two-chamber agarose 
system where approximately 1/3 of the total length of the cell contained a 1% agarose gel 
“reservoir” which initially contained DNA and the remaining 2/3 was comprised of 1% agarose gel 
without DNA (Methods in Section 5.4). Initially, the reservoir contained approximately 100 nM of 
the respective species with a fluorescent label to allow it to be tracked.  We followed the spread of 
the species using time-lapse fluorescence microscopy (Methods in Section 5.4) and fit a diffusion 
rate constant using standard diffusion equations to the changes in the concentration of the species 
within the agarose gel. We found  μm2/s, or ~75% the reported value for DNA 
of similar size in solution 194, 195, and  μm2/s. We used these values in 
combination with the reaction rates in order to design and model reaction-diffusion processes 






Figure 5.3. Designed processes of pattern generation in a RD system using DNA strand displacement 
reactions. Diffusion (and pattern formation) occurs within an agarose hydrogel. Boundary 
conditions are controlled by liquid reservoirs on opposing sides of the agarose hydrogel, which 
contain defined concentrations of reactants and which were periodically replenished without 
disturbing the pattern formation process. Initial conditions established through loading the liquid 
reservoirs and the agarose hydrogel with reactants. Solid lines show experimental values drawn 
from micrographs (see Methods in Section 5.4) and dotted lines are the predictions of zero 
parameter-fit simulations. Various types of 1D patterns can be formed including (A) linear gradient, 
(B) hill gradient that grows over time and (C-D) stable hill gradients. Note that the y-axis scale is 
different from plot to plot. The bottom panel shows initial conditions and expected concentrations 
after a long time of the different species in the reaction. The initial concentration of the reporter 
complex is  nM in both the liquid reservoirs and the agarose hydrogels for all systems. 
Fluorescence micrograph depicted underneath each plot shows a visualization of the state at the 
longest time listed in the legend. Initial conditions (left, red line) and concentration profile after 
long reaction time (right, blue line) of the RD system are depicted beneath plots, where the two 
blue regions indicate liquid reservoirs and the white region indicates hydrogel. , , , , 
indicate the concentration of Output, Initiator, Source and Recapturer, respectively. These plots are 
meant to be qualitative guides to help the reader gain intuition about how the concentration profiles 
of various key reactants might look after long periods of time and assume that the liquid reservoirs 
were periodically exchanged (i.e., concentrations in liquid reservoirs at  equal to I.C.). 
Increasing thickness of blue line in (B) indicates increasing time. 
 We next characterized how gradients of the Output species, within our system would form 
given two boundary reservoirs with the DNA species at different concentrations. We fabricated a 
three-chamber system that we designed that contained a 1% agarose gel in the center and two liquid 
reservoirs on either end. We placed a buffer solution containing 300 nM of Output in one liquid 
reservoir and a buffer solution with no Output in the opposing reservoir so that the stable state of 




other. To accelerate gradient development by reducing the quantity of Output which must diffuse 
into and across the distance of the gel, the hydrogel was initially loaded with 150 nM of Output. 
For the linear gradient and all gradients described hereafter, both the reservoirs and the hydrogel 
contained 200 nM of Reporter to enable the reaction to be followed by fluorescence imaging. The 
expected linear gradient mostly formed by about 8 hours and remained stable over at least 24 hours 
(Fig. 5.3A).  The dynamics of formation were also consistent with simulations that used the reaction 
rates diffusion constants we measured. We also verified that the expected linear gradient formed in 
response to different initial concentrations of Output in the reservoirs and hydrogel, and where the 
total amount of DNA in the hydrogel would need to change to reach steady state (SI Fig. S5.3).  
 Coupled release and diffusion form growing gradients. To verify that designed gradient 
patterns could also be formed using coupled reaction and diffusion, we tested how a gradient of 
Output formed within the agarose gel substrate loading buffer containing 300 nM of Initiator 
species into one reservoir and buffer containing 300 nM of Source species into the opposite 
reservoir. These species can diffuse into the gel and react to release the Output species, and the 
maximum amount of Output species arises where the Initiator and Source species (on average) 
arrive via diffusion in approximately equal times from their respective reservoirs, forming a 
gradient. The height and width of the gradient both increase as Output continues to be released and 
diffuses outward. In experiments, the expected hill-shaped of Output formed (Fig. 5.3B), in a 
manner consistent with the predictions of simulations. As the reservoirs were replenished Output 
concentration continues to rise over at least 87 hours, producing a gradient where Output 






Figure 5.4. Stable two-dimensional gradient. (A) Schematic of the two-dimensional RD cell. Two 
cylindrical liquid reservoirs are at opposing corners of the RD cell. (B)  Schematic of the top view 
of the 2D RD cell with initial and boundary conditions for the reactants. Reporter concentration is 
 nM in both cylindrical liquid reservoirs and the agarose gel. (C) Filled contour plots 
depicting the concentrations of the Output at times ranging from 5 hours (left) to 139 hours (right). 
The stable gradient within the hydrogel takes approximately 110 hours to develop and is stable 
until the experiment was terminated at 139 hours. Exchange of the buffer in the reservoirs occurred 
in the experiment after 22, 48, 71, 93 and 116 hours. (D) Corresponding fluorescence micrographs 
(see Methods in Section 5.4 and SI Note S5.2).  (E) Filled contour plots depicting the simulated 
values of Output concentration profile from 5 to 139 hours. 
 Stable gradients form through balanced release and recapture. To build gradient 
patterns that emerge and stabilize, we designed a system in which Output species would be both 
released and recaptured within the hydrogel. We added 300 nM of Initiator species into one 
reservoir, 300 nM of Source species into the second reservoir and 600 nM of Recapturer species 
into both reservoirs and the hydrogel portion of the RD cell (see Methods in Section 5.4). The high 
concentration of Recapturer ensured that it would not be depleted significantly through interaction 
with the Output, and that its concentration could remain stable across the substrate as the reservoirs 
are replenished periodically. A gradient of Output species emerged over 30-60 hours with higher 
concentrations of Output near the middle of the hydrogel and lower concentrations of the edges. 
After 60 hours, the shape of the gradient reached a shape that remained stable for an additional 30 




experiments, gradients formed the same final stable, shape and the approach to stability and the 
time scale at which a stable shape is achieved are very similar. 
 Stable gradient height is controlled by boundary conditions. Higher concentrations of 
Source and Initiator on the boundary would be expected to increase the rate of Output release within 
the hydrogel and thus increase gradient height. To test whether the resulting change in gradient 
height would correspond to the change in these concentrations, we assembled a stable gradient 
using the Source, Initiator and Recapturer species where Source and Initiator Concentrations in 
their two reservoirs were 600 nM, double the concentrations used in the first experiment (Fig. 
5.3D). The resulting gradient shape stabilized at least as quickly as the gradient formed using lower 
concentrations of the Source and Initiator, consistent with predictions, and remained stable for 30 
hours. The Output concentration at the gradient peak also increased in height over the 
corresponding peak concentration formed in the first stable system, as predicted by simulations 
performed using the higher concentrations of Source and Initiator  
 Stable reaction-diffusion in two dimensions. Programmed reaction-diffusion processes 
should enable the formation of patterns in 1, 2 and 3 dimensions. Having characterized the 
formation of 1-dimensional patterns of DNA species, our next goal was to characterize the 
formation of 2-dimensional patterns using a similar process. To enable control over the boundary 
conditions in such a way that they could be maintained over time we fabricated a square RD cell 
(Methods in Section 5.4) containing two cylindrical liquid reservoirs positioned in opposite corners 
of the hydrogel (Fig. 5.3A, B). We first tested the potential for building patterns within this setup 
by creating two RD systems by adding Source to the buffer within one reservoir and Initiator 
molecules the liquid reservoir in the other. We tested whether patterns formed according to the 
predictions of our reaction-diffusion network with the predicted rates and diffusion constants by 




growth followed the predictions of simulations in both cases, and as expected, gradients arose more 
quickly in the smaller system, where the Source and Initiator needed to diffuse a smaller distance 
from their reservoir to react and release the output (Figs. S5.5, S5.6).  
 To test that stable, two dimensional patterns of Output concentration could form, we loaded 
one reservoir with 600 nM of Source complex and the other with 600 nM of Initiator species. 600 
nM of Recapturer was added to both reservoirs and to the hydrogel. The gradient grew over time 
at rates in close agreement to simulations, producing a peak concentration of about 30 nM in 90 





Figure 5.5. Two stable gradients of Output species in one hydrogel with two non-interacting 
(orthogonal) sets of reactants. (A) Initial conditions of reactants in the 1-2 and 3-4 system in the 
liquid reservoirs and hydrogel. The two sets of reactions are called systems 1-2 and 3-4, for their 
recognition domains (see inset cartoon diagrams of Output species in B-C). Initial reporter 
concentration is  nM in both liquid reservoirs and agarose hydrogel and is 
not depicted for clarity. Concentration profile for the Output strand with the (B) 1-2 system and (C) 
3-4 system. The Reporter in the 1-2 system has a FAM fluorophore, whereas the Reporter complex 
in the 3-4 system has a Texas-Red fluorophore, so the respective fluorescence profiles (which are 
then converted to concentration profiles) were measured using non-overlapping filters for FAM 
and Texas Red channel (see Methods in Section 5.4). Buffer exchanged after 48 hours. 
 DNA systems with different sequences form similar gradient patterns. DNA strand-
displacement systems are of interest as a substrate for programming RD processes not only because 




involving different sequences can operate together with minimal crosstalk or as coupled reaction 
processes to produce more complex patterns. To verify that such scaling is feasible, we developed 
two non-interacting (i.e., orthogonal) sets of reactions for the Release, Recapture and Reporting of 
Output Species and tested whether they could be executed in parallel.  To do so, we first designed 
a set of complexes that release and recapture an Output species with a different sequence than the 
Output species shown in Fig. 5.1A. Within this new set, the 1 domain is replaced by a new 3 
domain, the 2 domain is replaced by a 4 domain. The toehold sequence is also changed.  We termed 
the initial set of complexes the 1-2 system and the new set of complexes the 3-4 system, after the 
labels on the sequence domains within each system. We designed the 3-4 system in the same 
fashion as the 1-2 system, and also used NUPACK46 to ensure no unintended interactions between 
recognition domains. To separately measure the concentration profiles of the 1-2 and 3-4 system 
we ensured that the emissions from each Reporter could be observed in two separate, non-
overlapping filter cubes (Methods). For the Reporter in the 1-2 system, a 3’ Iowa Black FQ 
quenches 5’ fluorescein (FAM) fluorophore (Figure 1A(ii)) and for the 3-4 system, a 3’ Iowa Black 
RQ quenches 5’ Texas Red® fluorophore (see sequence information in SI Note S5.6). 
 To form stable, multiplexed gradients, we loaded one liquid reservoir with 300 nM 
Initiator, the other liquid reservoir with 300 nM Source and in each liquid reservoir and hydrogel 
loaded 300 nM Recapturer and 200 nM Reporter for each system (Fig. 5.5A). Both gradients 
achieved the expected shape and approached a final stable state, consistent with the predictions of 
simulations (Fig. 5.5B-C). Each gradient took approximately the same amount of time to form, but 
the 1-2 gradient had a maximum concentration of about 60 nM, whereas the 3-4 gradient was in 
better agreement with simulations and had a maximal concentration of about 40 nM. However, the 
3-4 gradient did not appear completely stable after about 85-95 hours with increases in output 




appeared to have achieved a stable configuration by this time. These results thus demonstrate that 
multiple DNA-based reaction networks can operate in tandem such that the dynamics and final 
state quantitatively match the designed dynamics and final gradient state. 
 
5.3 CONCLUSION 
In this work we have shown how DNA strand displacement reactions, operating far from 
equilibrium can be used to engineer stable and dynamic gradients with quantitatively defined 
features in a reaction-diffusion system. While there are many methods for generating chemical 
gradients by coupling chemical reactions and diffusion, this work demonstrates how simple 
enzyme-free and yet programmable chemistries capable of complex logic can form patterns that 
can reach a stable, stationary state. Such patterns can also continue to evolve over time in a 
predictable fashion. Most aspects of programmability that are suggested by using strand-
displacement systems remain to be explored, including altering the reaction rates (e.g., changing 
the length of the toehold domain44, 45) and/or the diffusion rates (e.g., by introducing hydrodynamic 
drag182 or by altering length of the DNA components195), which could also serve to sharpen the 
spatial resolution. Our setup shows how gradient patterns can form within a hydrogel such that 
reservoirs external to the system can be refueled, enabling far-from-equilibrium gradient patterns 
to be maintained within the system over long periods of time.  The limited spatial resolution 
(hundreds of µm) observed here and long timescales (hours) for gradients to develop, might also 
be addressed by miniaturizing such RD systems within a microfluidic device. 
 The balanced process of release and recapture demonstrated here is a primitive, which 
when combined with chemical logic, could be used to build reaction-diffusion systems that produce 
elaborate stable patterns such as a French flag, a human stick figure, and cellular automata using a 




are perturbed by some external stimulus (e.g., a high concentration of a reactant in a strand 
displacement system) to revert to the pattern before the perturbation.    
 To build more sophisticated systems, it will be essential to implement more sophisticated 
sequence design and purification methods so that components interact only with their intended 
targets with predictable rates46, 203, 204, 205. Logic operations and the systematic design of more 
complex networks suggest the possibility of engineering patterns with virtually arbitrary shape201 
or even dynamics. Strands with more complex domains can be designed such that leak can be 
significantly reduced 206. 
 One major advantage of a DNA-based RD system is the fact that through logic reactions, 
DNA can sense the current state of the environment and adapt accordingly. Such an interaction 
with the environment could lead to patterns that change over time as the environment does, creating 
new function. For example, one could envision using such a system at biological temperatures to 
interact and perform logic with biological systems207 or other downstream processes208, 209 at 
specific locations and times. From the starting point of this work, further spatial (e.g., 3D) and 
temporal control (e.g., by introducing a various types of circuits197) of patterns could be achieved 
too.  The use of a biocompatible agarose hydrogels for patterning and nontoxic biomolecules as 
substrates also suggests that in principle such patterns might be used within environments for the 
study and control of biological systems210. 
5.4 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
5.4.1 DNA complex preparation 
All DNA strands were ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT) with standard desalting 
except fluorescently modified strands, which were HPLC purified. Complexes were formed by 
mixing the component strands at  equimolar ratio in TAE Mg2+ (40 mM Tris-Acetate, 1 mM EDTA 




PCR, where the strands were annealed. Annealing consisted of holding the temperature at 95 °C 
for 5 minutes and then cooling the solution to 25 °C at a rate of -1 °C per minute. After annealing, 
each complex was purified by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) using a 10% 
polyacrylamide run at 120 V for 90 minutes at 4 °C (see Ref. 197 for more details). The bands 
corresponding to the complexes were identified using UV-shadowing at a wavelength of 254 nm. 
The band was then diced, combined with TAE Mg2+ buffer into a tube and shaken on a vortexer 
for about 12 hours, to promote complex migration into the aqueous solution. The solution was then 
centrifuged for 5 minutes at 3000x g and the supernatant removed, which was repeated twice to 
ensure separation of gel from solution. Concentration measurements were obtained using an 
Eppendorf Biophotometer. The extinction coefficient, ε,  of a complex was approximated by the 
formula: , where  and  are the extinction 
coefficients of the two strands that comprise the complex and  and  are the number of 
hybridized A-T and G-C base pairs in the complex 211. 
 
5.4.2 Hydrogel preparation 
Agarose gels with DNA complexes were prepared by mixing liquid agarose and complexes and 
then cooling the gels in devices to set. We prepared 1% agarose hydrogel (1 g / 100 mL) in TAE 
Mg2+ and left it to cool to 40 °C, after which we transferred the agarose solution to a glove box 
with PID fan temperature control (Coy Labs) set to 40 °C. Buffers, DNA complex solutions, 
pipettes and pipette tips were left in the glove box at least 30 minutes prior to sample preparation 
to achieve thermal equilibrium. The agarose was mixed with the DNA solution (typically with 
Reporter and any other complex that was required for the experiment) and the resulting mixed was 
transferred to the device in the desired well(s). After all wells were patterned, a piece of Scotch 




at 4 °C for 15 minutes to set the gels. We found that 40 °C was hot enough for the agarose to remain 
a liquid and cool enough that DNA complexes did not melt. The reservoir solutions were added 
after the gel had been cooled to room temperature and all results were collected at room 
temperature. Glass coverslips were placed on top of the device to mitigate evaporation from the 
calibration and reaction wells during the reaction-diffusion process.  
 
5.4.3 Reaction Monitoring 
The reaction was monitored using time-lapse fluorescence microscopy on either an IX73 or IX71 
(Olympus) optical microscope. Image sets were obtained every ~30 minutes with an exposure of 
50-150 ms using a 4X, 10X or 20X objective (Olympus) and were captured by an Infinity 3 CCD 
camera (Lumenera Corporation) in non-overlapping FAM and Texas-Red channels (Chroma) on 
the IX73, or an iXon3 cooled EMCCD camera (Andor) using a FAM channel (Chroma) on the 
IX71. The center of the focal plane for each experiment was approximately 1 to 4 mm in the z 
direction above the glass slide, as determined by the minimum width of the light beam in the 
direction perpendicular to the optical axis. We post-processed the images via binning and dark 
frame correction to compress the data and eliminate some of the optical artifacts, respectively (Fig. 
S5.7).  
 
5.4.4 Liquid Reservoir Exchange 
Contents of the liquid reservoirs are removed with a transfer pipette and replaced with fresh reaction 
buffer (prepared <10 minutes prior to exchange). Reservoir solution exchanges were performed 






To perform the simulations, we used COMSOL Multiphysics® Version 4.4 and LiveLink™ for 
MATLAB. Models of reaction-diffusion channels were built using COMSOL with the “Transport 
of Diluted Species” physics. All hydrogel-PDMS and liquid-PDMS boundaries were simulated 
with no flux boundary conditions. Simulations were run using scripts written in MATLAB using 
COMSOL Java API commands, which is how we defined simulation parameters such as reactions 
and their rate constants, diffusion constants, initial conditions and boundary conditions, mesh size 
and buffer exchange times. Buffer exchange of the liquid reservoirs occurred in simulations at the 
same time points as those in our experiments. Buffer exchange consisted of replacing each liquid 
reservoir with their initial contents (unreacted species) while the concentration profiles of species 
in the hydrogel remained unchanged. Diffusion coefficients for the hydrogel domain were set to 
measured values. Diffusion coefficients in the liquid reservoirs were all equal and had a value of 
150 µm2/s 194, 195. Reaction rate constants for intended reactions were set according to estimated 
values in solution (see Ref. 45) and reaction rate constants for leak reactions were estimated (see SI 





5.5 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
5.5.1 Supplementary Note S1: Supplementary Data 
1D Gradients: Simulations 
 
 
Figure S 5.1 Simulations of reaction and diffusion processes with different rate constants for 
the release reaction. To understand the influence of the release reaction rate constant on the 
gradients of that would form over time, we simulated the reaction and diffusion of Source and 
Initiator species in 1D with measured diffusion coefficients and different assumed reaction rate 
constants for the release reaction. We found that high reaction rate constants produce gradients with 
the highest peak concentrations and the largest changes per unit distance in concentrations. We 
simulated release rate constants of (A)  (M s)-1, (B)  (M s)-1 and (C)  
(M s)-1, which correspond to reactions mediated by approximately 5bp, 3bp, 2bp toeholds 
respectively45. (D) Initial conditions for the various species in the reservoirs and the agarose gel. 
The buffer in the liquid reservoirs was exchanged every 24 hours so that these conditions were 
maintained over time. Blue regions denote liquid reservoirs whereas the white region denotes 
hydrogel. (E) Schematic of the strand displacement process designed to occur at each of the rates 





Figure S 5.2 Simulated reaction and diffusion of the release-recapture processes in 1D. To 
determine whether 1D gradients formed by release, recapture and reporting reactions in a 1% 
agarose hydrogel could be stable over time, we simulated the RD system with measured diffusion 
coefficients and assumed reaction rate constants based on measurements made in solution (see 
Simulation section in Methods of main text). (A) Simulations showed that gradients could remain 
stable once formed. Buffer exchange was simulated in the liquid reservoirs every 24 hours. (B) 
Initial conditions for the various species in the reservoirs and the agarose gel assumed in simulation. 
Blue regions denote liquid reservoirs whereas the white region denotes hydrogel. Reporter 








Figure S 5.3 A linear gradient forms when Output concentration is initially high within the 
hydrogel substrate. Inset shows reservoir concentrations of Output and the initial concentration 
of Output within the hydrogel. The Output concentration as a function of position within the 
hydrogel and time are shown. Dashed lines are results from a zero parameter-fit simulation whereas 
bold lines and squares indicate measured values from experiment. Initial conditions are depicted in 
the inset. Exact initial conditions in the gel were taken from the experimentally measured Output 
concentration at the initial time point and used as initial conditions for the simulation. Initial 
Reporter concentrations are not depicted for clarity and are  nM in liquid reservoirs and 





Figure S 5.4 Stable gradients form consistently. To characterize the inherent variations expected 
in the formation of gradient patterns within RD strand displacement systems, we performed two 
separate experiments in which we formed two stable hill gradients with identical initial and 
boundary conditions from separate Source, Initiator, Reporter and Recapturer stocks. The two 
gradients both stabilize in similar periods of time and have similar shapes but differ in peak height 
and shape.  Such differences could be the result in differences in gels, reservoir heights and the 
purity and effective concentration of the component complexes. Initial conditions of the RD system 
(the same in both experiments) are depicted in the insets. Initial Reporter concentration is not 
depicted for clarity and is  nM in the liquid reservoirs and agarose hydrogels for all 
systems. Inset is a cartoon schematic of the Output species (left) and is the same for both 
experiments. Buffer exchange occurred after (A) 24 and 52 hours and (B) 48 hours. Differences in 
simulations between the two figures reflect the different buffer exchange times. (A) 10X objective 




2D Gradients: Experiments and Simulations 
 
Figure S 5.5 Growing gradient in two-dimensions with large dimensions (24 x 24 x 8 mm). (A) 
Contour map of total concentration of Output species in experiment and corresponding (B) optical 
images and (C) simulations at three time points: 22, 72 and 90 hours. The first column is shown at 
~22 hours, second column at ~72 hours and 3rd column at ~90 hours. Initial conditions (which are 
also refresh conditions) shown in the liquid reservoirs of the experimental and simulation contour 
map at 22 hours which also indicates well locations. Inset diagram in simulation contour map at 22 
hours depicts the schematic for the reaction cell. Fluorescent micrographs are obtained in a raster 
fashion and stitched together as a mosaic, as the field of view of the 4X objective used is smaller 
than the RD cell. Dark frame correction was performed for the individual images (see SI Note 





Figure S 5.6 Growing gradient in two-dimensions with small dimensions (16 x 16 x 8 mm). 
(A) Filled contour plots depicting the experimental values of Output concentration profile in from 
5 hours (left) to 139 hours (right). Here the gradient continues to grow after 139 hours to develop, 
when the experiment was terminated. Buffer exchange occurred in the experiment after 22, 48, 71, 
93 and 116 hours. (B) Corresponding fluorescent micrographs, which are obtained in a raster 
fashion and stitched together as a mosaic, as the field of view of the 4X objective used is smaller 
than the RD cell. Dark frame correction was performed for the individual images (see SI Note 
S5.2). (C) Filled contour plots depicting the simulated values of Output concentration profile from 
5 to 139 hours. Leftmost plot in (C) depicts initial and boundary conditions of species. Reporter 
concentration is  nM in both liquid reservoirs and in the agarose gel and is not depicted 





5.5.2 Supplementary Note S2: Image Processing 
 
 
Figure S 5.7 Dark frame correction to reduce edge effects in image montages. For the sake of 
continuity in fluorescence images, we eliminated the majority of the edge effects (typically a darker 
ring around the outer pixels) by using standard dark frame correction algorithms. While still not 
perfect, the dark frame correction eliminates the majority of the imaging artifacts. A more 
sophisticated algorithm like flat fielding would likely eliminate more edge effects, however, it 
seemed infeasible to obtain the necessary uniformly-lit images for every image in the set. 
Immediately after image acquisition, we use a binning algorithm to compress the images, as a 
typical experiment captures ~20,000 images and an image captured on the 16-bit Infinity 3 CCD 
camera has 2752 x 2192 pixels (which would amount to ~240 Gb of data per experiment). The 
binning algorithm takes the mean intensity value of the nearest 4x4 pixels and stores the resulting 




5.5.3 Supplementary Note S3: Experimental Notes 
Fluorescence Calibration to Output Concentration 
 
Figure S 5.8 Calibrating counts from calibration wells to concentration of Output species. (A) 
A typical calibration plot depicting counts from the calibration wells as a function of time. Counts 
are averaged across entire image. Wells have varying concentration of Output but have a constant 
amount of Reporter  nM in each well. Images are typically taken with an exposure 
ranging from 50 to 150 ms. (B) The counts are averaged over a period of time, typically 20 hours, 
and then normalized to zero (such that the average counts at  nM are 0). The data is fit to 
the curve  where  and  are fitted parameters,  is the normalized counts 
and  is the Output concentration. This curve is then used to calculate the concentration of the 
total Output species (unbound Output species + Output species bound to the Reporter), where: 
. 
Where the calibration wells were only fluorescent ssDNA or dsDNA, such as in the diffusion only 
experiments (see Figure 2 in the main text), the calibration curve was linear and thus fit to a linear 
equation,  (the fit largely depends on the gain setting used). All calibration wells 




Preventing Evaporation of Material 
 
 
Figure S 5.9 Evaporation in calibration wells mitigated by using Scotch Tape. One significant 
factor in accurately converting fluorescence values to DNA concentrations was ensuring that 
material did not evaporate during time lapse imaging. Specifically, when covered only with a glass 
coverslip, almost all of the moisture in the calibration wells would evaporate in ~24-100 hours, 
leaving the agarose hydrogel at 1-5% of its original volume. This would, in turn increase the 
fluorescence of the sample as the evaporation process concentrates the DNA species, seen in (A) 
mean fluorescence vs time of the calibration wells (yellow, green and purple lines) and in the 
fluorescent images in (B). However, the two calibration wells sealed with Scotch tape did not 
significantly change fluorescence over the course of 130 hours (red and blue lines). Thus, we sealed 
all calibration and reaction channels with Scotch tape to mitigate evaporation. Boarder color in 
optical images (right side) corresponds with line color in plot. Optical images shown after 1 hour 
(above) and 90.2 hours (below). Inset cartoon cube diagrams show (above) a calibration well full 
of agarose solution with DNA and (below) a well after some evaporation resulting in a solution that 




5.5.4 Supplementary Note S4: Leak Reactions and Recapture Kinetics 
Leak reactions, or unintended reactions between DNA species which result in Output 
release or recapture, are a ubiquitous and well documented phenomenon in DNA-based strand 
displacement systems. Strands and complexes that are less prone to leak can be designed but require 
more complexity206. Previous work 197 documented several types of leak reactions based on 
molecules similar to those used in this study and are the basis for reactions and leak parameters 
used in our models here. Such reactions are enumerated in Fig. S5.10.  
Truncated complexes are a possible source of leak reactions. Such complexes can be 
created when one full length strand and one truncated strand hybridize to form a complex that has 
a smaller molecular weight than the full-length complex. Such leaky complexes are difficult to 
distinguish from full-length complexes in a PAGE purification process. Thus, leaky complexes are 
unintentionally introduced into all experiments. For example, leaky Source complexes occur when 
the bottom strand of a Source complex is missing bases on its 5’ end (Fig. S5.10(i)), thus providing 
another reaction mechanism through which a Reporter complex can interact. Further examples of 
such leaky complexes and their reaction mechanisms can be seen in Fig. S5.10(ii-iii). Optimizing 
PAGE protocols to reduce the leak reactions is an ongoing effort, with some changes to protocols 
described here in Ref. 197. 
The quantity of the leaky complexes has been measured in Ref 197, where the authors 
measured Source strands, similar to those used in this study, with leaky toehold domains to be 
anywhere between 0.5 and 4.7% of , and react with rate constant ~50 M-1s-1, which is the 
approximate rate constant for a strand displacement reaction mediated through a two base pair 
toehold, . For the simulations here we assume that all leak reactions through a truncated strand 
occur at a reaction rate constant of  M-1s-1 and that , as the bottom 




truncation error to be on larger end of the measured range. We also assume that a leaky Recapturer 
complexes (Fig. S5.9(iii)) also have an initial concentration of  and react with rate 
constants of . Although leaky (i.e., unintended), the leak pathway in a recapture reaction is 
slower and almost insignificant when compared to the primary mechanism of recapture. 
While a strand displacement reaction mediated by a nick in a backbone of a DNA duplex, 
as seen in the Recapturer complex, would typically be expected to produce strand displacement 
kinetics with forward rates of 0.5 to 5 M-1s-1, (which approximately correspond to 0 and 1 bp 
toehold mediated reaction kinetics, respectively) we found that the Recapture reaction was best 
modeled with a reaction rate constant of 500 M-1s-1 more in line with a 3 bp toehold mediated 
reaction 45. Significant fraying of ends can explain the increase in kinetic rates. When analyzed 
with NUPCK at room temperature, the 1-2 and 3-4 Recapturer complexes have ~50% and ~60% 
probability, respectively, of having an unpaired base at the nick. To mitigate this fraying in a next 






Figure S 5.10 Potential leak reactions considered in the model. (i) Reversible reaction between 
a leaky Source complex (𝑆V¥E) and the Reporter complex, where the leaky Source complex has a 
bottom strand that is missing some bases (shown in red and labeled T’leak). Reaction rate constants 
shown above and below arrows and their values listed at the bottom of the figure and are estimates 
from Ref. 45. We assume a leaky toehold has a -2bp truncation 197 at the 5’ end (IDT synthesizes 
DNA from 3’ to 5’, thus a truncation error will occur at the 5’ end of a strand) and is shown in red. 
Although we PAGE purify the complexes, we found it challenging to distinguish between 
complexes with lengths that differ by only a few base pairs in our gels; the primary reason for 
PAGE purification is to ensure proper stoichiometric ratios of all strands in a complex. Such a 
source of error could be likely eliminated by purification methods which were able to differentiate 
between small changes in number of base pairs in a complex, or by ordering purified ssDNA 
strands. (ii) Irreversible reaction between a leaky Source complex with a fluorophore strand 
(𝑆V¥E: 𝑓) and an Initiator through a 5bp toehold-mediated strand displacement reaction to produce 
an Output:fluorophore and waste complex. (iii) Irreversible reaction between a leaky Recapturer 
with slow kinetics, where the 5’ end of the bottom strand in the Recapturer has two missing bases, 
therefore the non-reactive clamp would be eliminated, exposing a potential 0 bp strand 
displacement reaction between an Output and the Recapturer. Gray arrow indicates the trajectory 




Table S 5.1 List of reactions modeled in RD system. 




5.5.5 Supplementary Note S5: Reaction-Diffusion Device Fabrication  
To fabricate the PDMS molds we used Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer Kit (Dow Corning) and 
mixed 10:1 of polymer:curing agent. We epoxied 8x8x8 mm wooden cubes (Amazon.com) to the 
bottom of a weigh boat to create the negative for the mold. Each calibration well was comprised of 
a single wooden cube and a reaction well was comprised of a linear chain of three cubes so that the 
1D RD cell measured 24x8x8 mm (LxWxH) and the calibration wells (8 mm)3. Two dimensional 
molds were made from 4 or 9 cubes (dimensions of 16x16x8 or 24x24x8 mm, respectively) and 
the diameter of the cylindrical wells was 7 mm. The polymer and curing agent were well-mixed, 
poured into weigh boats and then placed in the desiccator for 90 minutes to eliminate entrapped air 
bubbles. The device was then cured for 2 hours at 65 °C. The PDMS mold was then extracted from 
the weigh boat. Dust particles were removed from the PDMS mold using Scotch Tape and the glass 
slide (48x65 mm, Ted Pella) was cleaned using 70% EtOH and dried with N2. To attach the glass 
slide to the PDMS, the coverslip and PDMS were treated for ~45 seconds each using a high 
frequency generator (BD-20, Electro-Technic Products). The device was set at 1.5 hours at 85°C 




5.5.6 Supplementary Note S6: DNA Sequences  
Diffusion Measurement Experiment  
ssDNA used in Diffusion Experiment (shown Figure 2A) 
Rb28f: /5TEX615/GTATTGTTGAATTGTAGAGTATT 
 




1-2 System  

















(base pair mismatch) 
 
3-4 system 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS  
 Overall, this work contributes to the growing body of literature which attempts to 
understand how to from, control and improve the self-assembly of DNA-based structures and 
patterns. Along with the future directions discussed in the conclusions sections of the chapters, 
there are some clear, actionable directions that one can envision as a result of this work, in addition 
to the conclusions in each of the chapters.  
 Per the results and discussions in Chapters 2-4, one could continue developing and testing 
the theory behind multicomponent self-assembly of finite sized structures. The efforts described in 
this thesis have helped slowly march toward the fabrication of what could be very useful 
technology: large, multi-origami structures with well-defined structure that rapidly assemble with 
high-yields. Although not yet achieved, there are many future studies directly stemming from this 
work that could help achieve this goal. For example, one could fairly easily test whether by simply 
changing the interface designs in a tetrameric structure one could enhance self-assembly efficiency 
at various assembly conditions. These results could be used to inform and improve the model 
outlined in Chapter 2 and 4. Requiring a more laborious effort, one could characterize the species 
in the reaction mixture after different reaction times and across a wide variety of conditions using 
the atomic force microscope or optical methods like those developed in our lab 115. This type of 
study would allow us to improve models by directly comparing the results to those of experiments. 
Further, one could design and build components that have qualities more desirable for building 
larger structures than those used in our experimental study here: namely, increase the rigidity of 
components. Recently published, a good candidate for an experimental system could be the 
programmable DNA tiles used in Ref. 212 where they demonstrate square grid structures, which 
form without curving and forming tubes in solution, with 9, 16, and 25 DNA origami tiles (similar 




32.4% yield, respectively. Following the discussion in Chapter 5, a long-term vision for such DNA-
based reaction-diffusion systems is to couple downstream processes to such chemical patterns to 
control when and where more complicated processes occur, for example, cell differentiation, and 
incorporate “smart” reactions into the buffer such that when perturbed by an adverse chemical, for 
example, DNA sensors could quickly sense and act to remove such chemicals. 
 As with the trends in the cost of DNA sequencing and synthesis, the functional and 
structural complexity of nanoscale systems created from the broad field of DNA nanotechnology 
is nonlinear. For example, a nanoscale wireframe cube made from 6 synthesized ssDNA strands in 
1991213 to a solid cuboid with 710 strands of similar length in 2012 68. The complexity DNA-based 
devices, no matter how it is defined (e.g., the number of components or strand displacement 
reactions, the types of structural conformations or interactions in a device etc.), is increasingly 
nonlinearly with time. Like Moore, but with the benefit of many years of data, I predict this 
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